MEETING of the GOVERNING BODY
held in public
Wednesday 24 June 2015 13.30–16.00
Council Chamber, Poynton Civic Centre
Chair: Dr Paul Bowen

AGENDA
13.15
Time

13.30

Arrival and refreshments
Agenda
Title / Description
No.

Speaker

Delivery &
Decision

1.

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome
absence

for Paul Bowen

Verbal

1.2

Declaration of any interests Paul Bowen
relevant to the agenda items

Verbal

1.3

Notes from previous meeting Paul Bowen
held in public – May 2015

Paper attached

&

apologies

13.40

1.4

Public Speaking Time

13.50

1.5

Chief Officer Report

Jerry Hawker

For approval

Paper attached
For information

14.05

2.

STANDING ITEMS

2.1

Finance & Performance Report

Alex Mitchell

Paper attached
For information

14:20
14:25
14:40

2.2
2.2.1
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2

14:55

2.3.3
2.4

Governing
Framework

Body

Assurance Alex Mitchell

Case Study:
Caring Together Delivery

For approval

Fleur Blakeman

Sub Committee Minutes and Reports
Governance and Audit Committee Gerry Gray
Last meeting: 27 May 2015
Remuneration Committee
Gerry Gray
Clinical Quality and Performance Gill Boston
Committee – June 2015
Advisory Committee Reports

Paper attached
Presentation
For information

Paper attached
For information

Verbal update
Paper attached
For information
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Time

Agenda
Title / Description
No.
2.4.1 Locality Management Meeting

Delivery &
Decision
None on this occasion

Speaker

2.4.2 Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice
15.05

15.15

15.30
15.45
16:05

BREAK

None on this occasion

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

3.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION

3.1

Connecting Care across Cheshire Fleur Blakeman
Pioneer Programme update

Paper attached

NHS Eastern Cheshire
Prospectus 2015-16

Paper attached

3.2
3.4

CCG Fleur Blakeman

For approval

End of Year Review of Quality Neil Evans
Performance Report

4. CLOSING REMARKS

For information

Paul Bowen

Paper attached
For information

Verbal

CLOSE OF MEETING
16.15–16.45 Informal Question and Answer Session
DATE AND TIME OF NEXT GOVERNING BODY MEETING held in public:

Wednesday 29 July 2015
Macclesfield Town Hall @ 9 am
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MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BODY held in public
Wednesday 27 May 2015 – 9 am–12.15
Macclesfield Town Hall

Unconfirmed MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
Dr Paul Bowen
Gill Boston
Dr Mike Clark
Gerry Gray
Jerry Hawker
Dr Jennifer Lawn
Joanne Morton
Alex Mitchell
Sally Rogers
Julie Sercombe
Dr Julie Sin
Bill Swann
Angela Wales
Duncan Matheson

Executive Chair,
GP McIlvride Medical Centre, Poynton
Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement
General Practice Representative –
Macclesfield
Lay member, Governance
Chief Officer
General Practice Representative – Knutsford
General Practice Representative –
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth, Wilmslow
Chief Finance Officer
Registered Nurse Member
General Practice Representative –
Congleton and Holmes Chapel
Senior Public Health Representative,
Associate Director of Public Health, Public
Health department, Cheshire East Council
Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement
General Practice Representative –
Bollington, Disley, Poynton
Secondary Care Doctor Member

PRESENT
APOLOGIES
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
APOLOGIES
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT

APOLOGIES
PRESENT
PRESENT

IN ATTENDANCE
Robin Baker (for item 3.1)
Kate Banks
Fleur Blakeman
Hazel Burgess
Matthew Cunningham
Neil Evans
Dr Guy Hayhurst (for item 3.3)
Charles Malkin
Usman Nawaz
Niall O’Gara (for item 3.1)
Helen Stephenson (for item 3.1)

Director, Grant Thornton; External Auditors to the CCG
Communications and Engagement Officer
Director of Strategy & Transformation
Note taker
Corporate Services Manager
Commissioning Director
Consultant in Public Health, Cheshire East Council
Communications Manager
Patient and Public Engagement Manager
Technical Accountant
Grant Thornton
3 Members of the public
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1.

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome and apologies for absence
Apologies for absence had been received from Gill Boston, Joanne Morton
and Bill Swann.
Dr Bowen opened the meeting, observing that the agenda was largely
devoted to the annual plan and statement of accounts.

1.2

Declaration of any new interests
No new interests were declared.

1.3

Notes from previous meeting held in public – 29 April 2015
The previous meeting held in public had taken place in Congleton in the
early evening, to offer the opportunity of attendance to members of the
public who cannot attend day time meetings. Very few members of the
public were present and the later timing may not be repeated.
The minutes of the meeting held in public on 29 April 2015 were approved
as an accurate record.

1.3.1

Matters arising from the Minutes
Item 3.1, Carers Strategy – A letter has been sent to Cheshire East Council
and NHS South Cheshire CCG with the outcome of the Governing Body’s
discussions on the strategy document. Jerry Hawker will be meeting the
Chief Officer of NHS South Cheshire CCG, who has verbally acknowledged
receipt; no response has yet been received from the Council.

1.4

Public Speaking Time
Question from Valerie Jackson, Chief Executive Officer of Action for Sick
Children : What provision has the CCG made for Children and Young
People (and their families and carers), in transition from childhood to
adulthood, paediatric Accident & Emergency services, GPs with a specialist
Paediatric background / training, Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services?
Neil Evans, Commissioning Director responded that the CCG has already
done a lot of work in these areas, and the CCG’s commissioning plans
contain sections on future work particularly in transition, epilepsy and
diabetes care and Child and Adolescent Mental Health services. He offered
to arrange a meeting with Dr Lesley Bayliss, the CCG’s clinical lead for
children’s services and the summary of the information provided at the
meeting will be reported back at a future meeting of the Governing Body
held in public.
Julie Sercombe added that some work has been done in general practice
around education and care plans in schools, involving school nurses and
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developing specific health plans up to the age of 25 for children.

1.5

Chief Officer Report
The report covered




Discussions at the Governing Body meeting held in private in April
Decisions made at Executive Committee meetings in May
The outcome of the report on the inspection of East Cheshire NHS
Trust by the Care Quality Commission
 The NHS England Quarter 3 Assurance Report on the CCG
 Summary of the recent CCG 360o Stakeholder Survey
 Draft response to the petition received at the Governing Body
meeting held in public on 29th March 2015 regarding facilities and
ancillary facilities in Eastern Cheshire for day care; overnight respite
care; dementia care and assessment; intermediate care.
Jerry Hawker highlighted specific points in his Chief Officer report and
discussions took place on some of the items.
2.1

Diabetes Education Service. Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice, the CCG’s
patient reference group, had escalated the need for this service and had
sought assurance that it was being addressed. Jerry Hawker was pleased
to report that steps are now in progress to commission the service and he
will report back to the next HealthVoice meeting accordingly.

2.2

Running costs. The Executive Committee had reviewed these in detail;
there are particular challenges this year with expanding responsibilities for
the CCG and achieving the required 10% reduction in running costs.

2.3

Care Quality Commission inspection of East Cheshire NHS Trust
(ECT). The published report gave ECT a “requires improvement” rating.
This rating has been applied to approximately 60% of all trusts which have
been inspected. Good areas of practice were recognised, including urgent
and emergency care services, and care provided to patients. A number of
areas are a cause of significant concern to the CCG: safe care, and some
elements of community services. The accountable body for progressing
evaluation and action plans is the NHS Trust Development Authority (TDA)
but as the local commissioner, the CCG will ensure it is part of the
assurance process moving forward.
It was queried what the CCG’s part in monitoring improvement will be, or
whether it will seek assurance through the TDA. Jerry Hawker stated that in
terms of the NHS structure, the TDA has legal accountability for overseeing
improvement but NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, with the responsibility for
ensuring best quality care is available locally, will work closely with the TDA
and ECT on the areas of concern. Rather than instigate a separate
process, Neil Evans has proposed he joins the monthly assurance meetings
between ECT and the TDA; he will report back to the Governing Body
through the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee.
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Dr Paul Bowen observed that the issues raised in the report are not with the
professionals at ECT themselves, but relate to management structure and
recruitment and retention of staff. Assurance of improvement will be gained
through discussions.
Sally Rogers assured the Governing Body that, prior to the CQC report, as
the CCG’s Lead Nurse, and with her counterpart at NHS South Cheshire
CCG she had already been working with ECT’s Director of Nursing on
community nursing issues.
2.4

CCG 360o Stakeholder Survey. There was a good response from
stakeholders locally to this nationally arranged survey of CCGs and there
was positive feedback on the way the CCG is engaging generally, however,
the response level from member practices had dropped significantly from
previous years, this is a trend noted nationally: CCGs need to work on
engaging and involving all their member practices.
The Governing Body noted that a lack of response from member practices
can probably be attributed to the heavy workload in primary care; whilst
practices recognise their commissioning role, completing a survey at the
end of the day is not high on the list of competing priorities. Deciding who
from each practice should complete the survey was also not straightforward.
Timing of the survey arranged by NHS England might also have been a
negative factor: March is always an exceptionally busy time in practices.
Feedback will be sought from practices, including how the Governing Body
can support them. Jerry Hawker and Paul Bowen will take this forward.

2.5

Response to petition received at the Governing Body meeting held in
public on 29th April 2015. A proposed response was included within the
Chief Officer Report for consideration by the Governing Body.
The discussion which followed included




The need for balance: recognising the issues but recognising the
practical limits of the influence of the CCG as regards buildings used
to deliver services. The CCG is responsible for commissioning
services for the local population, not buildings. It strategy champions
provision of care out of hospitals; it is for providers to maintain and
invest in facilities to support that strategy.
A question was raised whether there should be a single response on
behalf of all public sector bodies. From a timing point of view, Jerry
Hawker had undertaken that the CCG would respond within 28 days;
Cheshire East Council is considering the petition at its cabinet
meeting in July and will make their formal response after that

The Governing Body
 Approved the draft response to the petition received at the
Governing Body meeting held in public on 29th April
2.6

Termination of Pregnancy Services procurement. Assurance was sought
that this service would not be commissioned in isolation, but would take into
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account links back to primary care and the rest of the sexual health patient
pathways.
Neil Evans acknowledged that it is important specifications are not
developed in isolation and clarified that the main change is that a central
booking service, as already widely commissioned in Cheshire, Merseyside
and Greater Manchester will be commissioned collaboratively as a joint
procurement with CCGs in Cheshire and Merseyside. This will offer a
process by which women will have the right choice of options and will follow
the correct care pathway. It has the benefit from a safeguarding perspective
of offering the opportunity to identify women who have multiple terminations;
currently they could seek repeated terminations from different providers and
this is not being picked up. This also offers an opportunity to link with Child
Sexual Exploitation oversight and assurance. The specification is being
developed with links into existing services and service users are involved to
make sure best practice will be incorporated.
The Governing Body
 Noted the contents of the Chief Office Report
2.

STANDING ITEMS

2.1

Finance & Performance Report
No report this month.

2.2

Governing Body Assurance Framework – May 2015
Alex Mitchell drew the attention of the Governing Body to the updates to the
Assurance Framework since the last meeting.
Proposal to add: 13 - Systems Resilience Group: The title of this risk will
be amended to clarify that it is about potential non-achievement of Accident
and Emergency targets as set out in the NHS Constitution. The Systems
Resilience Group are finalising plans on spending extra investment received
aiming to achieve targets this year.
Proposal to add:14 - Delivery of CCG quality priorities, this will be
monitored by the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee.
Proposal to remove: 6 – Financial Deficit and 7 – QIPP Roles and
responsibilities and Governance; these were appropriate for last year and
similar new risks are proposed for the financial year 2015/16.
Proposal to add: 15 – CCG Financial Challenge: decision by the
Governing Body to submit to NHS England financial plan with surplus of
0.6% instead of 1% as required.
It was noted that this risk did not include the current risk regarding the
ongoing discussions with Cheshire East Council regarding continuing
healthcare (CHC) payments. It was suggested that should final payments
be larger than our estimates of potential liability, then this could impact on
the CCG’s ability to innovate. It was noted that invoices have now been
received. Alex Mitchell stressed that submission of an invoice does not
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guarantee a payment will be made, and in this case agreement has yet to
be reached on the final liability.
Proposal to add: 16 – Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention
(QIPP) Delivery: Non-delivery of the financial plan would impact
achievement of the CCG’s objectives. The financial surplus projection will
be monitored by the recently established Finance Committee.
Proposal to remove: 10 – Co-commissioning - Joint committee
membership. The Terms of Reference have been finalised so this can be
removed.
There was a query about the scoring of risks, noting that some active risks
are scored 9, yet some which it is proposed be removed, are rated 12; it
was asked why these risk would not be reduced to 0 before removal. The
process point was made that rating on the assurance framework changes
only with Governing Body approval. In the case of items to be removed, the
rating applied during the last financial year, and similar new risks have been
proposed for inclusion in the framework for 2015-16, hence the proposal for
the Governing Body to agree they be removed them.
The Governing Body






2.2.1

Noted the changes to risks 01 – Caring Together Delivery; 03 –
Access to Dermatology; 08 – Co Commissioning of Primary Care
(General Medicine); 09 – Co commissioning of Primary Care
(Conflict of Interests); 12 – Potential Instability in General
Practices
Approved the addition to the risk framework of 13 – Systems
Resilience Group (name to be amended); 14 – Delivery of the
CCG Quality Priorities; 15 – CCG Financial Challenge; 16 –
Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) Delivery
Approved the removal of risks from the Framework : 06 –
ECCCG Financial Deficit, 07 – QIPP – Roles and Responsibilities
and Governance; 10 – Co commissioning – Joint Committee
Membership

Review of Risk 11: North West Commissioning Support Unit Service
Disruption
Alex Mitchell presented a report on Risk 11 which has been renamed and
updated to reflect the current situation.
The Governing Body was reminded that a number of support services
(finance, communications, business analysis, continuing healthcare) have
already been withdrawn by the CCG from the North West Commissioning
Support Unit (NWCSU). These were either brought in-house or provided
across local CCGs as a joint service. The remaining contract with the
NWCSU, at a value of circa £550,000, includes a number of services such
as business intelligence, information governance, Information Technology
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and Human Resources.
Last year all CSUs were assessed under a national accreditation process to
be accepted onto the Lead Provider Framework (LPF), which allows all
CSUs, both private and NHS companies, to market services in an open and
competitive way. The current local provider, the NWCSU, was not
accredited and as a result NHS England has initiated transitional
arrangements to oversee the transfer to new providers for CCGs. A
Transition Board and sub finance group have been established, with
representation from all CCGs within Cheshire. It is required that all
commissioning support services are all transferred by 1st November 2015.
During this period, there is a risk that NWCSU staff might leave, and focus
on current services may be adversely affected. In the meantime, routine
contract monitoring meetings continue and no change in service provision
has been perceived.
NHS England is looking at mitigating potential liabilities, work is on-going to
identify potential issues and to quantify potential staff redundancy numbers.
Business Intelligence and Information Technology services are mandated to
follow the LPF procurement, but the Transition Board has moved its position
recently and there is a potential to bring some smaller services in-house
without the need for a full business case.
Jerry Hawker informed the Governing Body that there is a credibility and
reputational risk for the CCG as regards its competence to commission
appropriate commissioning support services. Managing this issue and giving
assurance presents a challenging call on time and resources of CCG staff,
disproportionate to the contract value which is small compared to the spend
of other areas within the CCG. There is an expectation from NHS England
that all CCGs will approach the process in same way and there is significant
pressure on the CCGs in Cheshire to go into joint procurement with the
Merseyside CCGs, whose level of investment is proportionately and
substantively higher than that of Eastern Cheshire CCG. Risks of a joint
process include being obliged to accept transfers of staff with low skill sets
and assuming a share of ‘stranded costs’ as a result of the set-up of other
organisations in the joint procurement. Recognising that it is important to
preserve skills and expertise within the CSUs, past experience warns
caution at the prospect of being obliged to support unsuccessful services.
Jerry Hawker emphasised the time and resource pressures for the CCG in
following the prescribed process and making sure that it is able to
commission services of high quality and of value. NHS England intends to
progress the process at speed and minimise “stranded costs”. Complying
with the tight timetable will mean significant time commitments over the next
eight weeks for Jerry Hawker, Alex Mitchell and Neil Evans. At the end of
the week there will be a meeting of all Cheshire CCGs attended by the
National Director for Commissioning Support Services, during which there
will be a discussion of what additional resources are required to raise the
level of assurance.
Acknowledging that all services provided by the CSU have some impact on
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patient care, it was queried what assurance there is about scrutiny of
services which have a direct impact on patients such as Individual Funding
Requests and would they not be better provided in-house.
Jerry Hawker stated that, whilst it is not possible to pre-define which
provider from the Lead Provider Framework will be the new provider, it is
necessary to find resource to ensure specifications are appropriate and
local. He also highlighted that the Lead Provider Framework includes
existing NHS-based CSU services and also a number of private sector
providers and therefore the outcome of the process could be that the CCG’s
future CSU partner could be either an NHS or a private sector company.
Alex Mitchell added that updates and guidance issued this week mean that
the risk on the assurance framework would be further updated.
The Governing Body
 Noted the mitigating actions being taken to minimise the risk to
disruption of services whilst an alternative provider of services
currently commissioned from the North West Commissioning
Support Unit is identified

2.3

Sub Committee Minutes and Reports

2.3.1

Governance and Audit Committee
No meeting took place in May: no report this month

2.3.2

Remuneration Committee
No meeting took place in May: no report this month.

2.3.3

Clinical Quality and Performance Committee
In Gill Boston’s absence, Neil Evans reported on the main items discussed
at the recent meeting of the Committee.









the need for plans made by the Systems Resilience Group to deliver
the requirements of NHS Constitution as regards the 4 hour Accident
& Emergency Target, 18 weeks Referral To Treatment target, and
the Ambulance response times targets
East Cheshire NHS Trust (ECT) the CCG’s main provider is working
on treating the clinically urgent and longest waiting patient cases,
which will impact its performance on the 18 week Referral to
Treatment target
Nationally and locally work is going on to make Systems Resilience
Groups more effective
A meeting with ECT and Cheshire East Council is taking place this
week following feedback from the Department of Health’s visit to
discuss delayed transfers of care; helpful suggestions for
development of the Systems Resilience Group were made
An issue brought to light by local GPs, that the NHS Constitution
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requirements on choice of access for treatment are not being
observed, will be raised with local providers who are restricting
access to Eastern Cheshire patients. Should the providers not fulfil
their constitutional obligations this will be escalated to Monitor.
2.3.3.1 There was a query about progress in meeting new access targets for mental
health. Neil Evans reported that the changes to targets, related to risk of
first psychosis and Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT)
begin in July, are phased throughout the year and must be reached by
Quarter 4. The Mental Health Board, which reports into the Clinical Quality
Committee, is developing a plan with commissioners and providers.
Intensive work is required to improve IAPT, not just in capacity but the
referral pathways are not conducive to achieving the 18 week target. The
provider, Cheshire & Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, will send
representation to the next Locality Management Meeting to discuss
simplifying referral to the service. The mental health strategy will be brought
to the Committee; assurance of the robustness of plans cannot currently be
given.
2.3.3.2 There have been difficulties finding a solution for sharing “Do Not Attempt
CPR” notifications between care professionals; the notifications have been
recorded on the EMIS IT but technological difficulties have been
experienced and progress has not been made; this is being raised with East
Cheshire Trust through the contract monitoring process.
The Governing Body
 noted the minutes of the meetings held on 1st April 2015 and
6th May 2015 and the Performance Dashboard

2.4

Advisory Committees – summary reports

2.4.1

Locality Management Meeting – 1st May 2015
Dr Paul Bowen told the Governing Body that the day prior to the last Locality
Management Meeting there had been a full session with a strategic focus on
the future of primary care, looking to meet the aspirations of innovative
practices, address concerns about primary medical services income, and
concerns from practices about the prospect of significant change and
transformation. The meeting on 1st May had focussed on more operational
issues.
There had been a presentation on the digital shared care record, integrating
clinical information across multiple providers. It was agreed having access
to this robust integrated care record was preferable to using more traditional
communication methods such as facsimile.
A local innovation from Dr David Cragg of South Park Surgery was
demonstrated: at GP practices using EMIS electronic record system there
are prompts to update records of patients at highest risk of admission with
information such as details of next of kin, power of attorney, GP name,
district nurse, usual pharmacist. Dr Bowen said this was an example of how
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an individual can make a huge difference to the system.
As part of proactive care, a prescribing system to reduce unnecessary use
of antibiotics, was approved. Practices will be paid if they demonstrate
appropriate prescribing.
The Governing Body

2.4.2

Noted the summary and the notes of the discussions at the
Locality Management Meeting held on 1st May 2015

Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice
In Bill Swann’s absence, Dr Paul Bowen introduced Usman Nawaz, the
CCG’s new Patient Engagement Manager, to those present.
Regarding reference in the minutes to the review of primary care, Jerry
Hawker stressed that the initial work on establishing which services are
currently being provided is an internal baselining exercise with the GP
practices, but patient involvement will be required in the next phase of the
work.
Dr Paul Bowen observed that there is no agreed roll out methodology for
the Friends and Family test in primary care, and varying methods of
selecting patients and disseminating questions could skew the results
between practices. He will be looking to HealthVoice to assist with devising
a methodology for a consistent approach to ensure the test is used as a
reliable indicator of quality in primary care.
The Governing Body


Noted the summary and the notes of the discussions at the
HealthVoice Meeting held on 23rd April 2015

3.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION

3.1

Annual Report and Statement of Accounts 2014–15
Dr Paul Bowen welcomed to the meeting Robin Baker, Director of Grant
Thornton, external auditors to the CCG.

3.1.1

Overview
Jerry Hawker introduced the CCG’s second annual report. He said that
Appendix A (report from External Auditors on how the CCG compares to
other CCGs) and Appendix B (NHS England’s response to the first draft) is
information that had been useful in developing the Annual Report.
Appendix C : Annual Report. Jerry Hawker gave thanks to Alex Mitchell, the
Finance Team and Matthew Cunningham for the time spent on developing
the annual report. He also thanked the General Practice Peer Group
representatives for completing the “Member practices’ introduction”.
The Annual report provides a review of the last 12 months which has been
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both, a rewarding and challenging year, focused strongly on the Caring
Together programme and wider transformation. Acknowledging that there is
still much to do, he commented that it was pleasing to see progress made in
addressing the financial position of the CCG, and challenges in care homes,
safeguarding, and acquired infections. There is an on-going challenge for
the small local district general hospital to meet the Accident and Emergency
targets and balance the need to meet the requirements of the NHS
Constitution whilst transforming. He said it was a fair and balanced review
of how the CCG has performed over the last 12 months, identifying areas
for particular pride and areas which continue to be challenging; those areas
are reflected in the Assurance Framework.
Jerry Hawker drew attention to the responsibilities of the Governing Body
members as set out at 3.21.
Referring to Section 5, Jerry Hawker said that he was satisfied with the
Annual Report and Financial Statement. Not forgetting the challenges that
will be faced in the year ahead, he thanked Gerry Gray, Chair of the
Governance and Audit Committee, the Mersey Internal Audit Agency,
internal auditors and Grant Thornton, external auditors for the CCG for their
candid support and advice, leading to a positive position for the CCG.
He affirmed that to the best of his knowledge and belief, he had properly
discharged the responsibilities set out in the letter of appointment as
Accountable Officer for the Clinical Commissioning Group.
3.1.2

Financial Statement
Alex Mitchell echoed the thanks expressed by Jerry Hawker as recorded
above. Being mindful that everything the member practices and employees
of the CCG do contributes to expenditure incurred, he mentioned that a
planned deficit at the start of the year had been replaced with a small
surplus at the end of the year. Provisions for continuing healthcare cover
both the current dispute with Cheshire East Council and any restitution
claims after the closure of Primary Care Trusts on 1 April 2013. The
financial statement had been prepared according to accounting standards
and in line with the set format provided by NHS England and the surplus
figure of £190,000 is not displayed explicitly, but can be found in Section 24
by taking away the Plan Value from the Actual Value.
All internal assurances processes are in place, the report of the external
auditors has been circulated and will be uploaded to the website.

3.1.3

External Audit Opinion
Robin Baker referenced the findings of the audit for the CCG for the
financial year ended 31 March 2015 which had been circulated the previous
day. He said that it is a requirement that the Governing Body receive the
report before taking a decision on adopting the accounts.
Work on the accounts has nearly been completed and tested. He confirmed
that there are no material errors or uncertainties and that Grant Thornton
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intends to issue an unqualified opinion on the financial statements,
confirming that they are a true and accurate statement of the CCG’s
financial position. Assurance is given on secondary care expenditure.
Provision has been made in the accounts for estimated continuing
healthcare claims, in particular potential liabilities for cost of care of patients
formerly covered by the learning disabilities pool. This provision has been
made in the knowledge that individual cases have been worked through and
external advice has been taken on likely liabilities; it is not possible to say
what the final figure will be but the auditors assess that a reasonable
approach to this has been taken, based on advice taken
Regarding Value for Money, last year the CCG started off with a planned
deficit, in the knowledge that this could result in unlawful expenditure. The
auditor noted and monitored the CCG’s plans to work with partners in the
local health economy and its internal consistency process, and took the
decision not to issue a warning notice as the direction of travel was positive
during the year, noting receipts of money from the quality premium and the
scaling back of the Caring Together programme costs meant that a small
surplus was delivered at the end of the year. Although it is noted that
currently the CCG is not forecasting meeting the required planning guidance
target of achieving a 1% surplus, it is now in a secure financial positon and
is more resilient. For this reason the auditor intends to issue a conclusion of
unqualified value for money.
The Auditor does not audit the Annual Report but finds it consistent with the
financial report.
The Annual Governance Statement (section 6) has been completed in
accordance with guidance.
The Auditor is happy to confirm that the remuneration report has been
completed in line with guidance, making distinction between Governing
Body members employed and having a contract of service with pension
benefits or on a contractor basis, with payment being made through
practices on contract for services.
Robin Baker summarised the Auditor’s intention to issue an unqualified
opinion on the annual report and value for money.
The formal “Letter of representation” to the Auditors has been signed by Dr
Paul Bowen, Executive GP Chair, and Alex Mitchell, Chief Finance Officer.
The Audit Report will be sent to the Department of Health on 28th May
according to the timetable. Robin Baker said audit and the production of the
annual report had been a smoother process this year, he said there had
been good on-going discussions through the year and he gave thanks to
Jerry Hawker, Alex Mitchell, Niall O’Gara for their help.
It was raised that in Appendix D Section 1.17 “NHS” should be inserted
before Continuing Healthcare. The suggestion was noted, and will be fed
back to NHS England, which provided the standard template and
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framework.
Paul Bowen again drew attention to the responsibilities of the Governing
Body members as set out at 3.21. “ Each individual who is a member of the
Governing Body at the time of the Members’ Report is approved confirms:
so far as the member is aware, that there is no relevant audit information of
which the clinical commissioning group’s external auditor is unaware; and
that the member has taken all the steps that they ought to have taken as a
member in order to make themselves aware of any relevant audit
information and to establish that the clinical commissioning group’s auditor
is aware of that information”. There was no disagreement with this
statement from those present.
The Governing Body




3.2

Noted the unqualified opinion of the External Auditors on value
for money and the financial statements
Approved the final drafts for publication : Annual Report, Annual
Accounts
Delegated to the Governance and Audit Committee, and to the
Accountable Officer and Chief Finance Officer, the authority to
make and approve minor, non material amendments to the
Annual Report and Accounts before submission on Friday.

2015/16 Financial Plan
Alex Mitchell presented the plan for how the CCG will spend its resources in
the coming year, highlighting that the plan is the second year of the CCG’s
five-year strategy.
He described how the formula used to calculate the financial allocation
CCGs receive from NHS England every year based on £ per head of
population had left Eastern Cheshire CCG 5.8% below its notional figure.
Using pace of change to move those CCGs below their target closer to their
aspirational figure meant for 2015/16 Eastern Cheshire CCG received an
uplift of 5.8% instead of the standard 1.4%. Although the CCG is still 4.1%
below its aspirational target, the uplift was helpful in improving financial
stability going forwards, conditional on the Better Care Fund and Systems
Resilience monies being included in planning assumptions and application
of business rules.
The CCG must spend at least 1% of its total budget non-recurrently on oneoff items/schemes. 1.2% of the CCG’s allocation is being spent in this way,
with a 0.5% contingency.
The CCG is required to make a 1% surplus but at the March Governing
Body meeting it was decided to maximise the surplus as far as possible, but
to continue with the 5 year strategic plan. Therefore a 0.6% surplus has
been planned which includes a £2.7 million pump-priming transformation
fund has been set aside.
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A cautious approach has been taken to running costs since the CCG’s
inception and the required 10% reduction will be met.
£120 million, 78% of contract value for the financial year ahead, has been
agreed. The remaining unsigned contracts are all based on agreed values
and are currently going through the formalities of sign off. Any changes
would be minor and would not materially alter the CCG’s 2015/16 financial
plan.
The £2.7 million pump priming transformation fund will be available for
investment if the planned Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention
(QIPP) initiatives deliver their targets for the year. Transformational
changes implemented part way through the year will start to deliver later
results in the year.
Progress will be monitored by the Finance Committee and the Governing
Body through the finance papers.
There was significant growth in continuing healthcare costs last year, and
the CCG continues to contribute to the “restitution pool” for retrospective
funding of cases, with £1.2million paid during the year for costs incurred
prior to the CCG’s inception. Table 5 in the paper shows investments in
non-recurrent expenditure. Assuming growth will be consistent, 12% of the
budget has been set aside for investment.
Non-recurrent transformation funding of £2.7 million is included in the
budget, and work has begun on Better Care Fund initiatives overseen by the
Systems Resilience Group, e.g. the shared care record, proactive care
coordinators.
There were queries on elements of the plan.
Table 8 – primary care services – these are services outside the core
general practice contract such as vasectomy, phlebotomy. The Minor
Ailments service appears in the budget under Prescribing (Table 3).
Table 3 (2015/16 Investment in Growth) is a reflection of the current
situation and current trends and assumes no change to the place or focus of
care. Noting that a 1.4% uplift has been made across the board, it was
queried whether there is confidence that over the year the Plan on the
Page, with a direction of travel moving care out of hospital, will translate into
a reduction in spend in some areas and an increase in others. Alex
Mitchell said that the relationship between number of people being admitted
to hospital and the cost of their treatment is not necessarily linear. Jerry
Hawker added that, the CCG had to be mindful of the requirement by NHSE
that CCGs plan adequately for winter periods and quantity of non-elective
and elective admissions to hospital, there is a challenge in producing a plan
which reflects aspirations rather than history.
Table 8 – Primary Care Services - It was highlighted that the Out of Hours
service is provided as a primary care service, but is not provided by the
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local general practices.
Table 11 – The uplift for the ambulance service is highest of all contracts;
this includes a correction factor as the CCGs under-contracted against
activity in 2014/15. The additional funding is linked to an expectation that
the requirements of the NHS Constitution will be met this year. It was
agreed that more can be done to reduce the number of patients being taken
to Accident & Emergency and Eastern Cheshire CCG is already being held
up as a trailblazer for effectively implementing the pathfinder service where
after assessing a patient, ambulance paramedics can contact the local GP
Out of Hours acute visiting service if more appropriate than taking the
patient to hospital.
The Governing Body
 Approved the 2015/16 Financial Plan
 Delegated to the Chief Finance Officer the ability to make any minor
revisions to the Financial Plan following confirmation of outstanding
contracts, noting that this will not impact on the planned surplus

3.3

Cheshire East Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA)
Dr Guy Hayhurst, Consultant in Public Health, attended the meeting with
Dr Julie Sin to present an update on the JSNA, which is co-produced with
local communities and describes population needs and identifies needs the
CCG can help meet.
There is a focus on the effects of mental health, taking into account the
functioning of the person in their community. The Children’s JSNA has
been updated. Empowerment of parents through reassurance and
information can reduce avoidable attendance at Accident and Emergency
with their children. A common approach is being adopted across Cheshire
East, with information from NHS Choices being put into “CAtCH”, a local
app which offers advice.
The Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment has been updated, focusing on the
need for provision of health and social care to the substantial housing
developments being planned locally, including on the boundaries with
Stockport. Joint working between Cheshire East and Stockport will be
required.
Dr Julie Sin talked about a diagram showing the status of health outcomes
and stated that currently Cheshire East is in a good position compared to
the rest of England. She explained how the JSNA and local public health
reports should be fed into the CCG’s commissioning priorities by
highlighting findings and showing which areas need to be improved fastest.
In answer to a question regarding how the Governing Body can be assured
there is enough weighting for the outcomes against other priorities. Dr Sin
said that some priorities are nationally mandated and not within the CCG’s
gift to choose, but that a good start has been made as the CCG’s Plan on a
Page has taken into account key sources of local intelligence. The CCG’s
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process for prioritising its commissioning intentions needs to continue to be
developed so that its commissioning goals are even more closely aligned
with the outcomes.
It was commented that diligent work has been done to link health outcomes
with trajectories. The Health and Wellbeing Board has a challenge in
addressing health inequalities across Cheshire East, and information broken
down into community or peer group level to identify outliers would be useful.
Dr Bowen thanked Dr Hayhurst and Dr Sin for the presentation and
commented that the JSNA was extremely valuable in the commissioning
cycle for reviewing needs and planning.
The Governing Body
 Noted the update on the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment

3.4

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Operational Plan 2015–16
Neil Evans summarised the Operational Plan, which the CCG is required to
submit to NHS England in a prescribed template format.
He gave an update on current performance.
Due to challenging conditions in April the 4-hour Accident and Emergency
target was not met; it is expected that the target for Quarter 1 will not be met
although performance has improved in May. East Cheshire NHS Trust has a
plan to reduce the backlog of patients waiting over 18 weeks for treatment,
which will have an impact on meeting the actual target for treatment within
18 weeks of referral, however it is expected that overall for 2015/15 this
target will be met.
Good progress has been made on the trajectory for early diagnosis of
dementia, meeting targets for access to psychological therapies is more
challenging. A considerable amount of work has been done to improve
existing services but the issue is not entirely about funding.
Nationally prescribed priorities include reduction in c.difficile, and reduction
in antibiotic prescribing.
The quality premium criteria set out in a table at item 13.6 in the paper
includes local targets chosen from a pick list and approved by the Clinical
Quality Committee, and some which are nationally mandated. The
Systems Resilience Group is developing plans to deliver the measures.
NHS England is strongly encouraging CCGs to increase activity levels in
their plans based on the challenges to hospitals last winter and the national
picture of growth in hospital activity. However last year locally there was a
reduction in non-elective admissions and the CCG has confidence that work
going on in primary care and community services, and new schemes
coming on-line this year, will continue to deliver benefits to patients in a
reduction of avoidable admission to hospital, therefore a flat rate of growth
in admissions has been forecast. Neil Evans clarified that the number of
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hospital admissions last year reduced although the cost did not reduce, due
to complex conditions of the patients involved.
Regarding the quality premium measures “Reduction in the number of
people with severe mental illness who are currently smokers”, it was
clarified that this indicator relates to a specific group of people under the
care of Cheshire & Wirral Partnership NHS Trust, and there is confidence
that positive strides can be made.
“Reduction in Pressure Sores” is part of a scheme worked up jointly with the
community nursing tissue viability team. A large proportion of Serious
Untoward Incidents are related to pressure sores and there has already
been success in reduction the incidence in hospitals.
Regarding the request for how the Governing Body would like to be
engaged in overseeing delivery of the plan, it had been suggested at the
Governing Body development day that regular reports were not required
and the possibility of assigning a Governing Body lead for each area of work
had been proposed.
Jerry Hawker stated that the Governing Body meetings provide the forum
where the Executive Committee can be held to account on delivery of the
plan and the Governing Body’s primary role is to seek assurance.
The Governing Body
 Endorsed the approach taken by the CCG in setting the local
quality premium indicators and the trajectories in the
Operational Plan 2015–16

3.5

Agenda items and discussion at Governing Body meetings
held in camera and in public
The paper on principles for discussions at Governing Body meetings in
camera and in public was presented. Items discussed in private will be
matters such as development of the Governing Body, items with legal
sensitivities, and early drafts of papers which will come to later meetings in
public. Also included were principles for the running of the informal question
and answer sessions which are held bi-monthly after Governing Body
meetings held in public, including that response to issues relating to
individual cases will be provided directly and at a later date rather than
during the public session.
The Governing Body
 Approved the guiding principles for determining which issues
will be discussed and reported in camera as opposed to during
a meeting held in public

4.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Dr Paul Bowen said that congratulations were due to Broken Cross Surgery,
which had gained a rating of Outstanding from the Care Quality
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Commission. He observed that this rating demonstrated a huge amount of
commitment from the GPs and staff of the practice.
The meeting closed.
5.

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
Wednesday 24th May 2015 at 1pm, Poynton Civic Centre
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING held in public
24 June 2015
Report Title

Agenda Item 1.5

Chief Officer Report

Purpose of report
To provide the Governing Body with an update on national, regional and local developments
pertinent to the provision of care in Eastern Cheshire and to discharging the statutory duties
of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group.
Key points








Executive Committee Meetings – decisions made in June 2015
Patient Transport Services reprocurement
Caring Together Update
Healthier Together Update
750th Anniversary of Parliament
Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response update
Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board June 2015

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information

Benefits / value to our population / communities
Improved accessible services for our patients and public

Report Author
Jerry Hawker
Chief Officer

Date of report

Contributors
Matthew Cunningham
Head of Corporate Services
Fleur Blakeman
Strategy and Transformation Director
16 June 2015
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Chief Officer Repo
ort
1.

Executive Comm
mittee – decision
d
s made iin June 2015
2

1.1

CCG Pro
ogramme Managem
ment Group. Termss of Refere
ence for a new grou
up to
oversee implementa
ation of the
e operation
nal plan were approve
ed.

1.2

on Fundin
ng for Ma
acclesfield
d GP pra
actices. Th
he Executtive Comm
mittee
Innovatio
agreed th
he recomm
mendation tto provide £9,750 of funding to
o support th
he Macclesfield
GP practices to determine the best wa
ay of organ
nising the future delivvery of priimary
care gene
eral practicce in Maccclesfield w
within the ccontext of wider systtem integra
ation.
The fundiing will be contingentt on the Ma
acclesfield practices ssharing the
eir learning
g with
other Pee
er Groups.

1.3

Commun
nity Dietetic Service
e. A propossal to roll out
o the existing Com
mmunity Die
etetic
Service to
o residentss in care h
homes has been end
dorsed by tthe Executtive Comm
mittee.
The serviice will nott only provvide specia
alist advice
e and supp
port to indivvidual resid
dents
but also provide he
elp and su
upport to care
c
home
e staff, inclluding cate
ering staff.. It is
envisaged
d that the
ere will be
e an agree
ed formula
ary from w
which the Dieticianss can
prescribe nutritionall suppleme
ents. By pro
oviding thiss service to
o care hom
me residentts we
will help tto improve
e the nutrittional statu
us of the re
esidents a
and all the added benefits
that go w
with this. The
T
costs of rolling this servicce out to care home
e residentss are
£123,000
0. This will be funded
d from a to
op slice off the presccribing bud
dget due to
o the
anticipate
ed savingss (circa £1
170,000) associated
a
with redu
uced costs and imprroved
efficiencyy. The new
w specificattion will ap
pply to residents of care
c
homes as an in
nterim
measure whilst a re
eview is undertaken of the whole Dietetiic service with the aim of
implemen
nting a revised speciffication for the comple
ete service
e in April 20
016.

1.4

NHS 111. Cheshire
e & Merseyyside are currently
c
w
within
a6m
month stab
balisation period
p
ervice as it builds to full roll out on the 1st October in
n line with tthe first wa
ave of
for the se
areas within the No
orth West. The Execu
utive team reinforced
d the continued roll out
o of
the nation
nal service and considered the options as to how thiis would integrate witth the
existing O
Out of Hou
urs services. It was a
agreed to rretain the e
existing ca
all handling
g and
triage ele
ements within OOH tto enable a sustaina
able local service
s
which will support
the develo
opment of integrated care. The additional investmen
nt over and
d above existing
identified budgets w
was £162,000.

2.

Reprocu
urement of Patient Transport Serv
vices

2.1

Following
g a 12-mo
onth period
d of planning, prep
paration and engage
ement, the
e six
Cheshire Warrington and Wirrral CCGs w
were asked
d to sign offf their county-level te
ender
documentation, allo
owing NHS
S Blackpo
ool CCG w
with NHS SBS (Sh
hared Business
d, to go ou
ut to the market in Ju
uly 2015. T
The compe
etitive
Services)) as procurrement lead
tender pro
ocess will take
t
six mo
onths.

2.2

I am fullyy satisfied
d that the process leading up
p to comm
mencementt of the te
ender
process has been
n robust. The significant im
mprovemen
nt in servvices, inclu
uding
al increase
e to core hours, ma
ade via the
e last conttract with tthe North West
substantia
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Ambulancce Service will be ma
aintained in
n the new ccontract. Itt is widely anticipated
d that
the new ccontract wiill be at a h
higher costt, which is a reflectio
on of the un
nder-resou
urcing
of the pre
evious servvice.
2.3

No conce
erns having
g been raissed by Go
overning Bo
ody memb
bers, and therefore I have
confirmed
d the CCG’’s agreeme
ent to proce
eed with th
he procurem
ment.
The Gove
erning Body is aske
ed to formally note tthe decisio
on to proc
ceed to ten
nder.

4.

NHS Co
onfederattion

4.1

In June the NHS Confederation held its ann
nual confe
erence and
d exhibitio
on in
Liverpool1, which w
was notable
e for a num
mber of ke
ey announcements m
made by S
Simon
and Jeremyy Hunt around three main them
mes:
Stevens a
 Finan
ncial Sustainability
 New models of Care
blishing “ne
ew terms of trade”
 Estab

4.2

Financial Sustaina
ability. The
ere was a cclear message that th
he NHS has a govern
nment
ent to increase fundiing by £8 billion overr the next five years in line witth the
commitme
NHS Five
e Year Forrward View
w, howeverr this has tto be balan
nced again
nst the nee
ed for
the NHS to deliver the £22 billion effficiency sa
avings. To support the
t
producctivity
me, a numb
ber of key announcem
ments werre made ad
ddressing Agency
A
sta
affing,
programm
contractin
ng of Conssultants an
nd a review
w of seniorr managem
ment pay. O
Other initia
atives
announce
ed included
d improving
g the NHS
S ability to use its collective purrchasing po
ower;
tighter co
ontrols on
n acute spending
s
nderstand and elim
minate
and a drrive to un
unjustifiab
ble inefficie
encies. This latter po
oint has su
ubsequently been ba
acked up b
by the
announce
ement that the Care Quality Co
ommission will now in
ntroduce a new efficciency
standard as part of its acute hospital insp
pections.

4.3

s. There was
w
a stron
ng focus a
at the confference on
n the new care
New Carre models
models and the worrk of the Va
anguard arreas. Both Simon Ste
evens and JJohn Hunt were
mpress the
e need for all
a areas to
o press ahe
ead with inn
novative so
olutions. A
All
keen to im
new care
e models a
are expectted to starrt to blur tthe bounda
aries betw
ween acute
e and
primary ccare, physiccal and me
ental health
h, and health and soccial care.
The nexxt set
uard areas are expected to foccus on the
e future off small ho
ospitals and
d the
of Vangu
establishm
ment of “h
hospital ch
hains”. Sim
mon Stevens also an
nnounced that first three
economie
es to becom
me part off the new ““success re
egimes”. T
The three a
areas are North
N
Cumbria, Mid Essexx and Devo
on.

4.3

New term
ms of trade. A key note announcement w
was that NH
HS Englan
nd has relo
ooked
at the NH
HS Constitu
ution targe
ets and has made a numberr of revisio
ons to rem
move
unintende
ed consequ
uences from
m existing targets. C
Changes to
o the Refer To Treat (RTT)
(
target (18
8 weeks) iss a positive
e move, and
d addresse
es the conccerns over very long waits
for treatm
ment. An announce
ement wass made a
around the
e introducttion of a new

1

http://nhssconfed.org/even
nts/2015/06/nhss-confederation--annual-conferen
nce-and-exhibitiion-2015
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assurance
e framewo
ork for CC
CGs (com
mmissionerss) aimed to create greater public
p
transpare
ency, and a shift of fo
ocus from C
CCG perforrmance against targe
ets and fina
ancial
metrics, to
t outcome
es and exp
perience off care. The
e new assu
urance systtem is currrently
being devveloped be
etween the Departm
ment of He
ealth, NHS
S England and the K
Kings
Fund.
4.4

ant final arrea of discu
ussion at th
he Confede
eration was the need
d for the NH
HS to
A significa
lead a mu
uch stronger public h
health deba
ate and pa
articularly th
he need to
o hold peop
ple to
account ffor their ow
wn health. T
The strengtth of this debate has sadly been
n diminishe
ed by
the annou
unced £200
0m cuts in Public Hea
alth funding

5.

Caring Together
T
r Update
e

5.1

Caring T
Together: Transforrming hea
alth and wellbeing
g through
h technologyenabled c
care Even
nt on 12th June 2015
5.
5.1.1 The CCG orrganised th
his event w
which was attended by over 150 people, with
e Telecare Services A
Association
n and the N
North Wesst Coast Accademic H
Health
the
and
d Science Network w
who are parrtners in the STOPan
ndGO Euro
opean proje
ect2.
5.1.2 The event brought tog
gether local people with
w
health
hcare commissionerss and
pro
oviders, technology ffirms and eHealth in
nnovators tto showca
ase and ide
entify
the
e role that technologyy can play in helping people ma
anage their health. During
D
the
e morning there we
ere presen
ntations on
n commissioning fo
or outcome
es in
Ea
astern Che
eshire, empowering consumerss through work in L
Lancashire
e, the
Dig
gital Vision
n for 2020 Care frrom NHS England and an overview o
of the
Eu
uropean ap
pproach in
n the STO
OPandGO project. These were
e followed with
wo
orkshops, which inccluded: sta
andards for
f
techno
ology enab
bled care,, the
cha
allenges rrelating to
o data sharing and
d the approach to commissio
oning
dia
abetes carre in Easte
ern Chesh
hire. The a
afternoon cclosed with
h a numb
ber of
gro
oup discussions focusssed on ca
ase scenarrios of peop
ple with dia
abetes and
d how
inn
novative te
echnology could be used to ssupport the
em to man
nage their own
hea
alth and livve well. Throughout th
he event th
here was an
a exhibitio
on of techno
ology
forr the delega
ates to visiit and identtify what m
may be appropriate to support pe
eople
witth diabetess.
5.1.3 The outputs from the event will be used
d to inform
m the com
mmissionin
ng of
inte
egrated dia
abetes care
e in Easterrn Cheshire
e during 20
015/16.

5.2

2

Cheshire
e Care Rec
cord (form
merly know
wn as CIDC
CR) Update. Impleme
entation of
o a
Cheshire--wide integ
grated digital care re
ecord is n
now underw
way. Testiing of the data
feeds hass now commenced. The
T projectt team has engaged w
with 20 of tthe 22 pracctices
within Ea
astern Ch
heshire. HealthVoice
H
e and He
ealthWatch
h have also receive
ed a
presentattion on the
e Cheshire
e Care Re
ecord. The
e informatiion-sharing
g agreeme
ent is
being sen
nt out to all GP practtices weekk commenccing 15 June 2015. T
The inform
mation

http://sttopandgopro
oject.eu/
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sharing agreement
a
for the Ch
heshire Health Recorrd3 is being
g expande
ed as an in
nterim
solution pending
p
th
he implem
mentation o
of the Che
eshire Carre Record,, start datte for
implemen
ntation is 30 October 2015.
5.3

Risk Stra
atification4. The Carring Togeth
her Progra
amme inclu
udes risk sttratification
n as a
keyenable
er to the ne
ew model of care. T
The currentt risk stratiffication too
ol is provide
ed as
part of a larger sup
pport packkage from the North West Com
mmissionin
ng Supportt Unit
(CSU). A specification is bein
ng develop
ped by Easstern Chesshire CCG Transform
mation
Directoratte to facilita
ate the pro
ocurement of a new risk
r
stratificcation tool that will incclude
a wider sset of healthcare datta, social d
data, and have the p
potential to
o include ssocial
care data
a in the future. Th
he specificcation will be used to procure a new
w risk
stratificatiion tool thrrough the L
Lead Provid
der Framew
work proce
ess in July 2015.

6.

Healthie
er Togeth
her Upda
ate

6.1

Backgrou
und: The Healthier T
Together P
Programme
e5, launche
ed in February 2012, is a
key part o
of the refo
orm of health and social care sservices wiithin Greatter Manche
ester.
There are
e three ele
ements to the Health
hier Togetther Progra
amme – In
ntegrated Care,
C
Primary C
Care and In Hospital Care. Folllowing the developm
ment of a ca
ase for cha
ange,
further wo
ork has be
een undertaken to de
evelop a m
model of ca
are that willl help the NHS
and othe
er care pro
oviders in Greater M
Manchester provide quality se
ervices tha
at are
equitable, safe, accessible and
d sustainab
ble for futu
ure generattions.

6.2

ation.
Consulta
6.2.1 In
n July 201
14 a major public co
onsultation
n on the fu
health and care
uture of h
se
ervices in Greater M
Manchesterr was launcched. A nu
umber of d
different op
ptions
fo
or the reco
onfiguration
n of hospittal servicess (specifica
ally A&E, acute care
e and
specialist g
general surgery servvices) were analysed and devveloped. U
Using
agreed crite
eria, the CC
CGs within
n Greater M
Mancheste
er identified
d eight posssible
eight optio
ons involve
es one spe
ecialist hosspital partn
nering
options. Each of the e
w
with one orr two locall general hospitals
h
to
o form what is know
wn as a “S
Single
S
Service” - n
networks o
of linked h
hospitals w
working in partnership. Each Single
S
S
Service will have one
e team of d
doctors an
nd nurses who will w
work across the
specialist an
nd the loca
al general hospital sittes. Patien
nts will be m
moved betw
ween
th
he specialist and the local gene
eral sites w
within a Single Servicce according to
th
heir needss. A furthe
er explanattion of what a single
e service means ca
an be
viewed at htttps://www
w.youtube.ccom/watch?
?v=BMC10
0LvtpM0.
6.2.2

3

F
Four of the eight optio
ons involve
ed four hosspitals becoming spe
ecialist hospitals
and four o
of the eigh
ht options involved five hospitals becoming speccialist
hospitals. T
Three hosp
pitals have
e been designated a
as specialiist in all o
of the
options. The
ese are

The Che
eshire Health Re
ecord is a syste
em designed to enable authorised doctors, nu
urses and otherr healthcare pro
ofessionals to access a
summaryy of a patient’s G
GP record. Thiss could happen iin hospital or un
nplanned care se
ettings such as Out of Hours Ce
entres.
A tool forr identifying and predicting whicch patients are a
at high risk, or likely to be at hig
gh risk and priorritising the mana
agement of theirr care in
order to prevent worse o
outcomes
5
www.hea
althiertogethergm
m.nhs.uk
4
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6.3

6

Manche
ester Roya
al Infirmarry (Central Manchesster Unive
ersity Hospitals
NHS Fo
oundation T
Trust)
Salford Royal Hosspital NHS Foundation Trust
Royal O
Oldham Hospital (partt of Pennin
ne Acute NH
HS Founda
ation Trustt).

6.2.3

T
The first two
o have bee
en designa
ated as spe
ecialist in o
order for th
hem to con
ntinue
to
o provide sservices th
hat are nott provided elsewhere
e. Royal Oldham
O
Hospital
has been d
designated as a speccialist to m
minimise the
e impact of
o the prop
posed
Mancheste
er residentss who nee
ed to travel to a speccialist
changes forr Greater M
hospital by public transport.

6.2.4

T
Three hospitals have also been designated
d as a loca
al general hospital
h
in all of
th
he options. These are
e:
 North Manchester
M
r General H
Hospital
 Fairfield
d Hospital ((both part o
of Pennine
e Acute NH
HS Foundattion Trust)
 Tamesid
de Genera
al Hospital NHS Foun
ndation Trust.

6.2.5

T
These hosp
pitals have been desig
gnated as local gene
eral hospita
als as a ressult of
decisions m
made by the
e local CCG
Gs.

6.2.6

T
The key issue, from an Eastern Cheshire p
perspective
e, is whether or not one
o of
th
he addition
nal specialisst hospitalss within the
e options a
available w
will be locatted in
th
he South of Manchesster.

6.2.7

A
At the end of Septem
mber 2014
4 the Heallthier Toge
ether team
m and the CCG
undertook a listening event in Wilmslow
W
a
and a Travvel and Acccess workkshop
th
hat allowed
d Eastern Cheshire residents
r
a
and organiisations to hear from
m and
have a chan
nce to influ
uence the cconsultation
n.

6.2.8

T
The CCG did submit a formal ressponse to tthis consulltation.6

Consulta
ation Ques
stionnaire Response
e.
6.3.1 Aro
ound 1% of the Greater M
Mancheste
er populattion (22,45
51 individ
duals)
ressponded to
t the con
nsultation questionnaire and 29,347 re
esponses were
recceived in to
otal. Some of the keyy findings w
were as follows:
 Three qua
arters of th
he Greater Manchestter populattion believe
e that the NHS
must reforrm to provid
de servicess needed in
n the future
e.
 There is majority
m
agrreement for the core concepts
c
b
behind Hea
althier Toge
ether
o 89% of the popula
ation said th
hat the pro
ogramme’s aims are important
o GP offe
er wider serrvices redu
ucing need for hospita
al (72%)
o Travellin
ng to get b
best care fo
or serious illness (72%
%)
o Hospita
als specialissing in trea
atments to offer best care
c
(70%))
o Long term conditio
ons treated
d in the com
mmunity orr at home ((69%)

https://ww
ww.easternchesshireccg.nhs.uk/News/NHS-Easstern-Cheshire-C
CCGs-response--to-Healthier-To
ogether-consulta
ation.htm
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 There is o
overriding support (8
80%) for lo
ocal hospittals chang
ging in ord
der to
improve th
he quality o
of care offe
ered.
arters of re
espondentts (consultation quesstionnaire) indicated their
 Three qua
preference
e for five sp
pecialist ho
ospitals.
6.4

onfiguratio
on.
Future co
6.4.1 Po
ost consulttation furth
her work h
has been done to help inform
m the deccision
reg
garding the
e most ap
ppropriate ffuture configuration of hospita
al services.. The
critteria that h
has been used
u
to de
etermine w
whether the
ere should be four o
or five
spe
ecialist hosspitals, and
d where the
ese should
d be located, is based
d on:
 Quality and Safety
d Access
 Travel and
 Transition
 Affordabilitty and Valu
ue for Money
6.4.2 Givven the clo
ose proximity of a num
mber of hospitals with
hin Greaterr Manchesster to
Ea
astern Chesshire, mosst notably U
University H
Hospitals o
of South Manchester NHS
Fo
oundation T
Trust, Cen
ntral Mancchester Un
niversity Ho
ospitals NHS Found
dation
Tru
ust and Sto
ockport NH
HS Founda
ation Trust, there is likkely to be an
a impact o
of the
decision mad
de on local residents.
hier Togeth
her Committee in Co
ommon meeting on 17 June 20157 a
6.4.3 At the Health
our single services. The identity of the ffourth
decision wass reached tto have fo
ngle servicce configurration will be identifie
ed followin
ng the nexxt CIC mee
eting,
sin
sch
heduled for 17 July 2
2015.

6.5

Role of NHS Eas
stern Ches
shire CCG
G: NHS E
Eastern Ch
heshire CC
CG is onlly an
e Member of the Com
mmittees in
n Common
n and - whilst in atten
ndance - ha
as no
Associate
voting rights. The fin
nal decisio
on(s) regard
ding the fu
uture config
guration of health serrvices
in Greate
er Manch
hester are made by the 12 CCGs o
operating within Grreater
Manchestter.

6.6

Impact fo
or the po
opulation o
of Eastern
n Cheshirre: NHS Eastern
E
Ch
heshire CC
CG is
working w
with the He
ealthier Tog
gether Tea
am to bette
er understand the like
ely impact o
of the
reconfiguration of hospital serrvices. NHS
S Eastern Cheshire CCG resid
dents gene
erated
h
sp
pells8 in 20
014/15 at th
hose hosp
pitals that m
may be affe
ected
approximately 900 hospital
by the re
econfiguratiion of hospital servicces. Some
e of the po
ossible imp
plications o
of the
reconfiguration of se
ervices incclude:
aving to tra
avel greate
er distance
es, journeyys taking lo
onger
 patientts and their carers ha
and be
eing more expensive,
e
 more N
NHS Eastern Cheshirre CCG ressidents decciding to be
e treated at East Che
eshire
NHS T
Trust or at different
d
ho
ospitals pre
eviously lesss frequentted,

7
8

https://he
ealthiertogetherg
gm.nhs.uk/resou
urces/committee
es-common/
Spell – Continuous perio
od of care.
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 East C
Cheshire NH
HS Trust a
attracting ne
ew patient flows from
m out of are
ea.
6.7

The CCG
G will be ab
ble to more accuratelyy predict th
he likely impact of the
e changes being
b
made oncce more is known abo
out the identity of the
e fourth sing
gle service
e configurattion.

6.8

Patient, C
Carer and Community Adviso
ory Groups
s.
6.8.1 T
The Healthier Togeth
her programme is a key part of the wid
der Health
h and
S
Social Care
e reform (Devo-Manc) in Grreater Man
nchester. As part o
of its
approach to
o meeting tthe statutory duty to e
engage an
nd involve m
members o
of the
e reform p
programme
e, the Healthier Toge
ether progrramme and the
public in the
10 Healthw
watch organ
nisations o
of Greater Mancheste
er, Healthw
watch Che
eshire
E
East and H
Healthwatch
h Derbysh
hire are in the proce
ess of settting up Pa
atient,
C
Carer and C
Communityy Advisory Groups. The
T purposse, scope, responsib
bilities
and practica
alities of op
perating the
ese groupss have bee
en discusse
ed and agrreed.
6.8.2

he key obje
ectives for these grou
ups include
e:
Th
 to act ass public an
nd patient representtatives providing view
ws on in-sscope
services from a use
er perspecttive
 to consid
der any p
programme
e proposa
al and pro
ovide a patient view
w on
potential impacts, riisks and issues
 to addresss any the
emes from consultatio
on requirin
ng action as
a identifie
ed via
the indep
pendent Op
pinion Rese
earch Servvice feedba
ack
 to appraise informa
ation that w
will be widely availab
ble to patie
ents and public,
ensuring content is jargon free
e and patie
ent centric
 to inform implementation plan
nning, suing
g patient e
experience and knowlledge
of local services to anticipate considerattions
 to determ
mine wider priorities fo
or wider loccal patient engageme
ent
 to advise
e on patient and public issuess that are relevant to the Hea
althier
Togetherr Programm
me
 to provid
de assura
ance to tthe Greater Manch
hester and
d neighbo
ouring
populatio
ons that the
eir views ha
ave been liistened to and acted upon.

6.8.3

H
Healthwatch
h organisa
ations has been give
en the lead responssibility to re
ecruit
m
members of the publiic, with support from
m local CCG
Gs, to thesse groups. The
in
nitial recruiitment focu
us will be for people
e with spe
ecific expe
eriences arround
A
Accident & Emergenccy, acute care
c
and g
general surrgery. There will be three
groups to co
over Greatter Manche
ester, one group for N
North Derb
byshire and
d one
astern Che
eshire.
group for Ea

6.8.4

ach group will:
Ea
 be Chaire
ed by a He
ealthwatch representa
ative
m
 have 12 members
 act as an
n assurance
e mechanissm for the Healthier T
Together p
programme
e
 memberss will be re
emunerated
d for their ttime, and receive
r
add
ditional rew
wards
according
g to their le
evel of invo
olvement w
with the gro
oups.
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6.9

6.8.5

It is anticpatted that re
ecruitment to these g
groups will be comple
eted beforre the
end of July 2015.

6.8.6

R
Representa
atives from
m the Healthier Toge
ether Prog
gramme an
nd Healthw
watch
C
Cheshire East are du
ue to prese
ent the reccruitment p
process an
nd seek support
fo
or the proccess at the
e next Easstern Chesshire HealthVoice me
eeting (18 June
9
2015).

Work is also underway within Greater Manchestter to tran
nsform Prim
mary Care
e and
d Care butt any subssequent ch
hanges are
e likely to have
h
less of
o a bearin
ng on
Integrated
the NHS Eastern Ch
heshire CC
CG populattion.

7.

750th Ann
7
niversary
y of Parliament

7.1

Members m
M
may recall that the CCG
C
was o
one of just five health
h organisa
ations invite
ed by
t Departtment of he
the
ealth to con
ntribute to a prestigio
ous publica
ation celebrrating the 7
750th
10
a
anniversar
ry of Parlia
ament.
T
The
CCG w
was invited
d to particcipate in re
ecognition of its
i
innovative
approach to inspiring
g better he
ealth and wellbeing
w
w
while securring efficien
ncies.
T
The
CCG chose to
o focus itss article in
n the pub
blication on
n the achievementss and
a
ambitions
of the Ca
aring Toge
ether prog
gramme and on the
e challenges it seekks to
a
address.

7.2

Dr Paul B
D
Bowen and
d I were in
nvited to a
attend the official la
aunch of th
he book in
n the
C
Cloisters
o
of Westmin
nster Abbeyy on 22 Ju
une 2015. Plans are
e now in hand to pro
omote
t
the
CCG’ss involvem
ment in th
his landma
ark publica
ation, bene
efitting fro
om the hig
ghest
p
production
values, an
nd to arrange for the book to be
e displayed publicly.

8.

C
Cheshire
e East He
ealth and
d Wellbeiing Boarrd

8.1

The meetin
T
ng was held on 16 Ju
une 2015. The agend
da and pap
pers can be
e found herre
11
A
Agenda
de
etails.

9.

E
Emergen
ncy Preparedness
s, Resilie
ence and
d Respon
nse (EPR
RR) update

9.1

T
The CCG received on 20 Ma
ay 2015 a letter (Appendix On
ne) from Dr
D Sarah PintoP
D
Duschinskyy, Director of NHS Operations and
a Delive
ery, outlinin
ng the expe
ectations fo
or the
2
2015-16 EPRR assurance proccess which
h NHS Eng
gland will u
use in order to be asssured
tthat NHS E
England an
nd the NHS
S in England are pre
epared to respond to an emerge
ency,
a
and has re
esilience in
n relation to continuin
ng to provide safe patient care
e. Key poin
nts to
n
note includ
de:
 Organisations who receive NHS fun
nding – with the exxception o
of primary care
(includin
ng out-of- h
hours prim
mary care) - will carryy out a sellf-assessm
ment againsst the
NHS En
ngland Core
e Standard
ds12 for EPRR.

9

www.hea
althvoice.info
http://ww
ww.historyofparliiamentonline.org
g/news/parliame
ent-750th-annive
ersary-publicatio
on
11
http://mo
oderngov.cheshireeast.gov.uk/e
ecMinutes/mgA.a
aspx?M=5769&
&LLL=0
12
http://ww
ww.england.nhs..uk/ourwork/eprr/gf/#core
10
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 all organisations p
participatin
ng in the 2
2015-16 assurance process w
will ensure their
Boards (or equivallent) are sighted on the level off compliancce achieved, the resu
ults of
the self--assessment and the action/worrk plan for the forthco
oming perio
od.
9.2

B
Between July and Se
eptember th
he CCG wiill be underrtaking a lo
ocal self-asssessment of its
ccompliance
e, will revie
ew its EPR
RR arrange
ements and
d business continuity plan. The local
sself-assesssment will be led by the Head of Corpora
ate Service
es alongsid
de support from
tthe Senior Resilience
e Manager of the Norrth West Co
ommissioning Support Unit.

9.3

T
The Goverrning Body will receive an updatte paper att its Novem
mber 2015 meeting, ahead
a
o
of the CCG
G submittin
ng its assurance/com
mpliance sta
atement ag
gainst the ccore stand
dards,
rresults of tthe self-assessment and any re
esulting EP
PRR devellopment plan to the Local
H
Health Ressilience Pa
artnership in
n Decembe
er 2015.

10.

Access to furthe
er inform
mation

10.1 For further informatio
on relating to this rep
port contact:
Name
e
Jerry Haw
wker
Desig
gnation
Chief Offiicer
Telephone
01625 66
63764
Email
Jerry.haw
wker@nhs.net

11.

Append
dices

Appendix A

Gateway reference
e 03470: Guidance
e for the
e 2015-16
6 emergen
ncy
preparedn
ness, resiliience and response ((EPRR) assurance prrocess
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Goverrnance
Prior Committee Approva
al / Link to
o other Co
ommittees
th
th
Execu
utive Comm
mittee Meettings 10 a
and 17 Ju
une 2015
CCG 5 Year Strategic Pla
an program
mme of wo
ork this report is link
ked to 
Caring
g Togetherr
Q
Quality Imp
provement
Menta
al Health & Alcohol
O
Other
CCG 5 Year Strategic Pla
an ambitions addres
ssed by this report 
Increa
ase the num
mber of ou
ur citizens 
IIncrease th
he proportion of olde
er people
at home
having a positive e
experience
living indepe
endently a
of care
d who ffeel supp
ported to
and
ma
anage theirr condition
Reducce the ine
equalities in health 
IImprove th
he health-re
elated qua
ality of life
and so
ocial care
e across
of our citizen
ns with one
e or more
lon
Eastern Cheshire
ng term co
onditions, including
me
ental health
h conditions
Ensure our citizzens accesss care to 
S
Secure ad
dditional ye
ears of life
e for the
the high
hest standard and
citizens of Eastern Cheshire
are
ntal and
from
protected
witth treatable men
avoidablle harm
phyysical health conditio
ons
Ensure that a
all those living in 
Eastern Cheshire should be
supporte
ed by ne
ew, better
integrate
ed
ccommunity
services









Key Im
mplication
ns of this report
r
– pllease indic
cate 

Strategic
C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement

Financce
E
Equality

Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
L
Legal

Staff / Workforce
e





CCG V
Values supported by this repo
ort – pleas
se indicate
e

Valuin
ng People
IInnovation

Workin
ng Togethe
er
Q
Quality

Investting Responsibly




NHS Constitutio
C
on Values supporte
ed by this rreport – pllease indic
cate 

Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on

Respe
ect and dignity
Improving lives

Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare
Everyone counts
c
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APPENDIX A
Gateway reference 03470: Guidance for the 2015-16 emergency preparedness,
resilience and response (EPRR) assurance process

Gateway reference: 03470

To:

Dr Sarah Pinto-Duschinsky
Director of NHS Operations & Delivery
NHS England
Accountable Emergency Officers
Skipton
House
NHS England Regional Directors
80 London Road
NHS England Regional Directors of Commissioning Operations
London
SE1 6LH
NHS England LHRP Co-chairs
CCG Accountable Officers

20 May 2015
Cc:

NHS England Heads of EPRR
NHS England Business Continuity team
CCG Clinical Leaders
CSU Managing Directors
Dame Barbara Hakin, National Director of Commissioning Operations, NHS England;
Ms. Karen Wheeler, Director, Transformation and Corporate Operations, NHS England;
Dr Felicity Harvey, CBE Director General – Public Health, Department of Health;
Helen Shirley-Quirk, Director Health Protection and Emergency Response, Department of
Health;
Andrew Kenworthy, Director, BDU

Dear colleague
Guidance for the 2015-16 emergency preparedness, resilience and response (EPRR)
assurance process
This letter sets out the expectations for the 2015-16 EPRR assurance process which NHS England
will use in order to be assured that NHS England and the NHS in England are prepared to respond
to an emergency, and has resilience in relation to continuing to provide safe patient care. The
format and process will be very similar to that run in 2014-15.
1.

Approach and Timeframes

NHS England is committed to operating an assurance process across the country for 2015-16.
The NHS England Core Standards for Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response
(EPRR) are available on the NHS England internet site http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/eprr/ .
NHS England EPRR teams and LHRPs are asked to conduct the assurance process during Q2
and Q3 2015-16 in keeping with the schematic and more detailed guidance set out below.

During Q4 2015-16 the national EPRR team will meet with the regions to receive the results of the
assurance process conducted. Following this the NHS England Board will receive an EPRR report
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During Q4 2015-16 the central EPRR team will meet with regional teams to receive the results of
the local assurance process conducted. Following this the NHS England Board will receive an
EPRR report providing them with the required assurance on the NHS in England and NHS
England. This report will also inform the Department of Health about EPRR assurance.
2.

2014-15 EPRR assurance process: Q2 and Q3 2015-16

The process and expectations below cover both the NHS in England (Paras 2.2 B-D) and NHS
England (Para 2.3 E-F). The supporting text aims to set out clearly the expectations for all parties
involved.
2.1 General
A. Organisations who receive NHS funding will carry out a self-assessment against the
NHS England Core Standards for EPRR.
The following organisational types are included in the 2015-16 assurance process:
 Acute service providers
 Ambulance service providers
 Community service providers (this includes NHS Trusts, Foundation Trusts and social
enterprises)
 Mental health service providers
 Clinical commissioning groups
 NHS England regional and national teams.
Primary care (including out-of-hours primary care) will not be included in the 2015-16 EPRR
assurance process. Discussions are continuing about how to incorporate primary care in
future years and we intend to pilot this on a small scale with some primary care providers
during 2015-16.
Discussions with selected other providers of NHS funded care to formally raise awareness of
the NHS England Core Standards for EPRR, postponed from 2014-15 due to the operational
pressures of Ebola, will also take place, with a view to including these organisations in future
years.
Local Health Resilience Partnerships (LHRPs) may wish to include other providers not
mentioned above who provide NHS funded care, at their discretion.
2.2 The NHS in England
B. All organisations participating in the 2015-16 assurance process will ensure their
Boards (or equivalent) are sighted on the level of compliance achieved, the results of
the self-assessment and the action/work plan for the forthcoming period.
It is expected that the evidence provided to reviewing organisations will be a copy of the
organisation’s paper to the relevant Board or Governing Body (or equivalent) detailing:
 a declaration of the level of compliance achieved (see below),
 the results of the organisation’s self-assessment against the NHS England Core Standards
for EPRR,
 a resulting action/work plan stemming from their self-assessment against the NHS England
Core Standards for EPRR and,
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 the results of a ‘deep dive’ into Pandemic Flu preparedness. Further information about
how the ‘deep dive’ will be run is set out in Annex 1, with good practice guidance provided
in Annex 2.
Organisations will be expected to state overall whether they believe they are fully,
substantially, partially or non-compliant with the NHS England Core Standards for EPRR. The
definitions of full, substantial, partial and non-compliance are below:
Compliance Level

Evaluation and Testing Conclusion

Full

The plans and work programme in place appropriately
address all the core standards that the organisation is
expected to achieve.

Substantial

The plans and work programme in place do not
appropriately address one or more the core standard that
the organisation is expected to achieve.

Partial

The plans and work programme in place do not adequately
address multiple core standard that the organisation is
expected to achieve.

Non-compliant

The plans and work programme in place do not
appropriately address several core standard that the
organisation is expected to achieve.

Should an organisation, following completion of its self-assessment, consider itself noncompliant then the LHRP will seek further evidence from that organisation.
C. The HAZMAT/ CBRN assessment remains incorporated into the NHS England Core
Standards for EPRR.
Following on from the CBRN ‘deep-dive’ carried out during the 2014-15 EPRR assurance
process, the HAZMAT/ CBRN assessment remains incorporated into the NHS England Core
Standards for EPRR.
Acute service providers should still expect ambulance service providers to work with them to
assess and challenge their level of HAZMAT/CBRN preparedness (using the NHS England
Core Standards for EPRR) to ensure that an appropriate incident response capability is in
place and maintained. NHS England continues to fund ambulance service providers, via the
National Ambulance Resilience Unit (NARU), to do this. As well as the assessment,
ambulance service providers are also expected to provide training to support the response
required to a HAZMAT or CBRN incident. To this end, the HAZMAT / CBRN core standards
are deliberately designed as a stand-alone set of standards to enable ambulance service
providers to work with acute providers.
Specialist, community and mental health service providers should note that some HAZMAT/
CBRN core standards are relevant and pertinent to their organisations, and they also have a
duty of care towards self-presenting patients who have been exposed to, or potentially
exposed during a HAZMAT or CBRN incident.
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D. Local Health Resilience Partnerships (LHRPs) will review and consider providers’
and CCGs’ self-assessments, Board papers (or equivalent) and action/work plans
and may request evidence, as deemed necessary.
It is expected that LHRPs review and consider all relevant providers’ (see point A above), and
CCGs’ self-assessments, Board or Governing Body papers (or equivalent) and action/work
plans.
Organisations which operate across LHRP borders should present their self-assessment and
supporting work to their lead commissioner’s LHRP. This documentation should also be
shared with or across other interested LHRPs/stakeholders.
LHRPs are expected to:
 Ensure that commissioners of services are actively engaged
 Seek further evidence where an organisation considers itself non-compliant.
 Conduct a ‘deep dive’ into pandemic influenza preparedness in all organisations
included in the assurance process
 Provide to the NHS England Regional Director of Operations a report on the
preparedness of provider organisations
Records should be kept of the reviews undertaken and include a record of any evidence
requested.
2.3 NHS England
E. The business continuity assurance of NHS England will be undertaken once in
conjunction with the NHS England Business Continuity Team, via the set template of
the NHS England EPRR Core Standards.
The NHS England Business Continuity Team will liaise directly with NHS England Regional
Teams alongside the NHS England central EPRR team to gain assurance of NHS England
arrangements.
The NHS England Business Continuity Team will liaise directly with each CSU to gain their
business continuity assurance, which will then be incorporated into the NHS England Board
paper.

F. NHS England Regional Teams will coordinate a submission to evidence their level of
assurance and to help inform the national assurance assessment.
NHS England Regional Teams will be asked to complete template(s) which will follow in due
course and:
 Request any evidence of the work completed and/or plans put in place that they feel is
necessary to support and/or challenge the NHS organisation(s)
 Be able to distinguish between the preparedness of NHS England and the
preparedness of other commissioner and provider organisations.
 Demonstrate where improvement is needed and the mitigation in hand at individual
organisational/ team level.
 Be able to identify and set out instances of good practice against the core standards so
that this can be shared with or across regions to improve the overall preparedness and
resilience of NHS England and the NHS in England.
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Directors of Commissioning Operations and Co-Chairs of each LHRP may wish to undertake a
local self-assessment against the core standards to maintain the confidence of LRF partners
and also assist in the formulation of the NHS England Regional Assessment of preparedness
Records should be kept of the reviews undertaken and include a record of any evidence
requested.
It is expected that all actions in section 2 above will be completed by 31st December 2015.
3.

Peer Review

As with previous EPRR assurance, the central EPRR team will meet with each NHS England
Region in turn. It is expected that the Director in the region responsible for EPRR and the
Regional Head of EPRR will be in attendance. The meeting will review the regional view of
compliance for both NHS England and the NHS within each region. The central team will involve
the NHS England Business Continuity team in their review of each region’s self-assessment and
supporting evidence.
The central EPRR team will be reviewed, as in previous years by one of the regional teams. For
the 2015-16 assurance process the South region will conduct the review of the central team.
Records should be kept of the reviews undertaken and include a record of any evidence
requested.
It is expected that action under section 3 above will be completed by 31st January 2016.
4.

NHS England Board assurance Q4 2015-16

It is anticipated that in keeping with precedent, the assurance process will be completed via a
submission to the NHS England Board in Q4 2015-16. This will incorporate both the EPRR and
Business Continuity team’s work.
It is expected that this will be completed by 31st March 2016.
Once this has been accepted, NHS England will be in a position to provide assurance for 2015-16
to the Department of Health and the Secretary of State.
5.

Summary of Actions:

In summary, please can you:
1. Note that all organisations will undertake a self-assessment against the NHS England Core
Standards for EPRR.
2. Note the approach to the 2015-16 EPRR assurance process that is expected to be followed
by NHS England and LHRPs at all organisational levels.
3. Note the timeframes for the delivery of the 2015-16 assurance process.
4. Liaise with local partners and stakeholders to achieve the outcomes required.
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Senior managers are asked to bring the contents of this letter to the attention of their emergency
preparedness, resilience and response staff and disseminate to other organisations as applicable.
For further information, please see the NHS England EPRR web-page1 or if you have any further
queries, please contact Stephen Groves (National Lead for EPRR) at stephengroves@nhs.net.
Yours sincerely,

Dr Sarah Pinto-Duschinsky
Director of NHS Operations and Delivery

1

http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/eprr/
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Annex 1: EPRR Assurance 2015-16 Deep Dive ‘Pandemic Influenza’
Introduction
As part of the NHS England annual EPRR assurance process for 2015-16 it has been agreed by
the EPRR Oversight Group that the topic for this year’s ‘Deep Dive’ will be pandemic influenza
preparedness.
This decision reflects the position of pandemic influenza at the top of the civil National Risk
Register and the length of time since the last comprehensive assurance assessment of pandemic
influenza arrangements or their enactment during the 2009/10 pandemic.
Objective
The objective for this assurance process is:


to ensure that effective arrangements are in place to respond to the risks the organisation is
exposed to, appropriate to the role, size and scope of the organisation, and there is a
process to ensure the likely extent to which pandemic influenza will place demand on
resources and capacity (EPRR Core Standard No. 8)

Proposal
The deep dive will be achieved through three fundamental elements 

All NHS organisations will self-assess against the pandemic influenza core standards,
which will then be ratified by the Local Health Resilience Partnership (LHRP) and CCGs



All NHS organisations will have exercised their pandemic influenza arrangements post the
publication of the 2013 Pandemic Influenza operating framework2, or plan to hold an
exercise in the next six month period, with a clear plan to ensure lessons identified are
captured and embedded into arrangements. These exercises could be achieved through
use of the off the shelf exercise (Annex B), an LHRP focused discussion with outcomes
recorded, or a cross partner LRF workshop.



All NHS organisations arrangements will be reviewed against the good practice guidance
by the LHRP (Annex B)

‘Deep dive’ pandemic influenza core standards
The following are the pandemic influenza preparedness ‘deep dive’ core standards that will form
part of the annual assurance process for 2015;
Since the October 2013 publication of the NHS England Operating Framework for Managing
the Response to Pandemic Influenza, all organisations will have:
1. updated their pandemic influenza arrangements to reflect changes to the NHS and
partner organisations, as well as lessons identified from the 2009/10 pandemic including
through local debriefing.
2. developed and reviewed their plans with LHRP and LRF partners
3. undertaken a pandemic influenza exercise or have one planned in the next six months
4. taken their pandemic influenza preparedness plans to Boards / Governing bodies for
sign off

2

http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/framework-pandemic-flu.pdf
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Annex 2. Pandemic Influenza: Good Practice Planning Guidance for
Commissioners and Providers of NHS Funded Care
1.0
Purpose of document
This document provides information and guidance for organisations that commission or provide
NHS funded care towards the development of robust, current and appropriate pandemic influenza
arrangements. It has been produced to support the pandemic influenza deep dive of the 2015
emergency preparedness, resilience and response (EPRR) assurance exercise.
2.0
Background and context
Novel influenza viruses continue to infect humans in other parts of the world (including A/H5N1 and
A/H7N9, largely in south- east Asia and China currently). The next pandemic could start anywhere
in the world at any time and could rapidly reach the UK if it does not start here. Consequently,
despite the 2009/10 A/H1N1 pandemic, pandemic influenza remains top of the UK National Risk
Register.
UK pandemic preparedness is led by Department of Health (DH) whose publications in 2011
(national strategy) and 2012 (health and social care aspects) describe reasonable worst case
scenario planning assumptions and reflect learning from the 2009/10 pandemic. These will be
reviewed by DH in due course to reflect the changes to the health landscape, however the
overarching principles remain safe and appropriate for planners to use.
The NHS England Pandemic Influenza Operating Framework, as well as guidance on CCG roles
and responsibilities, was published in 2013. The World Health Organisation, UK Cabinet Office and
Public Health England (PHE) have also produced updated guidance since the 2009/10 pandemic.
It is important that local planning arrangements reflect changes to the NHS landscape as well as
the changes to national and international guidance and lessons identified locally relating to local
experiences during 2009/10. This document is offered to assist planners in updating local
arrangements. It is not intended that this replaces or is copied directly into plans, but instead is
intended to offer some clarity on aspects that could be included.
3.0
Department of Health Guidance for Pandemic Flu Plans
The Department of Health website (www.gov.uk/pandemic-flu) provides the following information
regarding pandemic influenza plans:
An effective response to a pandemic will require the cooperation of a wide range of organisations
and the active support of the public. As there may be very little time to develop or finalise
preparations, effective pre-planning is essential. Many important features of a pandemic will not
become apparent until after it has started (i.e. when person-to-person transmission has become
sustained), so plans must be:
 constructed to deal with a wide range of possibilities
 based on an integrated, multi-sector approach
 built on effective service and business continuity arrangements
 responsive to local challenges (eg rural issues) and needs
 supported by strong local and national leadership
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Aims and objectives
The overall objectives of the UK’s approach to planning and preparing for an influenza pandemic
are to:
 minimise the potential health impacts of a future influenza pandemic by:
o supporting international efforts to detect its emergence, and early assessment of the
virus by sharing scientific information
o promoting individual responsibility and action to reduce the spread of infection
through good hygiene practices and uptake of seasonal influenza vaccination in
high-risk groups
o ensuring the health and social care systems are ready to provide treatment and
support for the large numbers likely to suffer from influenza or its complications
whilst maintaining other essential care
 minimise the potential impact of a pandemic on society and the economy by:
o supporting the continuity of essential services, including the supply of medicines,
and protect critical national infrastructure as far as possible
o supporting the continuation of everyday activities as far as practicable
o upholding the rule of law and the democratic process
o preparing to cope with the possibility of significant numbers of additional deaths
o promoting a return to normality and the restoration of disrupted services at the
earliest opportunity
 instil and maintain trust and confidence by ensuring that health and other professionals, the
public and the media are engaged and well informed in advance of and throughout the
pandemic period and that health and other professionals receive information and guidance
in a timely way so they can respond to the public appropriately
Given the uncertainty about the scale, severity and pattern of development of any future pandemic,
three key principles should underpin all pandemic preparedness and response activity:
1. Precautionary: the response to any new virus should take into account the risk that it could
be severe in nature. Plans must therefore be in place for an influenza pandemic with the
potential to cause severe symptoms in individuals and widespread disruption to society.
2. Proportionality: the response to a pandemic should be no more and no less than that
necessary in relation to the known risks. Plans therefore need to be in place not only for
high impact pandemics, but also for milder scenarios, with the ability to adapt them as new
evidence emerges.
3. Flexibility: there will need to be local flexibility and agility in the timing of transition from
one phase of response to another to take account of local patterns of spread of infection,
within a consistent UK-wide approach to the response to a new pandemic, and accounting
for the different healthcare systems in the four countries.
Local plans
 implemented in a phased, sustainable and proportionate way which can be adapted to the
characteristics of a pandemic
 are based on the best available scientific evidence
 build on the existing services, systems and processes of local responders, augmenting,
adapting and complementing them as necessary to meet the unique challenges of a
pandemic
 can be understood by and acceptable to service providers and the general public
 can be implemented in advance of a pandemic if this action has significant potential to
mitigate the effects of a pandemic and, where possible, other threats or hazards designed
to promote the earliest possible return to normality
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4.0
Content and structure of NHS provider pandemic influenza plans
While organisations have infectious diseases (ID), business continuity (BC) or seasonal influenza
plans, there are specific additional requirements for pandemic response planning that means these
arrangements cannot be directly translated across. Reference to relevant aspects, through a
summary or clear signposting, or as an annex to a substantive ID, BC or seasonal flu plan that
clearly articulates the pandemic ‘above and beyond’ aspects, is one way of developing a pandemic
influenza plan if there is no organisational appetite for a separate document.
This section outlines the key aspects to be reflected in local pandemic influenza planning
arrangements. It is in no way exhaustive and other trust specific aspects should be determined
locally and incorporated as appropriate.
Area
Planning
assumptions

Detail
Pandemic influenza is different to seasonal flu: it can happen any time of the
year; last for longer; will be a different virus to those for which there are current
vaccines available; some pandemic specific interventions will be activated.
Consider infectivity, mode of spread etc. UK planning assumptions in the 2011
national strategy reflect a reasonable worst case scenario, and place emphasis
on a precautionary, proportional and flexible response
Organisations Ensure references to primary care trusts, strategic health authorities and the
Health Protection Agency are appropriately revised to reflect the current NHS
landscape
Global
WHO no longer uses six pandemic phases, but instead refers to a continuum of
(WHO)
activity. Local plans that refer to WHO should ensure they accurately reflect the
arrangements revised WHO arrangements.
UK response The UK alert levels tied to the old WHO six phases no longer exist in the UK
levels
Strategy.
Local responses arrangements should be aligned to the DATER levels (detect,
assess, treat, escalate, and recover). If activities are listed against low, moderate
and high impact events, these should be reviewed to ensure they reflect the
breadth of DATER and that this is clearly articulated and understood. A whole
pandemic could be assessed by the country as low impact (as the majority felt
2009/10 was) and consequently all the DATER levels will be worked through at
this low impact scenario
PandemicReference to specific pandemic response arrangements and how this may
specific
integrate with the more routine business continuity and surge capacity
arrangements management processes, eg
 national stockpile of personal protective equipment (PPE) and other
countermeasures,
 once activated, antivirals authorised through the National Pandemic Flu
Service (NPFS) (web and telephony portals) and available from community
pharmacy based antiviral collection points (ACPs),
 six months until there is a vaccine, and then potentially targeted vaccine
campaign to at risk groups staff,
 changes to how the organisation might operate in a pandemic, specifically if
there is an intent to operate a ‘flu ED’, cohort patients
The detailed aspects of the NPFS, ACPs and access to the countermeasures
stockpile are being developed; further information will be shared in due course
and potentially not until a pandemic is declared. It is intended that processes are
as close to business as usual arrangements for healthcare providers and
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Pandemic
response
management
Workforce
aspects

Comms
Training and
exercising

patients/ the public. Therefore it is sufficient to allude to the fact that these
services/ functions will exist and that there will be a need to integrate with them
appropriately for patient care.
Indication of how the organisation will plan for and manage the response
internally and with partners, with reference to an internal committee, local multiagency ‘influenza pandemic committee’ or similar bodies and engagement with
NHS England
Consideration of HR issues such as staff redeployment, sourcing additional staff,
excess hours, communications to staff, absence issues (sickness, caring for
dependents, bereavement, transport disruptions), and occupational health.
Signpost to existing arrangements where appropriate for a pandemic response.
To partners, patients, stakeholders and NHS England. Also reporting
requirements regarding capacity management issues etc
Reference to how staff awareness and engagement in pandemic planning is
maintained, and that the organisation has tested plans

5.0
Good practice examples
There are some good practice examples of planning arrangements from providers and
commissioners that can be shared to help other organisations. If you wish to use this to help inform
your planning, please contact the relevant pandemic influenza lead for your region:
 Andy Summerbell (North)
andy.summerbell@nhs.net
 Andy Kelly (Midlands and East)
andrew.kelly3@nhs.net
 Andy Wapling (South)
andy.wapling@nhs.net
 Chloe Sellwood (London)
chloe.sellwood@nhs.net
6.0
Next steps
Organisations are encouraged to use the information in this document for purposes of updating
their local pandemic influenza planning arrangements. This is not an exhaustive list, and merely
outlines some of the key pandemic specific arrangements that should be considered within
provider pandemic influenza arrangements.
7.0
Sources of more information
The further web pages and documents can be used as references when developing local planning
arrangements:
 Pandemic Influenza Risk Management WHO Interim Guidance (WHO) 2013
www.who.int/influenza/preparedness/pandemic/influenza_risk_management/en/
 Overarching repository of UK guidance on pandemic influenza across a range of sectors:
www.gov.uk/pandemic-flu
 NHS England pandemic flu page: www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/eprr/pi/
 PHE pandemic flu page: www.gov.uk/government/collections/pandemic-flu-public-healthresponse
 The UK Influenza Pandemic Preparedness Strategy (DH) 2011
www.gov.uk/government/publications/responding-to-a-uk-flu-pandemic
 Health and social care influenza pandemic preparedness and response (DH) 2012
www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-and-social-care-response-to-flu-pandemics
 UK Pandemic Influenza Communications Strategy (DH) 2012
www.gov.uk/government/publications/communications-strategy-for-uk-flu-pandemics
 Operating Framework for managing the Response to pandemic Influenza (NHS England) 2013
www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/framework-pandemic-flu.pdf
 Roles and Responsibilities of CCGs in Pandemic Influenza (NHS England) 2013
www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/roles-resps-panflu-ccgs.pdf
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Pandemic Influenza Response Plan (PHE) 2014
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/344695/PI_Response_
Plan_13_Aug.pdf
Pandemic Influenza Strategic Framework (PHE) 2014
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/344696/PI_Strategic_Fr
amework_13_Aug.pdf
Preparing for Pandemic Influenza - Guidance for Local Planners (Cabinet Office) 2013
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/225869/Pandemic_Influ
enza_LRF_Guidance.pdf



Public Health England e-learning module (www.ehealthlearning.org.uk or
https://lms.kallidus.com/PublicHealthEngland/)



Public Health England ‘off the shelf’ exercise (available via exercises@phe.gov.uk)
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Finance & Performance Report Month 02
as at 31 May 2015
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

This report outlines NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s
(ECCCG’s) financial performance for the 2015/16 financial year. It is worth noting that
no accurate conclusions can be drawn from this early stage in the financial year when
forecasting one month’s data from our providers. Therefore, the forecast remains in
line with budget at this early stage.

1.2

As at 31 May 15, ECCCG has delivered a surplus of £266k for the cumulative period
ending as outlined in Table One-A.

Table One-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
2015/16 Financial Summary to 31 May 2015
Annual
Plan

Income
Expenditure
Programme Costs
Running Costs
Caring Together
Sub Total
2015/16 Deficit/(Surplus)

£000's
(241,824)
235,364
4,400
650
240,414
(1,410)

Revised
Plan
(Budget)
£000's
(241,824)
235,364
4,400
650
240,414
(1,410)

Budget
YTD

Actual
YTD

£000's
(40,304)

£000's
(40,304)

39,227
733
108
40,068

39,206
734
98
40,038

(236)

(266)

Variance
YTD
£000's
0
(19)
1
(10)
(28)
(28)

1.3

Cash Management. ECCCG has successfully managed its cash allocations for the
year with a closing bank balance of £152k as at 31 May 15. This is below the required
level of £250k.

1.4

Better Payments Practice Code (BPPC). The BPPC is aimed at paying trade
invoices within 30 days of receipt of goods or a valid invoice. The target level is 95%
and is measured against both the volume and value of invoices received.

1.5

ECCCG has achieved a cumulative average of 98% for invoice numbers and 100% for
invoice value for the accumulated position ending 31 May 15.

1.6

Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP). The planned schemes
remain on target to deliver the required benefits of circa £2.5m in year. The detail
continues to be refined and has been reviewed by the Finance Committee. The
reporting will commence once the data is available to measure the schemes progress.
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2

Recommendation(s)

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to note for information:
• The reported surplus of £266k as at 31 May 2015.

3

Reasons for recommendation(s)

3.1

The recommendations highlight ECCCG’s performance against key financial
indicators.

4

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

4.1

This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire geographical areas.

5

Population affected

5.1

This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire population.

6

Context

6.1

The Finance & Performance Report is prepared by the Chief Finance Officer to ensure
the Governing Body is informed and where necessary takes appropriate decisions
concerning ECCCG’s financial performance to ensure it discharges its financial duties.

7

Finance

7.1

Not applicable.

8

Quality and Patient Experience

8.1

Not applicable.

9

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

Not applicable.

10

Equality

10.1

Not applicable.

11

Legal

11.1

Not applicable.

12

Communication

12.1

Communication with the public and other interested parties via the publication of the
Finance & Performance Report on ECCCG’s website.

13

Background and Options

13.1

Not applicable.

14

Access to further information

14.1

For further information relating to this report contact:
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Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

15

Glossary of Terms

ADHD
BPPC
CAMHS
CEOV
CSU
CT
CWW
ECCCG
GPIT
IAPT
LDIP
PbR
QIPP
RTT
STAIRRS

16

Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer
17 June 2015
01625 663456
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
Better Payments Practice Code
Child & Adult Mental Health Service
Charge Exempt Overseas Visitors
Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit
Caring Together
Cheshire Warrington and Wirral
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
GP Information Technology
Improved Access to Psychological Therapies
Local Delivery Improvement Plan
Payment by Results
Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention
Referral to Treatment
Short Term Assessment and Intervention for Recovery and Rehabilitation
Services

Appendices

Appendices Table
Appendix One

Finance & Performance Report Month 02 as at 31 May 2015

Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Not applicable.

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to 
Caring Together
Quality Improvement


Mental Health & Alcohol

Other

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report 
Increase the number of our citizens 
Increase the proportion of older people 
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire

living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
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Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm



Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services



Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions

Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Equality

Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce

Legal

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly

Innovation
Quality



NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care



Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts
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Appendix 1

Finance & Performance Report Month 02
as at 31 May 2015
1.

Financial Position

1.1

As at 31 May 15 NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (ECCCG) is
reporting a cumulative surplus of £266k as at 31 May 2015. This is in line with its initial
plan and remains on target to deliver its planned year end surplus of £1.413m. Table
One-A shows the current financial position by key expenditure type.

Table One-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
2015/16 Financial Summary to 31 May 2015
Annual
Plan

Income
Expenditure
Programme Costs
Running Costs
Caring Together
Sub Total
2015/16 Deficit/(Surplus)

£000's
(241,824)
235,364
4,400
650
240,414
(1,410)

Revised
Plan
(Budget)
£000's
(241,824)
235,364
4,400
650
240,414
(1,410)

Budget
YTD

Actual
YTD

£000's
(40,304)

£000's
(40,304)

39,227
733
108
40,068

39,206
734
98
40,038

(236)

(266)

Variance
YTD
£000's
0
(19)
1
(10)
(28)
(28)

2.

Year End Outturn

2.1

As at 31 May 15, ECCCG’s year end forecast is in line with the financial plan. It is
worth noting that no accurate conclusions can be drawn from this early stage in the
financial year when forecasting one month’s data from our providers. Therefore, the
forecast remains in line with budget at this early stage.
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2.2

Table Two-A shows the forecast outturn by key service area.

Table Two-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2014/15 Financial Summary to 31 May
2015

Income
Programme
Running Costs
2013/14 Surplus b'f
Sub Total - Total Income
Expenditure
Acute Contracts
Mental Health Contracts
Community Contracts
Ambulance Contracts
Commercial Sector Contracts
Voluntary Sector

Other
Continuing Health Care
NHS Funded Care
Learning Disabilities Pool
Local Delivery Improvement Plan
Prescribing
Sub Total
Running Costs
Caring Together (CT) Programme
Sub Total - Total Expenditure
2015/16 Final Planned Position - Deficit/(Surplus)

Original
Plan

Revised
Plan
(Budget)

Budget
YTD

Actual
YTD

Variance
YTD

£000s

£000s

£000s

£000s

£000s

(39,539)
(733)
(32)
(40,304)

(39,539)
(733)
(32)
(40,304)

(237,234) (237,234)
(4,400)
(4,400)
(190)
(190)
(241,824) (241,824)

Plan
Cost
Per
Head
£'s

Forecast
Cost
Per
Head
£'s

(£1,073)
(£24)
(£1)
(£1,098)

(£1,163)
(£22)
(£1)
(£1,185)

£592
£77
£75
£33
£25
£3
£805

£592
£77
£75
£33
£25
£3
£805
£60
£77
£27
£11
£13
£161
£349

120,842
15,636
15,227
6,789
5,137
558
164,189

120,842
15,636
15,227
6,789
5,137
558
164,189

20,140
2,606
2,538
1,131
856
93
27,364

20,122
2,755
2,541
1,134
899
93
27,544

(18)
149
3
3
43

12,191
15,788
5,556
2,182
2,673
32,785
71,175

12,191
15,788
5,556
2,182
2,673
32,785
71,175

2,033
2,631
926
364
445
5,464
11,863

1,728
2,416
925
364
445
5,784
11,662

(303)
(215)
(1)

320
(199)

£60
£77
£27
£11
£13
£161
£349

4,400
650

4,400
650

733
108

734
98

1
(10)

£22
£3

£22
£3

240,414

240,414

40,068

40,038

(28)

£1,179

£1,178

(28)

(£7)

(£7)

(1,410)

(1,410)

(236)

(266)

180
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2.3

Tables Two-B to Two-E provide an overview of the forecast and year to date
performance against key service areas and their component providers.

Table Two-B: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Acute Contracts
Acute Contracts
%
Revised Budget
Actual Variance
Annual
YTD
Annual
YTD
YTD
Contract
Budget
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
Aintree Hospital NHSFT
66
0.1%
66
11
11
Alder Hey Childrens NHSFT
112
0.1%
112
19
19
BMI
1,277
1.1%
1,277
213
213
Central Manchester NHSFT
6,259
5.2%
6,259
1,043
1,077
34
Countess of Chester Hospital NHSFT
163
0.1%
163
27
27
East Cheshire NHS Trust
75,908
62.8%
75,908
12,651
12,599
(52)
Liverpool Community Healthcare Trust
42
0.0%
42
7
14
7
Liverpool Women's NHSFT
281
0.2%
281
47
47
Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHSFT
4,257
3.5%
4,257
710
699
(10)
Pennine Acute NHST
334
0.3%
334
56
56
1
Robert Jones & Agnes Hunt NHSFT
313
0.3%
313
52
55
2
Royal Liverpool Broadgreen NHST
262
0.2%
262
44
48
4
Salford Royal NHSFT
1,681
1.4%
1,681
280
317
37
Spire
2,556
2.1%
2,556
426
426
Staffs & SOT Partnership NHST
296
0.2%
296
49
43
(6)
St Helens & Knowsley NHST
62
0.1%
62
10
10
Stockport NHSFT
10,553
8.7%
10,553
1,759
1,748
(11)
University Hospital of North Midlands NHST
1,682
1.4%
1,682
280
274
(6)
University Hospital of South Manchester NHSFT
12,055
10.0%
12,055
2,009
1,883
(126)
Warrington & Halton NHSFT
307
0.3%
307
51
48
(3)
Wirral University Hospital NHSFT
132
0.1%
132
22
25
3
Wrightington Wigan Leigh NHSFT
638
0.5%
638
106
106
High Cost Drugs/Exclusions & Overperformance
1,606
1.3%
1,606
268
375
108
Total
120,842
100% 120,842
20,140
20,120
(18)

Table Two-C: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Mental Health
Contracts
Mental Health Contracts
Annual
%
Revised Budget Actual Variance
Contract
Annual
YTD
YTD
YTD
Budget
Cheshire & Wirral MH Partnership NHSFT
North Staffordshire Combined Healthcare NHST
Other
Total

£000s
13,475
16
2,145
15,636

86.2%
0.1%
13.7%
100%

£000s
13,475
16
2,145
15,636

£000s
2,246
3
357
2,606

£000s
2,265
3
487
2,755

£000s
19
130
149

Table Two-D: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Community
Contracts
Annual
%
Revised Budget Actual Variance
Community Contracts
Contract
Annual
YTD
YTD
YTD
Budget
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
Derbyshire Community
132
0.9%
132
22
20
(2)
East Cheshire NHST
14,387
94.5% 14,387
2,398
2,398
Rent subsidy for community buildings
3.9%
590
98
98
Other
118
0.8%
118
20
25
5
Total
14,637
100%
15,227
2,538
2,541
3
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Table Two-E: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Ambulance
Contracts
Ambulance Contracts
Annual
%
Revised Budget Actual Variance
Contract
Annual
YTD
YTD
YTD
Budget
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
£000s
Northwest Ambulance Service NHST
6,288
99.4%
6,624
1,104
1,104
Other incl ERS Medical Patient Transport
35
0.6%
165
27
30
3
Total
6,323
100%
6,789
1,131
1,134
3

3.

Cash Management

3.1

Part of ECCCG’s financial duty is to deliver a year end cash balance of less than
£250,000 as at 31 Mar 16 and to manage its cash throughout the year to ensure
payments are made to suppliers and staff.

3.2

As at 31 May 15, ECCCG had a cash balance of £152k held within its bank account,
as shown in Table Three-A.

Table Three-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Cash Forecast 2015/16
Forecast

Cash
Drawdown
Less
Payments
Balance

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Sep
Mar
£000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s
15,000 23,000 17,600 18,000 17,800 17,500 17,500 17,800 17,500 17,600 14,700 13,780
14,366 22,880 17,730 17,727 17,627 17,327 17,727 17,629 17,329 17,729 14,629 14,329
32

152

22

295

469

642

416

587

758

629

700

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
Cash Forecast 2015/16
25,000

20,000

£ 15,000
0
0
0
s 10,000

5,000

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Months
Cash Drawdown

Less Payments

Balance

11

12

151
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4.

Better Payments Practice Code (BPPC)

4.1

The BPPC is aimed at paying non disputed non NHS trade creditors within 30 days of
receipt of goods or a valid invoice, unless other payment terms have been agreed.

4.2

Compliance is measured by achieving 95% or more against the number of invoices
paid, calculated on both the number of invoices and the value of invoices.

4.3

Currently ECCCG has achieved a cumulative average of 98% for invoice numbers and
100% for invoice values as per Table Four-A.

Table Four-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Better
Payments Practice Code (BPPC) Summary Analysis
No. of Invoices
Months

Received

Apr-15
May-15
Total

808
913
1,721

Paid
784
900
1,684

Value of Invoices

Passed

Received

98%
98%
98%

15,290,498
22,741,999
38,032,497

Paid
15,294,131
22,718,800
38,012,930

Passed
100%
100%
100%

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Better Payments Practice
Code (BPPC) Summary Analysis
105%

100%

Percentage

No. Passed
Value
Passed

95%

90%
Apr-15

May-15

Months
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5.

Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP) Plans for
2015/16

5.1

ECCCG’s Financial Plan for 2015/16 includes £2.5m of QIPP efficiencies that are
required in order to achieve the planned surplus of £1.4m. As identified in Table FiveA there is a requirement in year that further QIPP initiatives are confirmed as linked
with our 5 Year Strategy and implementation of its Transformation Programme. This
will place ECCCG in an improved financial position as it heads into the 2016/17
financial year.

5.2

The QIPP initiatives for 2015/16, as shown in Table Five-A, have been discussed at
the Finance Committee and the detail is progressing well. As always, challenges
remain with competing workloads. Suggestions on engagement via the Finance
Committee meeting have provided some insight into taking some of these areas
forward at pace.

Table Five-A: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Quality, Innovation, Productivity &
Prevention (QIPP) Plans for 2015/16
QIPP Scheme
Lead for QIPP
Approach and Supporting
2016/17
Plan on a Page
2015/16
Heading
Scheme
Activities
QIPP
Programme
QIPP
£000s
(Programme Lead)
£000s
Quality Improvement Prescribing savings Janet Kenyon
Budgetary control.
(248)
(248)
Programme (Jo
schemes
Specific schemes
Williams)
Medicines Management support
Integrated Care
Pro-active care:
Bernadette Bailey
Agreed reduction Trajectory with
(700)
(700)
(Bernadette Bailey)
reducing nonECT (Target 3.1% non-elective
elective admissions
admissions)
Continue pro-active care work in
Primary Care
Continue to invest in co-ordination
posts in Primary Care.
Risk Stratification software to be
procured in 15/16
Systems Resilience funding now in
CCG base funding.
Integrated Care
Contract
Lana Davidson
Validation and Data quality checks
(600)
(600)
(Bernadette Bailey)
Management
NHS contract rules around tariffs
and penalties.
Moving towards local use of
national datasets
Service audits
Work with other commissioners
where not the contract host.
Specialist and Direct Contract
Lana Davidson
Impact of new prices for AMD
(400)
(400)
Care Services (Jane Management
pathway as new contract takes
Stairmand)
effect.
Specialist and Direct Elective Variation
Elizabeth
Practice-level reporting with
(200)
(200)
Care Services (Jane
Insley/Andrew
benchmarking data; identify priority
Stairmand)
Binnie
areas and work on variation from
Best Practice.
Duty of Care (Julia
Continuing
Niall O'Gara/Julia
Management of National Risk pool
(400)
Curtis)
Healthcare
Curtis
for old CHC cases ("Restitution");
QIPP represents estimated funding
to be returned to CCG in 15/16.
Integrated Care
Caring Together
Bernadette Bailey
Implementation of Community
0
(3,500)
(Bernadette Bailey)
Transformational
Based Co-ordinated Care:
QIPP including
Phase 1 - STAIRRS, Phase 2 System Resilience
Community Teams.
and STAIRRS
Better Care Fund: pooled monies
with Social Care to facilitate these
changes.
Costbase in hospital admissions
permanently reduced from April
2016.
Totals

(2,548)

(5,648)
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5.3

QIPP Schemes - Brief Description

5.3.1 Contract Management: QIPP Savings Target £600k
5.3.1.1 In 2014/15 over £600k of recorded contract savings were made by seeking accuracy
in counting and costing, implementing national contract rules, and ensuring the correct
responsible commissioner for services was identified.
5.3.1.2 It is planned to investigate contract variances rigorously in 2015/16 to maximise
contract savings above the 2014/15 achievement level. Other contractual strategies
to control costs include working more closely with GM commissioners, working
through the contractual benefits identified through service audits and using
benchmarked data to drive provider performance towards Best Practice and best
value.
5.3.2 Contract Management - Wet AMD Service: QIPP Savings Target £400k
5.3.2.1 Review of existing services for Wet Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD) led to a
tender process in 2014/15 which is now complete. Locally negotiated tariffs following
NICE pathway guidance are now in place and will result in recurrent savings in this
area and a more resilient service with less reliance on a single provider.
5.3.3 Continuing Healthcare – Restitutions: QIPP Savings Target £400k
5.3.3.1 The savings target represents the estimated change in the value of ECCCG’s
contribution to the Risk Pool managed by NHS England given local intelligence about
the actual number of restitution cases to be processed in 2015/16.
5.3.4 Prescribing: QIPP Savings Target £248k
5.3.4.1 The schemes in place in 2014/15 not only improved clinical quality and safety but also
reduced costs whilst enabling ECCCG practices in achieving budgetary targets
overall. It is anticipated that the full-year effect of these savings, added to the impact
of 2015/16 schemes, can meet a target of £248k savings against the prescribing
budget.
5.3.5 Elective Variation: QIPP Savings Target £200k
5.3.5.1 Benchmarked best practice indicators, including Commissioning for Value packs,
show that there is considerable opportunity to both improve clinical pathways and
reduce costs within elective care. It is planned to develop and report against detailed
data packs at practice level so that there can be clinically-led review of referrals and
treatments leading to reduction in variation across Eastern Cheshire. This work will be
phased throughout Primary Care over the oncoming months with some early insight
being supported by some practices piloting the work.
5.3.6 Pro-Active Care: QIPP Savings Target £700k
5.3.6.1 In 2014/15 the number of non-elective admissions for ECCCG’s population fell by
3.1%. A number of schemes have been working together to keep patients at home
and prevent admissions. In addition, the introduction of the Better Care Fund (BCF)
has the explicit aim of reducing non-elective admissions through integration of
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services. The BCF target will be met by the implementation of Short-term Access to
Integrated Response and Recovery Services (STAIRRS) as part of the Caring
Together (CT) Programme.
5.3.6.2 Table Five-B shows the range of pro-active schemes that are either planned or
already exist in 2015/16 which aim to reduce admission/re-admission to hospital as
the default model of care in a crisis.
Table Five-B: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2015/16 Planned
Schemes to Reduce 2015/16 Non Elective Admissions
Scheme Name

Acute Visiting Scheme
Nursing Homes GP Enhanced Service
Nursing Homes MDT Development Other Staff
Groups

2015-16
Funding/Governance Stream
Funding
£000s
579 Systems Resilience
283 Contracts with Primary Care
30 Contracts with Primary Care

Prescribing Incentive Scheme

202 Contracts with Primary Care

Proactive Care Co-Ordinators

201 Contracts with Primary Care

Neighbourhood Medicines Optimisation (NIMO)

150 Systems Resilience

Domestic Violence Support

30 Joint Commissioning with Local Authority/Police

Third Sector Support Schemes

177 Systems Resilience

Green Car See & Treat Scheme

48 Systems Resilience

Community Therapies Preventing Re-Admission
Telehealth (ECT)
Total

153 Systems Resilience
23 Systems Resilience
1,876

5.3.7 Caring Together Transformational: QIPP Savings Target £3,500k
5.3.7.1 The implementation of Integrated Care in Eastern Cheshire, beginning with STAIRRs,
Integrated Community Teams and the new Primary Care Core Offer will start to align
the overall benefits, including the implementation of more cost effective services which
will have the overall benefit of reducing our costs by circa £3.5m. These assumptions
will be validated over the oncoming 3-4 months as the associated business cases
become finalised.
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Governing Body Assurance Framework

Purpose of paper / report
The Assurance Framework is a summary of strategic risks that may have an impact
on the achievement of corporate objectives. The purpose of the paper is to present
those risks for review by the Governing Body and assure them that all risks are
represented, suitable controls are in place and risks are recorded appropriately.

Key points
The Governing Body is asked to:
• Review and approve the list of Strategic Risks for NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group (ECCCG) - Appendix One

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
The Governing Body Assurance Framework is a mechanism to ensure that significant
strategic risks to ECCCG are recognised and managed appropriately, thus minimising any
impact to our population and communities.

Report Author
Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer

Contributor
Michael Purdie
Corporate Programmes and Governance Manager
17 June 2015
Date of Report
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Governing Body Assurance Framework
June 2015
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

The Governing Body Assurance Framework forms part of NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) risk management strategy and policy and
is the framework for identification and management of strategic risks; both risks
internal to ECCCG and those in the wider system in which ECCCG has a role.

1.2

The Assurance Framework is reviewed on a monthly basis by the Executive
Committee, who finalise the list of strategic risks, confirm actions being undertaken
and check assurances. These risks are then added to/amended on the Corporate
Risk Log which contains all operational and strategic risks.

2.

Significant Changes

2.1

Following the removal and addition of risks in the May Governing Body Assurance
Framework, the remaining risks have remained largely unchanged in terms of risk
score, but there have been updates to the following:
• 01 Caring Together Delivery – general update
• 02 Mental Health Capacity – general update
• 03 Access to Dermatology – general update
• 04 Quality Assurance in Care Homes – minor update
• 05 Business Information Systems – minor update
• 06 Co Commissioning of Primary Care (General Medical) – update to actions
• 07 Co Commissioning Primary Care Services – Conflict of Interest – minor update
• 08 North west CSU-Service Disruption – minor update
• 09 Potential Instability in General Practice – general update
• 10 System Resilience Group (SRG) – significant update
• 11 Delivery of the CCG Quality Priorities – general update
• 12 CCG Financial Challenge – updated actions
• 13 Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) Delivery- updated actions

3.

New Risks / Risks Considered for Removal

3.1

No new risks have been added to the framework this month.

4.

Recommendation(s)

4.1

The Governing Body is asked to:
• Review and approve the list of Strategic Risks for ECCCG (Appendix One).
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5.

Reasons for recommendation(s)

5.1

By reviewing the recommendations, the Governing Body will be approving updates to
the Assurance Framework as described. This will ensure that the current risks and
associated scores are reflected to provide a current overview of the key strategic risks
for ECCCG.

6.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

6.1

All

7.

Population affected

7.1

All

8.

Context

8.1

N/a

9.

Finance

9.1

N/a

10.

Quality and Patient Experience

10.1

N/a

11.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

11.1

N/a

12.

Equality

12.1

N/a

13.

Legal

13.1

N/a

14.

Communication

14.1

N/a

15.

Background and Options

15.1

N/a

16.

Access to further information

16.1

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer
17 June 2015
01625 663456
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net
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17.

Glossary of Terms

ECCCG

18.

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group

Appendices

Appendix One

Governing Body Assurance Framework

Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Been reviewed by Executive Committee

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to 
Caring Together
Mental Health & Alcohol

Quality Improvement
Other



CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report 
Increase the number of our citizens
having a positive experience of care

Increase the proportion of older people
living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions

Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire
Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm
Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services

Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce



Equality
Legal

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly

Innovation
Quality

NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care



Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts



Appendix One
Governing Body Assurance Framework
GBAF No Title

16 June 2015

Corporate Objectives

Score

Active Risks
1 Caring Together Delivery

Working Together

15

2 Mental Health Capacity

Health Need Priorities:

16

3 Access to Dermatology

Working Together

9

4 Quality Assurance in Care Homes

Health Need Priorities

20

5 Business Information Systems

Investing Responsibly

12

6 Co Commissioning of Primary Care (General Medical)

Working Together

12

7 Co Commissioning Primary Care Services- Conflict of Inter Working Together

12

8 North West CSU-Service Disruption

Investing Responsibly

16

9 Potential instability in General Practice

Investing Responsibly

20

10 System Resilience Group (SRG)

Health Need Priorities

16

11 Delivery of the CCG Quality Priorities

Quality

12

12 CCG Financial Challenge

Investing Responsibly

12

13 QIPP Delivery

Health Need Priorities

16

Low to Medium Risk

16 June 2015

High Risk

Very High Risk
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00019

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

15

Objective Working Together

GBAF 1

Owners Fleur Blakeman

Caring Together Delivery
The ability of the health and social care economy to deliver the Caring Together (CT) Programme is integral to the
delivery of Eastern Cheshire CCG (ECCCG)’s five year strategic plan on which it is based. This Programme, if
delivered in full, will enable ECCCG to achieve its statutory financial duty year on year as well as improve the health
and wellbeing and health outcomes of local people. Without it, alternative immediate and medium term financial
measures would be required at least equivalent to those proposed through the Caring Together Programme, with
the associated consequences for the quality and standard of affordable care.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

07/03/2014

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date

21/01/2015

Risk Closure

15
10
5
0
Jun '15

Date Added

20

May '15

12

Apr '15

Appetite

Mar '15

15

Feb '15

5

Dec '14

3

Nov '14

Current

25

Oct '14

15

Sep '14

5

Aug '14

3

Jul '14

Initial

Reduction in the risk rating
in July 2014 due to the PMO
team now being in place and
the appointment of an
interim medical director at
East Cheshire NHS Trust. This
is further strengthened by
the appointment of the
Strategy and Transformation
Director.

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Caring Together is a Programme that extends for
5years. The first phase, which is now completed,
focussed on designing the new integrated care model
and high level affordability, which showed the new
care model could be affordable in certain
circumstances, although further, more detailed
analysis would be required in later phases. We are
moving to the next phase, the Implementation Phase
of the programme. The governance of the CT
Programme has been revised to reflect this and to
introduce a commissioner / provider split. New groups
including a Provider Forum and a Commissioning
Alliance are being established.
Programme oversight and delivery is predominantly
through the Caring Together Programme Management
Group attended by key personnel from ECCCG,
Cheshire East Council (CEC) and NHS England.
Accountability is to the CEC informal cabinet and
ECCCG Governing Body. However the membership of
the latter is currently being reviewed.
Whole system leadership will be maintained through a
quarterly meeting of the CT Leadership Forum where
whole system risks that are multi-organisational will
be managed. As we move into the implementation
phase, work under way through the joint development

In addition to the controls: A revised governance
structure was approved by the CT Executive Board in
November 2014 and by ECCCG Governing Body in
November 2014. Risks have been reviewed and
updated and management arrangements have been
strengthened to ensure the Caring Together
Programme remains on track. This has resulted in a
small number of new risks being identified and a
number have been downgraded to reflect recent
progress. Two new public facing documents and a
new animation were launched in March 2015 to
raise further awareness of the CT programme. An
implementation plan for 2015/16 for both the CCG
and the health and social care system as a whole to
support the delivery of year 3 of the CT programme
and year two of the ECCCG five year Strategic Plan is
nearing completion. A workshop of system leaders
took place in May 2015 as planned. A Champions
event is being planned for September 2015. Cultural
Transformation is an essential prerequisite to
supporting the delivery of the CT programme.
Through contracts with our providers we will
incentivize behaviours and actions to help ensure
that the workforce understands and owns the case
for change and supports the delivery of the changes

16 June 2015
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of a specification for Integrated Care services, quality
standards and outcome measures. These are being
embedded into the CCG’s 2015/16 contract with the
Trust but will not be triggered until later in the year/
2016-17 as appropriate.
Additional activity modelling has been completed to
assess the deliverability of the activity assumptions as
has the use of risk stratification to identify the patient
population most at risk. More detailed analysis is still
required that also binds in primary care and social care
and is underway to ensure provider deliverability. IT
tools have been identified to support this analysis
work, including the integrated digital care record and
risk stratification tool.
Specific initiatives, STAIRRS, Better Care Fund and
stroke services have resulted in joint working with the
Council and will be implemented in 2015/16. These
are predicators to the way in which Caring Together
could work for the future.

needed to transform health and social care services
locally.
Implementation of the Caring Together Programme
is ongoing. An Integrated Care Framework of
standards and outcome measures is currently being
finalised along with a dashboard of the key
performance metrics to be able to monitor progress
at an individual organisation and system level. Good
progress is being made Work continues to move
forwards with regards to the implementation phase
of the new care model. The service specification and
target operating model are currently being finalised.
These will then be reviewed by the Caring Together
Business Group and Caring Together Care
Professionals Group before being presented to the
Caring Together Programme Management Group.
Any business case for additional investment will be
presented to the Governing Body for approval, to
understand its impact and to ensure deliverability at
a more granular level. More significant strides are
planned and are expected for 2016/17 start.
Developing a system-wide dashboard of
performance indicators to be able to monitor
progress at an individual organisation and system
level.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Partners in the Caring Together programme have
recently provided formal support to the Caring
Together Strategy. A Provider Forum has now been
established. Clear progress against the CT
Programme‘s agreed plan and significant milestones is
evidenced within the CT Update to the Governing
Body and Caring Together Programme Management
Group highlight reports to the Caring Together
Leadership Forum Programme Director’s Report
submission.

Establishment of the Commissioning Alliance

Risk Actions
Title
Revised implementation plan to
be presented to the statutory
commissioning bodies

16 June 2015

Description
COMPLETED Revised
implementation plan to be
presented to the statutory
commissioning bodies for formal
support by the end of January.

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

14/01/2015

Jerry Hawker
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Partnership Working Models

Agreed to raise at the Caring
Together Leadership Forum the
need to explore options for
partnership working across
providers. CCG working closely
with NHSE and TDA. CEO of East
Cheshire Trust has been asked to
coordinate and present to the
CTLF

31/07/2015

Fleur Blakeman

Implementation phase of
2015/16 to be finalised

To be finalised at July 2015 Caring 15/07/2015
Together LF

Fleur Blakeman

Commissioning Alliance

Establish Commissioning Alliance

31/07/2015

Fleur Blakeman
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00029

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Health Need Priorities:

GBAF 2

Owners Jacki Wilkes

Mental Health Capacity
Currently in a range of mental health services demand outstrips capacity significantly. There is a risk that potential
patients will not receive treatment and a solution due to lack of capacity which may result in poor clinical outcomes.
A historical and significant under funding of mental health services will carry a financial risk for the CCG. There are
currently access issues in both children’s and adult services leading to failure to meet the nationally mandated
waiting times for patients

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date

01/11/2014

Risk Closure

10
5
0
Jun '15

18/07/2014

15

Apr '15

Date Added

20

Mar '15

12

Appetite

Feb '15

16

Jan '15

4

Dec '14

4

Nov '14

Current

The actions within controls
have yet to be completed;
therefore the service
continues to operate at risk.

25

Oct '14

25

Sep '14

5

Aug '14

5

Jul '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Correct monitoring Of IAPT and Neuro developmental
services show significant under performance and
capacity gaps.

Short term funding has been made available. We
now need to agree robust plans to ensure ongoing
capacity meets demand.
We will continue to challenge providers to deliver
more productivity and outcomes achievements.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

The current mitigating actions should reduce the risk
impact

None iden ﬁed

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Post implementation review

30 April 2015

Jacki Wilkes

Review of impact of additional
investment in CAMHS 16-19
service

In progress

Jacki Wilkes

Support the JSNA and undertake
benchmarking to understand the
level of commissioning in peer
CCGS

Q2 2015

Jacki Wilkes

16 June 2015
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Submit request for additional
resources to Maintain existing
levels of investment in CAMHS
ADHD/ASC to enable the service
to continue at its current level
and reduce waiting times to 12
months

Q2 2015 - Paper going to the July
Governing Body

23/07/2015

Jacki Wilkes

Work in partnership with CWP to Q2 2015
develop a needs led capacity plan
and build a business plan which
demonstrates a phased 2 year
improvement in performance and
investment., in both adult and
children’s services.
Explore opportunities to work
COMPLETED Stakeholder
with the voluntary sector,
workshop booked Q1 2015
learning from and building on the
partnership with Visyon in the
delivery of 16-19 services.

16 June 2015

Jacki Wilkes

12/06/2015

Jacki Wilkes
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Project Name

00007

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

9

Objective Working Together

GBAF 3

Owners Neil Evans

Access to Dermatology
East Cheshire Trust has had insufficient consultant capacity in Dermatology for some time. This has been
exacerbated by the resignation of the substantive dermatologist at the Trust. ECT have attempted to recruit
additional capacity but there is a national shortage of consultants in this speciality.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

12/06/2015

Target Date

19/12/2014

Risk Closure

5
0
Jun '15

Update Date

10

May '15

09/09/2013

15

Apr '15

Date Added

20

Mar '15

12

Appetite

Feb '15

9

Jan '15

3

Dec '14

3

Nov '14

Current

Limited capacity may lead to
delays in treatment with a
risk of patient harm and
litigation.

25

Oct '14

10

Sep '14

2

Aug '14

5

Jul '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

The CCG continues to hold dialogue with East
Cheshire Trust, Vernova Healthcare and Trust A. In
addition advice from Monitor is being sought to
ensure that any changes in service provision are
compliant with legislation.

East Cheshire Trust/Vernova Healthcare have
recruited addi onal locum capacity.
Follow up waits at ECT remain in excess of
acceptable levels. However the Trust are working
with Vernova Healthcare to mitigate this.
Meeting held with NHS England to assess feasibility
of Vernova managing this MDT.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

The process continues to seek an appropriate
consultant
First outpatient waits have been brought back within
acceptable limits.

Salford Royal have suspended access to both
Stockport and Salford services, although they have
agreed patients from Disley and Poynton are exempt.

Risk Actions
Title
Trust A and ECT are exploring
feasibility of a service transfer

16 June 2015

Description
Trust A, ECT and Vernova
Healthcare are jointly reviewing
the opportunity to transfer ECT
service to Trust A. Trust A need to
provide assurances as to capacity
available and ability to comply
with Cancer MDT requirements.

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners
Neil Evans

Page 7 of 25

Engage Trust A in developing a
formal process (Completed)

COMPLETED Establish a follow up
meeting with Trust A to see if they
can enter into a formal process.

Neil Evans

Engage Salford in developing a
formal process (Completed)

COMPLETED Establish a follow up
meeting with Salford to see if they
can enter into a formal process.

Neil Evans

ECT to seek support for
development of new model from
other providers (Completed)

COMPLETED East Cheshire trust
have agreed to contact other
providers again to see if they
could support the development of
a new model.

Neil Evans

East Cheshire Trust & Vernova
Healthcare recruiting short term
clinical capacity (Completed)

COMPLETED Local Providers are
recruiting additional short term
clinical capacity to maintain
accessThis has taken place and
the CCG is monitoring access
performance at monthly meetings
with ECT

Neil Evans

Liaising with providers

COMPLETED Liaising with 3
providers, Monitor + Clinical
Network to validate the plans to
transfer the ECT service to a new
sustainable provider. Vernova
have confirmed that they wish to
provide the service and it is
believed that they have the
capability

Meeting arranged re skin cancer
MDT

COMPLETED Meeting with NHS
England to confirm whether
Vernova can comply with NICE
guidance

Development of up to date
service specification

31/07/2015
Vernova will be then assessed
against this specification to assess
compliance

16 June 2015

30/06/2015

16/06/2015

Neil Evans

16/06/2015

Neil Evans

Neil Evans
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00030

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

20

Objective Health Need Priorities

GBAF 4

Owners Julia Curtis

Quality Assurance in Care Homes
Locally we commission care home services with the local council and together with the CQC and Health-watch we
have established a quality assurance process. Following a number of quality and safeguarding concerns, admissions
have been suspended in one Care home (that provides Nursing care) within Eastern Cheshire and a further home
has a restriction on the number of admissions it can receive on a weekly basis in place. Both organisations are being
monitored and continue to demonstrate improvements.
There are a number of risks associated with the people who use the services not receiving appropriate levels of
care, these include:
•a poten al nega ve impact on health including premature death
•a reduc on in care standards,
•the moving of pa ents from one care se ng to another leading to deteriora on in health
•increase in delayed discharges at the acute trust
•inappropriate care environment leading to further risks, for example infec ons and falls
•reduced capacity
•nega ve emo onal, psychological and physical impact on service users
•reputa onal risk to the NHS / Care Services

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

18/07/2014

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

15
10
5
0
Jun '15

Date Added

20

Apr '15

12

Mar '15

Appetite

Feb '15

20

Jan '15

4

Dec '14

5

Nov '14

Current

The risks are current and the
potential impact is high
where there is no mitigation.

25

Oct '14

25

Sep '14

5

Aug '14

5

Jul '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

The CCG is working with the local authority, CQC,
Infection Control team, Hospice Care Homes team &
Health watch to quality assure local care homes. This
includes scrutiny of providers, action planning,
supporting homes to improve, regular monitoring and
where required implementation of penalties.
Over 53% of all care homes that provide nursing have
received an unannounced Quality review.
The CCG is also working with South Cheshire & Vale
Royal CCGs to improve quality in care homes, this
includes reviewing local teams, robustness of
contracts, developing a dashboard, inspections of
care homes by CCG and where possible joint quality
visits with CEC staff, engaging with carers,
development of quality initiatives, e.g. website and
improvement programmes

The CCG has assigned additional resources to the
assessment and monitoring of care home quality.
This is to be reviewed further.
The CCG is working with the CSU/CEC to review the
current contractual / quality standards in relation to
Care Homes.

16 June 2015
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Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Quality visits have been prioritised to providers where
concerns had been identified. Over 53% of the care
homes (with Nursing) have been reviewed. The
reviews have identified a number of issues including
basic care and safeguarding concerns.
We have actively worked with a number of providers
and where necessary applied contractual levers. We
have seen improvements at all homes where concerns
were identified.
We have established a shared intelligence meeting
and are working closely with a number of Clinicians
including local GPs to develop, a richer, more
triangulated understanding of the standard of care
provision within our local care homes.
Fortnightly joint governance meetings are now in
place between the CCG, Local Authority and CQC. This
has resulted in a more coordinated and shared
approach.

CSU support has been limited due to vacancies,
annual leave and sickness.
Lay person involvement in inspec ons.
Complacency around standards and acceptance of
poor quality services by service providers, carers and
visiting health care teams

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Development of revised quality
standards and contractual levers
in FCN/Local Authority Contracts

DevProject Group Formed and
scoping commenced

Julia Curtis

CCG in sourcing of CHC

CCG in sourcing of CHC - CSU have
been notified of intention and due
diligence complete re-design of
services being undertaken. TUPE
of staff being completed.

Julia Curtis

Management of Quality Issues in
Care Homes - working with the
CHC Team (CSU)

Ongoing – Discussions commenced

Julia Curtis

Set up carer forums

Listening events scheduled for
March.

Julia Curtis

Student Quality Ambassadors

Met with Anne Butler (Student
Quality Ambassador for Health
Education North West) to discuss
using Student Quality
Ambassadors to raise standards in
care homes.

Julia Curtis

Workstreams identified with local Project group is now in place
authority

16 June 2015

Julia Curtis
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Project Name

00015

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 5

Owners A Mitchell

Business Information Systems
The development of a Business Informa on System is cri cal to support the CCG deliver against its ﬁnancial du es
and responsibilities under contract management. The service is provided by the Commissioning Support Unit and
has been in development for some considerable time. There is little confidence in the information flowing out from
the CSU

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

12/06/2015

Target Date

01/04/2014

Risk Closure

Jun '15

Update Date

May '15

10/09/2013

Apr '15

Date Added

Mar '15

12

Appetite

Feb '15

12

Jan '15

3

Dec '14

4

Nov '14

Current

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Oct '14

16

Sep '14

4

Aug '14

4

Jul '14

Initial

New service specification for
Business Information agreed
as part of the 15/16 North
west CSU contract. The
information provided is still
limited given the current
system and ECCCG have
procured a local system for
the next 12 months.

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

The CCG has decided to bring some of the Business
Information processes in-house and as part of the
2014 contract discussions.
Staﬀ have been TUPE across on the 1st September
14.
Alterna ve system has been introduced to provide
required information.

ECCC has reviewed the SLA due to be signed oﬀ in
January 15 following delays from the CSU. This will
ensure the SLA reflects the service and outputs
required.
Regular mee ngs with the CSU have improved the
information and will maintain until completed.
Poten al to enforce contractual levers around non
delivery following the issue of possible improvement
no ces. Revised SLA in place with agreed KPI's.
The CCG are procuring additional IT systems to
provide more BI Intelligence and support.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Interim solu on is in place and delivering
information that is accurate and timely. Is included
within the Financial Governing Body report around
contract performance.

Gap is linked to the capacity to deliver the changes
as required and agreed. Will look to support this by
introducing contractual levers.
Delivery against new speciﬁca on to be monitored
via agreed KPIs and escalated through contract
monitoring meetings.

Risk Actions

16 June 2015
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Title
Revised SLA reflecting CCG
commissioning requirements

Description
COMPLETE SLA Signed 15th
January 2015

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

15/01/2015

14/01/2015

Alex Mitchell

Develop detailed list of reports to COMPLETE
include in contract (Complete)

Alex Mitchell

Staff TUPEd to CCG

COMPLETE - effective 1/9/2014

01/09/2014

Alex Mitchell

Withdraw from CSU element of
service (Complete)

COMPLETE - notice given on
1.4.2014

01/04/2014

Alex Mitchell

Agree list of contract validations

COMPLETE

Procurement of additional system

16 June 2015

Alex Mitchell
30/06/2015

Neil Evans
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00033

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Working Together

GBAF 6

Owners M Cunningham

Co Commissioning of Primary Care (General Medical)
The risk is capacity and capability to adequately deliver the requirements of joint commissioning from April 2015
and subsequently full delegated responsibility from April 2016 (Subject to agreement). This relates to co
commissioning of primary care (general medical). The specific risk is that there is insufficient capacity within existing
CCG staff to adequately manage the additional responsibilities involved in co-commissioning of primary care medical
services, which may lead to a reputational risk with the practices, NHS England, other key stakeholders including the
public.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

12

Appetite

12

Date Added

05/01/2015

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

Jun '15

3

May '15

4

Apr '15

Current

Arrangements still in
progress.

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Mar '15

15

Feb '15

3

Jan '15

5

Dec '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Head of Corporate Services (HOCS) has been tasked
with overseeing and managing the identification of the
implications and resource requirements of
undertaking co-commissioning under joint
arrangements.
HOCS working with NHS England to understand CCG
requirements to deliver co-commissioning, what gaps
exist, where additional investment i.e. staffing,
training is required

Researching and pu ng together of a job
specification for a Service Delivery Manager Primary Care, in order to recruit the specific
resource to manage the CCG responsibilities for
Primary (General Medical) Care Services cocommissioning under joint commissioning
arrangements.
HOCS is working closely with Cheshire and
Merseyside regional team of NHS England and
primary care leads of neighbouring CCGs to
understand roles and resource allocation to CCGs for
undertaking joint commissioning
The budget for the both SDM and finance manager
have been confirmed within the running costs of the
CCG
The CCG is working to bring in some additional
external resources to address supporting the existing
capacity and skills within the CCG.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

The job role specification for the Service Delivery
Manager is to be completed and out to advert by end
of May. The job role specification for the Finance

None identified

16 June 2015
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Manager with Primary care responsibilities is to be
completed and out to advert by end of May.

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Research of role requirements
and development of draft job
description

Development of job descriptions
for SDM and Chair

31/05/2015

M Cunningham

HOCSinvestigating external
advisory support

HOCS to investigate external
advisory support and or
developmental training

30/06/2015

M Cunningham

Formalise responsobilities of the
Joint Committee Chair

ormalise responsabilities of the
Joint Committee Chair

30/06/2015

M Cunningham

Identify and recruit Joint
Committee Chair

30/06/2015

M Cunnihgam

Develop Job Specification for
Finance Manager

31/05/2015

E Insley

16 June 2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00034

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Working Together

GBAF 7

Owners M Cunningham

Co Commissioning Primary Care Services- Conflict of Interest
In 2015 the CCG will take on co commissioning of Primary Care Services (General Medical) with full delegated
responsibility for commissioning from April 2016 (Subject to agreement). These additional responsibilities mean
there is a greater risk of a conflict of interest arising when primary care commissioning decisions are made. This may
lead to potential reputational damage with our practices, NHS England and Key Stakeholders, including staff and
members of the public. The specific risk is that Joint Committee Members are not sufficiently trained in the legal and
governance requirements around conflicts of interest, especially in relation to Primary Care.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

12
12

Appetite
Date Added

05/01/2015

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

Jun '15

4

May '15

3

Apr '15

Current

There is still an ongoing
requirement for Members of
the CCG and Joint committee
to understand possible and
probable conflicts of interest
arising from cocommissioning .

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Mar '15

16

Feb '15

4

Jan '15

4

Dec '14

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

HOCS has been tasked with developing the
management controls around conflict of interest and
reports to the Executive Committee and Governing
Body on a regular basis.

Con nued communica on with all key
stakeholders. Continued working with NHS England
to ensure national guidance and best practice
adopted and undertaken.
Terms of Reference for Joint Commissioning
Committee has been published and ratified by NHS
England
Arranged conflicts of interest training in May for
Governing Body Members and CCG lay members are
attending NHS England commissioned conflicts of
interest training.
Develop conflicts of interest task and finish group post training.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

HOCS attends Cheshire, Warrington and Wirral
primary care leads meeting. Governing Body,
Practices. Health & Wellbeing Board and Health Voice
are receiving regular updates, as are staff via Chief
Officer bulletins.

There is a level of uncertainty over the level of
potential risk.

Risk Actions
16 June 2015
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Title

Description

Media Monitoring

On going monitoring of media by
comms team

Complete Terms of reference

Completed -April 2015 Final draft
Terms of Reference completed –
due to be approved

Joint Committee Members
Conflict of Interest Training

16 June 2015

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners
M Cunningham

31/05/2015

31/05/2015

M Cunningham

M Cunningham
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Project Name

00036

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 8

Owners A Mitchell

North West CSU-Service Disruption
North West CSU, which serves ECCCG and other CCGs in Cheshire, Merseyside and Greater Manchester was
unsuccessful in its bid for accreditation to provide a full range of end-to-end support services on the Lead Provider
Framework. Therefore, the NWCSU is no longer able to operate in its current form and has to seek an alternative
organisa onal form.The risk to the CCG are the poten al disrup on in the provision of key services to the CCG as
the transitional arrangements are introduced and a longer term solution is identified.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

4

4

16
12

Appetite
Date Added

16/02/2015

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date

31/03/2015

Risk Closure

20
15
10
5
0
Jun '15

Current

At this time the level of
uncertainty is high, as the
CSU have had little time to
respond to the failure in
accreditation. A Transition
Board is operational and a
stable

25

May '15

20

Apr '15

4

Mar '15

5

Feb '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Weekly on site meetings with the CSU HOCO, who is
providing situation reports to Senior Officers of the
CCG.
Using the monthly contract monitoring meetings to
identify any associated risks as raised by either parties
or arising from the performance of KPI’s.
A Transition Board is in operation which is agreeing
the service transfer.

Senior CCG Officers are attending North West
emergency committees to review the situation and
define a course of action
Creation of a Transition Board with membership
from ECCCG to work through the various stages of
securing a longer term solution.
The CCG are reviewing options around what services
will be transferred to a new provider.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Monitor the monthly performance reports to ensure
no drop in standards.
Transition of services undertaken smoothly to a new
form without interruption of service delivery.
Fortnightly briefing from North West CSU on progress
around the transitions.

None identified

Risk Actions

16 June 2015
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Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Monitoring of monthly
Reports received monthly in line
performance reports from NWCSU with normal contract reviews.

Alex Mitchell

Member of Transition Board

COMPLETE

Alex Mitchell

Option appraisal on future
provision of services to be
developed.

June 2015

16 June 2015

30/06/2015

Alex Mitchell
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00037

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

20

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 9

Owners Fleur Blakeman

Potential instability in General Practice
Potential instability in General practice due to increase in workload, uncertainty regarding future contracting
arrangements and availability of workforce.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Current

5

4

20
12

Appetite
Date Added

02/04/2015

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

Discussed with Executive
team and identified as a
significant risk.

25
20
15
10
5
0
Jun '15

12

May '15

4

Apr '15

3

Mar '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

General Practice review Workshop took place on 30th
April 2015.
Task and Finish group established, first meeting held
on 27th May 2015.
All practices providing information regarding services
they are providing over and above core services.
Identification of services that could form part of a
"Caring Together" contract underway.
Task and Finish and Steering Groups continue to meet
on a regular basis.

Project mandate signed off by the Task and Finish
group on 27th May 2015.
Additional capacity being recruited to support the
review process and development of the "Caring
Together" contract.
The CCG is in discussion with NHS England to secure
additional resources to support the process.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Initial draft of the project mandate shared with NHS
England and LMC representatives
Resources earmarked to support practice
participation.
Proposal drafted and circulated following the locality
meeting on 9/03/15
Launch event taken place as planned, Task and Finish
group now established.
Information being collated to inform the content of
the new contract.

None identified awaiting review outcome

Risk Actions

16 June 2015
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Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Completion of Primary Care
Review

Primary Care Review to be
completed by 30th June

30/06/2015

Jane Miller

Commence Phased
Implementation

Commence phased
implementation of new contract
from October 2015

31/10/2015

Neil Evans

16 June 2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00039

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Health Need Priorities

GBAF 10

Owners Jacki Wilkes

System Resilience Group (SRG)
Delivery of the A&E Target, delayed transfers of Care, 18 week referral to treatment, ambulance access. The risk is
that currently we are failing to deliver the constitutional standards for A&E targets, 18 week referral to treatment
(RTT), and North West Ambulance Service emergency response times, which would lead to a negative impact on
patients and a potential reputational and financial risk to the CCG

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

4

4

16

Current

4

4

16
12

Appetite

30
25
20
15

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

10
5
0
Jun '15

12/05/2015

May '15

Date Added

Eastern Cheshire Health
Economy are currently
unable to stabilise
performance with marked
variation in the system.
Actions and controls are yet
to be agreed, which puts
service performance for the
year at risk

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Initiatives are in place to reduce admissions and
attendances. The Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee is to receive proposals for annual funding
in July 2015.
- Daily monitoring via "Snow White"
- Urgent Care dashboard reviewed at the Systems
Resilience Group

-Work continues at PACE on the design of the short
term assessment integrated response and recovery
service (STAIRRS)
-Agreement to develop a capacity plan ahead of
Winter 15/16. This will enable targeting of high
impact changes for commissioning and provision.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

We have arranged a workshop with NWAS and other
stakeholders to identify opportunities to mitigate any
detriment in performance, scheduled for the last
week in May.

We are not on track in meeting the trajectory set by
the mitigation plans around DTOC and 18 weeks

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Agree urgent actions to be taken
by the end of June.
Capacity Plan

16 June 2015

Progress work on capacity plan
which focuses on high volume
pathways work scoped and
completed by the end of July

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

30/06/2015

J Wilkes

31/07/2015

J Wilkes
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SRG Funding

16 June 2015

Proposals for remainder of SRG
funding agreed by September
2015

30/09/2015

J Wilkes
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Project Name

ID
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00038

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Quality

GBAF 11

Owners Neil Evans

Delivery of the CCG Quality Priorities
The risk is that the CCG may fail to deliver the expected improvements in the quality of care available to our
population. This leads to a quality of service risk to our population and potentially a reputational and financial risk to
the CCG.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

4

12

Current

3

4

12
12

Appetite
Date Added

12/05/2015

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

This is based on
performance in 2014 / 15. In
May 2015, CQC highlighted
some gaps in relation to
services delivered by East
Cheshire Trust.

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Jun '15

3

May '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Developed robust implementation plans for our
priority areas . Oversight by Quality and Performance
Committee.
Purchase of Business Information product (Ssentif) to
report on performance.
Maintaining of East Cheshire Trust , CQC plan through
the contract.

Development of plans around delivery of our quality
priorities (quality premium measures).
East Cheshire Trust have developed an action plan to
improve areas of weakness identified by CQC. Whilst
the Trust Development Authority is accountable for
overseeing implementation of this plan the CCG is
limited in gaining assurance on progress.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Developed monitoring systems, which will allow the
CCG to quickly respond and develop mitigating plans
where they are going off track.

Business cases will be required to invest in some of
the areas in the plan.

Risk Actions
Title

Description

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

Business Case in development

31/08/2015

Neil Evans

Ssentif dashboard development

31/07/2015

Neil Evans

Ssentif training delivery

31/07/2015

Neil Evans

Monthly CQC Updates

16 June 2015

Monthly CQC updates are being
provided through ECT contracts
meeting

Neil Evans
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Project Name

ID
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00040

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

12

Objective Investing Responsibly

GBAF 12

Owners A Mitchell

CCG Financial Challenge
ECCCG has agreed to continue with its 5 year strategy whilst maximise its resources in order to deliver NHS
England’s business where possible. Currently, for 15/16 ECCCG is not meeting its 15/16 required surplus of 1%, but
is planning to deliver £1.4m (0.6%). The approach enables ECCCG to create a transformation fund that is required to
pump prime service change as it transforms the system into a long term clinically and financially stable economy.
Risk Possibility that NHS England may not accept ECCCG position and require a planned surplus of 1% which would
reduce the transformation fund and delay our 5 year strategy.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

Initial

3

4

12

Current

3

4

12

14
12

12

10
8

Appetite

18/05/2015

6
4

Update Date

12/06/2015

2
0
Jun '15

Date Added

ECCCCG 15/16 financial plan
has been submitted to NHS
England and agreed.

Target Date
Risk Closure
Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

2015/16 Financial Plan submitted to the Governing
Body in draft.
Governing Body committed to 5 year plan whilst
maximising surpluses.
2015/16 Financial Plan submitted to NHS England in
accordance with appropriate timescales.
ECCCG budget to be monitored via Finance Committee
and Governing Body.
Continual dialogue with NSH England around ECCCG
financial position.

Potential to use any slippage on budgets and or
transformation fund to increase our year end
surplus. Any revisions to our surplus would be
agreed by the Governing Body prior to discussing
with NHS England.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

In year monitoring of performance compared to
budgets.
Forecast is in line with planned surplus as reported to
Finance Committee and Governing Body.

Rework ECCCG 5 year financial model taking account
of latest changes to ECCCG financial allocations and
14/15 actuals.

Risk Actions
Title
Financial Plan approved

16 June 2015

Description
Governing Body approved
2015/16 Financial plan 28/5/15

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

28/05/2015
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Project Name

ID

PR000083 Corporate Risk Log

00041

Assurance Framework?

Active? Yes

16

Objective Health Need Priorities

GBAF 13

Owners A Mitchell

QIPP Delivery
Within the 15/16 Financial Plan, ECCCG has a requirement to reduce its costs by circa £2.55m in line with its QIPP
plan. The successful delivery of its QIPP initiatives will improve the quality of services whist reducing the expenditure
and enabling ECCCG to deliver sits financial plan within its available resources. Risk: The potential non delivery of
QIPP in year could impact on ECCCG ability to meet its annual objectives and or its financial surplus.

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Rationale Current Score

Likelihood x Impact - Score

4

16

Current

4

4

16
12

Appetite
Date Added

18/05/2015

Update Date

12/06/2015

Target Date
Risk Closure

QIPP schemes have been
identified in summary, with
detailed plans to be
developed for some of the
schemes only.

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Jun '15

4

May '15

Initial

Current Controls (What are we currently doing about
the risk?)

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Schemes identified
QIPP targets agreed and transferred to budget holders.
Detailed monitoring via the Finance Committee.

Slippage on in year investments to be available
should QIPP schemes appear to be not delivering in
full within the financial year.
Need to develop details plans for some of the QIPP
schemes.

Assurances (How do we know if things are having a
positive effect?)

Gaps In Control

Progress and delivery to be monitored via the Finance
Committee and reported through to the Governing
Body.

Potential lack of capacity within ECCCG to manage
the QIPP schemes.

Risk Actions
Title
Summary QIPP Plan

16 June 2015

Description
Summary QIPP plan reviewed at
finance committee

Target Date

Closed Date

Owners

10/06/2015

10/06/2015

A Mitchell
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Caring Together Risk
Management Mitigation Plan
Fleur Blakeman, Strategy and Transformation Director
July 2015
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Overview/Context
• Caring Together Risk Register reviewed monthly by the Caring
Together Programme Management Group
• Reviewed quarterly by the Caring Together Leadership Forum
• Caring Together Delivery risk created in March 2014
• Initial risk rating of 15 (likelihood 3 x impact 5)
• Current risk rating of 15 (likelihood 3 x impact 5) having reduced
in February 2015 to coincide with the appointment of key staff
• Appetite for risk remains at a risk score of 12
• Whilst there are robust plans in place it is the translation of
these plans into action and our ability to deliver the pace and
scale of change
• Hence the risk score remains unchanged at the present time

Controls
• Robust controls in place
• Provider Forum now established
• Governance of the programme to be further strengthened
through the establishment of the Caring Together
Commissioning Alliance and reviewing the role and membership
of the Caring Together Programme Management Group

Caring Together Governance Structure
‘GOVERNANCE AND ASSURANCE’

NHS England

Eastern Cheshire
CCG

Cheshire East
Council

Health and Wellbeing
Board

Key
Governance / Assurance
Leadership Forums
Working / Delivery Teams

Caring Together
Leadership Forum

Programme Management / Delivery
Advisory Groups

Commissioning Alliance
NHS England, Eastern Cheshire CCG,
Cheshire East Council , Public Health,
(Other CCGs?)

… Non Statutory accountability /
decision making

Eastern Cheshire
Providers

‘DELIVERY AND IMPLEMENTATION’

Cultural Transformation

Business Group
(Finance, Investments,
Contracts)

Programme Management Group
(PMG)

Care Professional Board
(CPB)
(Quality Standards,
Outcomes,
Interdependencies)

Communications and Engagement

Integrated Care
System

System Enablers

Direct Care Services

Mitigations
• Revised Governance Structure agreed November 2014
• Establish Caring Together Commissioning Alliance (July 2015)
• Leadership Forum workshop held in May 2015 and further
meetings of system leaders planned to develop absolute clarity
of the scope of the programme, pace and scale of change
• Regular Stakeholder meetings
• Champions event September 2015
• Monthly Caring Together newsletter
• More rigour and discipline regarding the workstreams
• System wide dashboard
• Standards and outcomes framework

MINUTES
Chair:

Gerry Gray

Date/Time: 27 May 2015 @ 2.30pm – 4.30pm
Venue:

Meeting Room A, New Alderley House, Victoria Rd, Macclesfield, SK10 3BL

ECCCG Governance & Audit Committee Meeting
Attendees

Key

Gerry Gray (Chair)

GG

Gill Boston

Title & Organisation

Present

GBo

ECCCG Governing Body Lay Member
(Governance)
ECCCG Governing Body Lay Member

Apols

Jennifer Lawn

JL

Knutsford Peer Group Representative, ECCCG

Apols

Melanie Lyman

ML

General Practice Representative, ECCCG

Joanne Morton

JM

Bill Swann

BS

Peer Group Representative, ECCCG
Lay Member, ECCCG Patient & Public
Involvement




Apols
Apols

In Attendance (Regular)
Robin Baker

RB

External Audit Representative

No

Roger Causer

RC

Counter Fraud

No

Suzanne Crutchley

SC

Information Governance

No

Anne-marie Harrop

AMH MIAA Internal Audit Representative

No

Jerry Hawker

JH

Chief Officer, ECCCG



Alex Mitchell

AM



Mike Purdie

MP

Helen Stevenson

HS

Chief Finance Officer, ECCCG
Corporate Programmes & Governance Manager,
ECCCG
External Audit Representative


No

In Attendance (By Invitation)
Niall O’Gara

 For
Agenda Item
2.1 Only

NOG Technical Accountant

Minute Taker
Philippa Pearce

PP



PA to Chief Finance Officer

Action
By

st

Location:

Meeting Rm A, 1 Floor West Wing, New Alderley House, Macclesfield

Meeting Date:

27 May 15

Meeting Title:

ECCCG Governance & Audit Committee (GAC)

Time:

2.30pm-4.00pm

1 of 7

Completed by:

1 of 7
Philippa Pearce

Discussions took place out of sequence but have been kept in
Agenda Item order for ease of reference.
1.0

STANDING ITEMS

1.1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absences were noted as above.

1.1.1

GAC Membership and Attendance
Following discussions it was recognised that this GAC meeting
was not quorate and as such any decisions requiring ratification
would be carried forward to the next meeting.
Discussions took place regarding GAC membership, attendance and
quoracy. Under the existing TORs, a GP representative is not required
to be a member of the Governing Body for the meeting to be quorate.
JH expressed concerns about the level of assurance that this provides
to the Governing Body and the Committee agreed that at least two
Governing Body members should be in attendance (including the
Chair) in order to be quorate.
Following discussion, it was agreed to redefine quoracy of the GAC as
follows:
• Chair (or Nominated Deputy)
• Lay Member (Being a voting Governing Body member)
It was therefore noted that ML’s GAC membership would be changed
to a GAC non voting, regular member “In Attendance”.
ACTION: GAC TORs to be amended to reflect changes to quoracy.

AM

GAC voting members were requested to tender formal apologies if
unable to attend a meeting in order to ensure quoracy.
Due to the recently increased membership of GAC, ML questioned the
value in her attendance as a GP representative. GG noted that
additional membership provided strength to meetings and welcomed
ML’s attendance if she was available to continue. ML agreed to review
the situation.
JH advised that the distribution of lay member resources and GP
representative resources at meetings is currently imbalanced and
requires further consideration in order to utilise the resources
effectively. The newly formed Primary Care Committee will require
representation and the Clinical Quality & Performance Committee
currently has no GP representation.
st
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ACTION: JH to formally write to Governing Body members
regarding representation and distribution of resources on
committees.

JH

1.2

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

1.3

Minutes of the Previous Meeting – 25 March 2015
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a true and
accurate record.

1.3.1

Matters Arising
GG queried the size of documentation provided with the Agenda,
noting that he had clearly stated during the previous meeting that
documents should not exceed six pages for items (20 including
appendices). AM explained that the Internal Audit Reports (AI3.1.1 –
AI3.1.3) were difficult to limit, hence the whole reports had been
submitted. Following discussion, it was agreed to provide a one page
Executive Summary unless there are clear issues identified within the
report.
ACTION: Reports submitted to GAC to be limited to a maximum of
six pages. A one page Executive Summary to be prepared for
MIAA Audit Reports summarising key points and highlighting
issues.

1.4

All

Action Log of the Previous Meeting – 28 March 2015
The Action Log was discussed with the following updates made:
GAC75c AI3.1 Assurance Framework Risks - Risk GBAF09 Quality
Assurance in Care Homes
A review of all care homes had taken place and an update will be
provided to the Governing Body in Jul 15. Action completed and
removed from the Action Log.
GAC76 AI3.3.3 MIAA Assurance Framework Opinion
AM to review Governing Body cover papers to ensure that links are
made to the Assurance Framework risks.
GAC77 AI3.8 Rebate Scheme
GD and MD had presented a further paper to the Executive Team.
Although the Executive Team supported the scheme in principal, it was
deferred due to a lack of assurance and clarity regarding how it would
work. It was agreed to refer this to the Executive Team to manage the
implementation subject to review and approval by the Governing Body.
JH and AM to follow up to ensure that governance arrangements are
robust. Action completed and removed from the Action Log.
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2.0

REGULAR ITEMS

2.1

Annual Accounts
Niall O’Gara (NOG), Technical Accountant, attended for this item only.
The Annual Accounts had been presented to the Governing Body on
the morning of 27 May 15. A small number of amendments had been
identified which NOG talked through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

There were two changes to the Remuneration Report;
comparatives from last year’s salaries to be included, salaries and
pensions to be included.
Within the Accounts themselves, a brought forward balance in the
statement of changes in tax payers’ equity to be removed.
References to the Commissioning Board to be removed.
Rounding errors on figures to be amended.
Section 20, Intra-Government and Other Balances had minor
changes to figures.
Minor typing errors to be amended.

AM confirmed that these were presentational changes and of no
material value. Following amendment, and subject to anything further
being identified, four copies would be printed for signature by JH on
behalf of the Governing Body prior to signature by HS on behalf of
Grant Thornton. The signed Annual Accounts were due to be returned
to ECCCG for publishing on Friday 29 May 2015.
A Consistency Statement had been signed by AM and required
signature by JH. This statement confirms that the Accounts had been
prepared from the same trial balance that is on ECCCG’s system and
used to prepare the NHS England consolidation. The Consistency
Statement and Annual Accounts were due to be consolidated and
uploaded onto the SharePoint site on Thursday 28 May 2015. The
Letter of Representation had been signed.
An interim copy of the Annual Accounts without signatures would be
available on ECCCG’s website by 6 June 2015 pending a full signed
copy.
2.2

Grant Thornton Fraud Assurance Letters
AM explained that the Fraud Assurance letters set out how ECCCG
manages fraud assurance. The templates are consistent with last
year, and contained ECCCG responses to each of the questions
raised. The Fraud Assurance letters had been sent and considered by
Grant Thornton as part of the audit.
The GAC noted the assurance responses.
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2.3

Grant Thornton Planned Audit Fee 2015/16
AM advised that the Planned Audit Fee was a fixed fee as part of the
three year agreement and had been presented for approval.
Noting that the GAC meeting was not quorate, a recommendation was
made to agree to the Planned Audit Fee subject to validation by a
fellow GAC member.
ACTION: Grant Thornton Planned Audit Fee 2015/16 to be agreed
by a further GAC member due to the GAC meeting of 27 May 15
not being quorate.

2.3.1

GG

Grant Thornton
Grant Thornton had been appointed as external auditors to ECCCG for
a fixed three year period to the end of March 2016.
Questions were raised regarding the appointment of external auditors
following this three year period and whether NHS England would
provide information regarding procurement being carried out nationally
or being the responsibility of individual CCGs to re-procure.
It was noted that, following the end of the fixed three year service,
Grant Thornton would have the first opportunity to amend its fees
which, if significant, could influence the decision regarding reprocurement.
AM informed the GAC that Grant Thornton had been very supportive,
particularly over the last 12 months.
ACTION: Clarity to be sought from NHS England regarding the
process for procuring and appointing external auditors from 2016.

3.0

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

3.1

MIAA Audit Tracker
• 3.1.1 M010 IG & ASH Assurance Review 2014/15
• 3.1.2 M011 Core Financial Systems Review 2014/15
• 3.1.3 M012 Governing Body Reporting Review 2014/15
The MIAA Audit Tracker and reports had been presented for
information only. There was nothing of significance to report.

3.2

Payroll Incident Update
An update was provided regarding a payroll incident that had
previously been reported to the GAC. The incident had occurred as a
result of an individual staff error.

AM

AM advised that the appropriate actions had been taken and noted that
no system is infallible. He pointed out that the incident had been
contained within the NHS and had a limited impact. The report was
noted by the GAC.
st
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3.3

ECCCG Constitution Change Application Letter
This had been presented for information from an assurance point of
view. The letter was noted by the GAC.

3.4

Assurance Framework Approach
In depth discussions took place regarding the Assurance Framework
approach.
JH noted that the Assurance Framework successfully reports on areas
of which ECCCG is currently working on but questioned the
procedures for pre-empting emerging risks and checking against
ECCCG’s twelve clear statutory duties with, for example, emergency
preparedness not being on the Assurance Framework.
AM explained that there is a need to condense the information within
the Assurance Framework to keep it succinct.
It was agreed that the current process of presenting the Assurance
Framework to the Governing Body to review new, amended or
removed risks and carrying out a deep-dive on a selected risk per
meeting, was providing the required level of assurance to the
Governing Body.
JH noted that Governing Body members are asked for agreement on
the current levels of risk, the risk appetite and to confirm if they have
been assured that appropriate measures are in place to mitigate
against the risk. It was noted that the scoring system is difficult to
understand.
It was suggested that when a deep-dive risk is presented to the
Governing Body, a summary is provided detailing why it is being
presented and a reminder of the scoring system given.
Discussions took place regarding the decision making process with
regard to what is included and what is omitted from the Assurance
Framework. Areas discussed included Delayed Transfers of Care
(DTOC), credibility & reputation, the David Lewis Centre, Continuing
Healthcare (CHC) and performance issues. AM questioned where to
draw the line, emphasising that the Assurance Framework needs to
remain manageable.
JH talked through the escalation route for risks:
• Directors of directorates responsible for reporting risks to the
Executive Team.
• The Executive Team report to the Governing Body
It was noted that the Executive Team should hold a larger risk log than
that which is presented to the Governing Body.
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An External Risk Training workshop was in the process of being
scheduled for July 2015. It was agreed that it would be beneficial to
review what is managed at Executive Team level and what is escalated
onto the Assurance Framework following the training session.
It was suggested that the GAC ask the Executive Team to do a deepdive on the broader risks on a bi-annual basis, noting that this would be
complimentary work and not duplicative.
ACTION: Assurance Framework approach to be reviewed
following the External Risk Training (Date to be confirmed approx July 2015)
3.5

AM/MP

Review of 2014/15
AM advised that he would prepare an Annual Report looking back at
the last twelve months that he would present at a future GAC meeting.
ACTION: AM to prepare an Annual Report reviewing 2014/15 and
present at a future GAC.

3.6

Future Agenda Items
No additional items noted.

3.7

GAC Meeting Dates
Due to a conflict in June 15, GG requested that the next GAC and
Remuneration Committee meetings be swapped.

AM

It was therefore agreed to hold the next GAC meeting on 24 Jun 15
and the next Remuneration Committee meeting on 5 Aug 15.
Note: An email was subsequently circulated confirming the alternations
to the meetings.
4.0

DATE, TIME & VENUE OF NEXT MEETINGS

4.1

24 Jun 15
9.00am-10.30am, Board Room 1, 1st Floor West Wing,
Revised date New Alderley House, Macclesfield, SK10 3BL
5 Aug 15

2.30pm-4.30pm Cancelled

28 Oct 15

2.30pm-4.30pm, New Alderley House, Macclesfield
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
24 June 2015
Paper Title

Agenda Item 2.3.1

Minutes of the Governance & Audit Committee
Meeting Held 27 May 2015

Purpose of paper / report
To provide an overview of the Governance & Audit Committee (GAC) by updating the
Governing Body on key issues and by the reporting of its minutes.

Key points
•
•
•

Update provided around the minor revisions to the 2014/15 Annual Accounts
Discussed and agreed minor amendment to the Terms of Reference (ToRs) around
quoracy.
Initial discussion around the consideration of external audit requirements as existing
contracts expire as at the end of 2015/16.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
This provides assurance that NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
(ECCCG) is discharging its duties in line with good governance and is supporting the
delivery of its visions and objectives.

Report Author
Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer

Contributors
Gerry Gray
Governing Body Lay Member (Governance)

Date of Report

17 June 2015

NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting 24 June 2015

Agenda Item 2.3.1

Minutes of the Governance & Audit Committee Meeting
Held 27 May 2015
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

The Governance & Audit Committee (GAC) meeting held on 27 May 15 discussed and
reviewed a number of areas.

1.2

Following a number of apologies the GAC reviewed its Terms of Reference (ToRs) to
ensure the committee was quorate. In light of the ensuing discussions, the GAC
agreed to amend the quoracy to be the Chair (Lay Member) and either a Lay Member
or General Practice Representative who are members of the Governing Body. The
revised ToRs will be submitted to the Governing Body for approval.

1.3

An update was provided to the GAC around minor changes to the 2015/16 Annual
Accounts as delegated by the May Governing Body. The changes were mainly
presentational and reflected latest guidance arising from the NHS Finance Forum which
provides guidance as it arises. The updates were as follows:
• There were two changes to the Remuneration Report; comparatives from last year’s
salaries to be included, salaries and pensions to be included.
• Within the Accounts themselves, a brought forward balance in the statement of
changes in tax payers’ equity to be removed.
• References to the Commissioning Board to be removed.
• Rounding errors on figures to be amended.
• Section 20, Intra-Government and Other Balances had minor changes to figures.
• Minor typing errors to be amended.

1.4

The GAC formally received ECCCG’s responses to External Audit’s request around
Fraud Assurance. The responses had already been considered by External Audit as
part of their 2014/15 review.

1.5

The GAC also received for information the 2015/16 External Audit fee, recognising that
this was the last year of the current contract. The GAC discussed the arrangements for
2016/17 onwards and the need to understand if NHS England had any thoughts/
intentions for the future arrangements of ECCCG’s external auditors. ECCCG is
seeking clarity with NHS England around this issue.

2.

Recommendation(s)

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to note for information:
• Appendix One; Minutes of the GAC meeting held on 27 May 15.

3.

Reasons for recommendation(s)

3.1

The GAC is a sub-committee of the Governing Body and under its Schemes of
Delegation the Governing Body receives the minutes of the sub-committee.

NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting 24 June 2015
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4.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

4.1

Relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire geographical areas.

5.

Population affected

5.1

Relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire population.

6.

Context

6.1

The GAC seeks assurance that ECCCG is discharging its duties in line with good
governance and is supporting the delivery of its vision and objectives.

7.

Finance

7.1

Not applicable.

8.

Quality and Patient Experience

8.1

Related issues reviewed as part of the Assurance Framework.

9.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

Not applicable.

10.

Equality

10.1 Related issues reviewed as part of the Assurance Framework.

11.

Legal

11.1 Not applicable.

12.

Communication

12.1 Minutes reported through to the Governing Body and made available via ECCCG’s
website.

13.

Background and Options

13.1 Not applicable.

14.

Access to further information

14.1 For further information relating to this report contact:
Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

15.

Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer
17 June 15
01625 663456
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net

Glossary of Terms

ECCCG
GAC

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governance and Audit Committee

NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting 24 June 2015
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IG
MIAA
ToRs

16.

Information Governance
Mersey Internal Audit Agency
Terms of Reference

Appendices

Appendices Table
Appendix One

Minutes of the ECCCG GAC meeting held on 27 May 2015

Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Not applicable

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to 
Caring Together

Quality Improvement

Mental Health & Alcohol

Other



CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report 
Increase the number of our citizens
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire
Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm



Increase the proportion of older people
living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions

Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services

Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Finance
Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce






Consultation & Engagement
Equality
Legal




CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly

Innovation
Quality
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NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care



Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
24 June 2015
Paper Title

Agenda Item 2.3.3

Summary of the Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee meetings in June 2015

Purpose of report
This paper seeks to provide the Governing Body with:
 Minutes of the June Clinical Quality and Performance Committee (Appendix B)
and Performance Dashboard (Appendix A), highlighting any current concerns
in relation to the quality of services being delivered to our population
 Assurance with regards to action being taken in relation to these concerns

Key points










The CCG, and East Cheshire Trust, has not met the 4 hour Accident and Emergency
target and the Committee was updated on the improvement work being delivered by
Systems Resilience Group to address this.
The NHS Refer To Treatment performance remains challenged at East Cheshire Trust.
It was agreed to raise a contract query requesting a revised improvement trajectory.
An update on the review of our Systems Resilience Group was provided.
The response from providers in relation to Choose and Book was presented to the
Committee. In light of changes to the Choose and Book system, nationally, it was agreed
to invite our local Choose and Book lead to come to the Committee and discuss the
changes and our local access concerns.
The Committee were presented with a report of the Treatment Care Reviews being
undertaken as a result of “The Winterbourne Review”. This report informed the
Committee of the progress in assessing and agreeing revised care plans for the CCGs’
affected population.
The latest mortality and morbidity report was presented to the Committee and assurance
was provided that the CCG and East Cheshire Trust are within the lower bandings of
mortality within the North West
A high level overview of the recent CQC inspection of East Cheshire Trust was provided
by The East Cheshire Trust Director of Nursing, Performance and Quality. The
Committee have requested longer term strategic plans to be produced addressing both
culture and safeguarding.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information
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APPENDIX A
2014–15 Eastern Cheshire CCG Performance Dashboard

Quality & Performance Update

6/17/2015

1
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Referral to Treatment waiting Times

Target

CCG ‐ Mar

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Mar

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Admitted patients to start treatment within a maximum of
18 weeks from referral

90%

78.8%

89.7%

Down

60.9%

85.1%

Down

Non‐admitted patients to start treatment within a
maximum of 18 weeks from referral

95%

95.1%

96.27%

Down

96.5%

96.8%

Down

Patients on incomplete non‐emergency pathways (yet to
start treatment) should have been waiting no more than 18
weeks from referral

92%

93.8%

94.9%

Down

92.9%

92.9%

Down

Diagnostic Test Waiting Times

Target

CCG ‐ Mar

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Mar

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Patients waiting for a diagnostic test should have been
waiting less than 6 weeks from referral

99%

99.0%

98.9%

Up

99.7%

99.5%

Up

A&E Waits

Target

CCG ‐ Mar

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ May

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Patients should be admitted, transferred or discharged
within 4 hours of their arrival at an A&E department

95%

92.6%

93.1%

Down

95.04%

93.07%

Up

Quality & Performance Update
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Cancer Waits ‐ 2 Week Wait

Target

CCG ‐ Mar

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Mar

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Maximum two‐week wait for first outpatient appointment
for patients referred urgently with suspected cancer
by a GP

93%

98.6%

98.1%

Up

98.5%

98.7%

Down

Maximum two‐week wait for first outpatient appointment
for patients referred urgently with breast symptoms
(where cancer was not initially suspected)

93%

97.4%

96.2%

Up

98.6%

95.3%

Up

Cancer Waits ‐ 31 days

Target

CCG ‐ Mar

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Mar

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Maximum one month (31‐day) wait from diagnosis to first
definitive treatment for all cancers

96%

98.5%

98.5%

Down

98.3%

99.0%

Down

Maximum 31‐day wait for subsequent treatment where
that treatment is surgery

94%

100.0%

98.5%

Up

100.0%

98.2%

Up

Maximum 31‐day wait for subsequent treatment where
that treatment is an anti‐cancer drug regimen

98%

98.3%

99.4%

Down

100.0%

100.0%

Same

Maximum 31‐day wait for subsequent treatment where the
treatment is a course of radiotherapy

94%

100.0%

100.0%

Same

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Cancer Waits ‐ 62 days

Target

CCG ‐ Mar

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Mar

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

All cancer two month urgent referral to first treatment wait

85%

86.8%

89.6%

Down

85.9%

86.5%

Up

Maximum 62‐day wait from referral from an NHS screening
service to first definitive treatment for all cancers

90%

85.7%

94.8%

Down

100.0%

98.4%

Up

82.4%

83.3%

Down

N/A

N/A

N/A

Maximum 62‐day wait for first definitive treatment
No
following a consultant’s decision to upgrade the priority of standard
the patient (all cancers)
set
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Category A Ambulance Calls

Target

CCG ‐ Apr

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

Category A calls resulting in an emergency response
arriving within 8 minutes ‐ Red 1 (Quality Premium
measured at provider NOT CCG level)

75%

51.2%

51.2%

Down

71.2%

71.2%

Down

Category A calls resulting in an emergency response
arriving within 8 minutes ‐ Red 2

75%

61.9%

61.9%

Down

72.1%

72.1%

Down

Category A Ambulance Calls

Target

CCG ‐ Apr

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

Category A calls resulting in an ambulance arriving at the
scene within 19 minutes

95%

92.0%

92.0%

Down

Quality & Performance Update

NWAS ‐ Apr NWAS ‐ YTD

NWAS ‐ Apr NWAS ‐ YTD

93.3%

93.3%

Trend

Trend

Down
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Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches

Target

Minimise Breaches

CCG ‐ Apr

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Apr

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

6

6

Up

6

6

Up

Cancelled Operations

Target

CCG ‐ Apr

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Apr

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

All patients who have operations cancelled, on or after the
day of admission (including the day of surgery), for non‐
clinical reasons to be offered another binding date within
28 days, or the patient’s treatment to be funded at the time
and hospital of the patient’s choice.

0

0

0

Same

0

0

Same

Mental Health

Target

CCG ‐ Apr

CCG ‐ YTD

Trend

ECT ‐ Mar

ECT ‐ YTD

Trend

Care Programme Approach (CPA): The proportion of people
under adult mental illness specialties on CPA who were
followed up within 7 days of discharge from psychiatric in‐
patient care during the period

95%

100.00%

100.00%

Up

Quality & Performance Update
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APPENDIX B
Clinical Quality & Performance Committee
Minutes – meeting held on 3 June 2015
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Minutes of ECCCG Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee held 3rd June 2015
Name

Initials

Gill Boston

GB

Dr James Milligan

JM

Sally Rogers

SR

Neil Evans

Present

Apologi
es

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing Body Chair
Executive GP for Business Management Team –
ECCCG
Registered Nurse Board member, ECCCG Governing
Body



NE

Head of Business Management, ECCCG



Anita Mottershead

AM

Quality and Performance Analyst, ECCCG



Moira McGrath

MM

Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Children South
Cheshire CCG



Lindsay Ratapana

LR

Adult Safeguarding Clinical Manager, ECCCG



Duncan Matheson
(Deputy Chair)

DM

Secondary Care Doctor ECCCG Governing Body



Julia Huddart

JH

Executive GP for Clinical Team, ECCCG



Andrew Binnie

AB

Quality and Performance Manager, ECCCG



Jacki Wilkes

JW

Associate Director of Commissioning



Janet Kenyon

JK

Deputy Head of Prescribing and Medicines
Optimisation, ECCCG



Sophie Hughes

SH

PA to Associate Director of Commissioning ECCCG



YG

PA to Commissioning Director ECCCG – Minute
Taker

Yvonne Gregory






Agenda
Item
1
1.1

Discussion and Actions Agreed
Welcome, Apologies, Declarations of Interest
Apologies as noted above.

2

Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising

2.1

3.2 Street Triage – the minutes from the May meeting stated that JW had
met with CWP and police to discuss widening the scope to include 12 years
old and over. Minutes to be revised to read: “JW is to meet with CWP and
police to discuss widening the scope to include 12 years old and over”.

2.2

12.1 Winterbourne Review – the May minutes need to be revised to read:
“next month”.

2.3

Following these amendments the minutes were accepted as an accurate
record of the May meeting.

2.4

Matters Arising

2.4.1

Continuing Health Care (CHC) was discussed and it was agreed the quality
report that goes to the Joint CCGs CHC Operational meeting would be
presented at the July meeting for discussion and a decision made as to
whether this becomes a standing item on the agenda.
Action: NE to present quality paper from Joint CCGs Operational
Meeting.
Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

In
Attendance

Action/
Date

NE
08.07.15
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2.4.2

Choose and Book
NE updated – the main issue was with South Manchester Withington
Hospital. Wythenshawe Hospital was written to and has responded
regarding Choose and Book saying they do not think they are restricting
access they have a processed specialist service. The issues raised went
through their Director of Services. The questions raised by the CCG around
Urology, Respiratory and Orthopaedic; Wythenshawe confirmed these were
all available on Choose and Book for GPs to refer patients.
It was agreed to speak to Gill Pickering Primary Care Applications Manager
(CSU) for Choose and Book to validate the statement made by
Wythenshawe and raise issue of named consultants to be made available
on the system.
Discussion took place about the imminent re launch of Choose and Book
and it was agreed that Gill Pickering attend the July meeting to demonstrate
the new system. Following the demonstration information on the new
system should be disseminated to the public.
Actions:

3
3.1



Invitation to be sent to Gill Pickering to attend July meeting to
demonstrate the new system.

AB
12.07.15



Specific arrangements to be made to take it to HealthVoice for
dissemination to the public.

Usman
Nawaz
July

Dashboard
SRG Update





A&E performance has improved in the first part of quarter one.
DTOC trend is down.
Work being undertaken early to be better prepared for next winter.
JH has looked at the TOR with regard to work being done under the
STAIRRS project and agreed SRG needs to be a standing item on
the Executive Team meeting.

It was agreed that JW will produce a short monthly update report to present
to the CQP Committee to enable it to look at trends and key issues
emerging
Action: JW to present a monthly update report on SRG to the CQP
Committee. AB to forward template to JW.
3.2

Nursing Home Review

3.2.1

No written report available, report was deferred to the July meeting.

3.2.2

It was noted that reports should be written and not verbal so there is an audit
trail and to enable the Committee to look at trends to see the improvements.
Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

JW/AB
08.07.15

JC
08.07.15
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3.2.3

It was agreed to use the QSG template to give structure to the meeting for
the presentation of papers.
CHC will be inputting information into the dashboard.

3.3

Mortality and Morbidity Report
The quarterly report had been received. It highlighted no issues with ECT.
It was reported complementary work is being undertaken by AM the quality
analyst. It was agreed AB would write a summary of the report and send it
out to Committee members requesting feedback.
Action: AB to send summary of Mortality and Morbidity Report to
Committee Members.

3.3.1

AB notified the Committee that AQuA are holding a mortality workshop on
19th June 2015 at New Alderley House and anyone is welcome to attend.

3.4

Performance Dashboard

AB
15.06.15

AB reported there was not change in position.
3.4.1

A new Business Intelligence system Ssentif has been purchased and will
enable a new dashboard to be produced and AB advised he would present a
new full quality dashboard to the July meeting.
Action: AB to present new dashboards to July meeting.

3.4.2

AB reported one 52 week breach – orthopaedic patient – AB had attended a
meeting to discuss the progress of the patient; it was reported that the
patient had now been treated.

3.4.3

18 week referrals were not improving and ECT were due to fail June as they
had done April and May. It was agreed that a formal contract notice be sent
to ECT around the use of the independent sector as ECT are at saturation
point.

4

Action: AB to produce a contract notice to ECT around the use of the
independent sector.
CQUIN Update

AB
08.07.15

AB
10.06.15

Due to time constraints the full end of year CQUIN report detailing
achievement and provider performance was not presented. The Committee
was assured that the full CQUIN update will be presented at the June
Governing Body meeting.

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue
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5
5.1

Quality Account
ECT Presentation.
KS gave an overview of the Quality Account with the following highlighted:


Quality Accounts went to Auditor’s Committee 02.06.15 and ECT
await the Auditor’s Statement.



Represents year three of ECT Quality Strategy.



Quality Account include views of users of the services:
o Patient Stories
o Friends and Family Test



Positive feedback on friendly and caring staff and food with the
caveat that there is poor choice of food for those with special
requirements.



Improvement required: Lack of entertainment on wards TVs, Wifi.



Staff are always busy – rushed.



Positive Progress: Hip Fracture Pathway – patients given medication
to reduce the recovery time aligning quality with cost.



Positive Progress: Involving carers of dementia patients and 92%
has confirmed they have definitely felt involved.



Access to diagnostics within six weeks has been good.



Improvements being made around:

Reducing Harm
Improving Outcomes
Community Services
Integrated Care

CCG wanted clarification on “staff always busy” comment and what ECT
were doing to address this issue. ECT responded as follows:

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue



In relation to community; an action plan has been shared and will
continue to share through the quality forum.



Looked at recruitment problems and found a lot of more complex
case patients coming in putting pressures on staff.



In relation to in-hospital services there is use of a lot of agency nurses
on shifts and spot checks undertaken to find out if they know where
the resuscitation trolley is located. Also they are looking to ensure
the induction process is working.
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6
6.1



ECT also reported a lot of sickness issues and is looking at back to
work strategies.



ECT reported over 34% of community workforce is over 50.



ECT is still recruiting nurses from Italy they have 19 in post and
reported 15 nurses had already left.



Safeguarding: agency nurses questioned on awareness of the
process to alert senior members of staff in emergencies and ECT are
working on a safeguarding agenda.

CCG asked about language tests and ECT confirmed it was a nationally
recognised test that was undertaken but is ensuring that nurses have the
correct skills and knowledge. ECT also highlighted there is a difference in
culture with foreign nurses which they are addressing.
CQC Inspection Update
ECT are producing a revised action plan as the one produced was not fit for
purpose there was nothing in the plan to address culture and safeguarding.
It was reported there was a problem with:




Culture - highlighted in the staff survey around there being a blame
culture;
Questions around bullying;
Community communication issues.

The Committee said they wanted to see longer term strategic plans from
ECT. It was agreed the link to the CQC website be sent out to Committee
members as it featured more information rather than a hard copy.
Action: YG to send out web-link to East Cheshire Trust CQC Report.
6.2

It was agreed a half hour be set aside for discussion on ECT CQC Report at
the July meeting and the meeting to take place 10 – 1 pm. GB will speak to
JM regarding this and communication sent out to notify Committee
members.
Action: July agenda to allow a half hour slot to discuss ECT CQC
Report.

7
7.1

YG
08.06.15

Action: GB to speak to JM about beginning the July meeting early.
QSG/Quality Leads
Highlights from QSG Meeting

Agenda
SH
08.07.15
GB/JM
12.06.15

Nothing was reported.

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue
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8
8.1

IAPT Effectiveness
Dashboard – IAPT – The Committee was updated - a contract notice in
connection to deteriorating performance (in bottom quadrant for access) had
been issued by the CCG to CWP and a meeting held within ten working
days and the CCG are assured CWP understand the problems and agreed
there was a need to look at alternative pathways for patients. A detailed
response will be provided at July meeting. A number of alternative options
have been put forward for consideration to the Mental Health Board.

8.1.1

The Committee was informed NHS England had set up a working party to
look at IAPT services across the North West and nationally with regard to
the proposed plan. This will link into the work the CCG IAPT team are
doing. The following suggestion was made:



8.1.2

Look at the CCG Risk Log to include outcomes;
Look at the wording of the Mental Health Action Log and use this to
hold the Mental Health Board to account.

The committee was informed that Cheshire East and Cheshire West have
different ways of reporting waiting times, which may be giving conflicting
information.
The Committee was informed that Western Cheshire CCG (WCCCG) has a
different model in operation with regard to patient pathways. WCCCG do
not count the waiting time before patient is seen by consultant. ECCCG
counts from the date of referral. It was agreed that the CWP’s process
impedes the patient pathway for ECCCG. The Committee agreed to invite a
representative from CWP to attend a future Locality meeting to inform GPs
of the new referral process.

9
9.1

Action: Update on response from CWP re IAPT referral process and
proposed improvement in services to be provided at July meeting.

JW
08.07.15

Action: Invite CWP to future Locality Meeting to inform GPs of the new
referral process.

JW
19.06.15

Action: Put IAPT Services as a standing item on CQP Committee
agenda.
Escalations and Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
SUI Group

AB/SH
08.07.15

No escalations to report.
9.2

Complaints and Concerns
No escalations to report.

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue
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10
10.1

NICE
NICE Guidelines
A discussion took place around NICE Guidelines and it was agreed AB
would research the implications and then meet with ECT and feedback to
the Committee.

11

Action: AB to meet with ECT regarding NICE Guidelines and feedback
to July meeting.
Winterbourne View
A report produced by Karen Burton was tabled and provided a verbal update
to the Committee and the draft report will be emailed to all Committee
members for feedback.

AB
08.07.15

Background: The Winterbourne View abuse case occurred at the
Winterbourne View Highgate Hospital owned by Castle Beck and an
investigation in 2011 exposed psychological and physical abuse for those
suffering with learning and behavioural disabilities. Resulting in a promise
and commitment made initially by the government and then by the NHS
Commissioning Board to ensure a better care outcome for these people
throughout their lives.
To include:


Not keeping this group of people in hospital for long periods of time;



Rapid reduction of hospital placements for this group of people;



People’s dignity and rights throughout that commitment with the
development of a personalised local high quality service which
everyone is entitled to;



Closure of large inpatient services; and that



Safeguarding was everyone’s business.

The current focus is around the Care and Treatment Reviews (CTR) looking
at anyone that has been inappropriately placed in hospital. As at 1st April
2014 2000 people with learning disabilities were in hospital beds many of
which had been there for a number of years. This work supports the ethos
that this group should only be in hospital if they need it.
All Care and Treatment Reviews in the first tranche needs to be completed
by December 2015.
The CTR panels consist of:


Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

Chaired by a CCG representative;
Clinical Expert;
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Expert by Experience which are people with learning disabilities that
lead that life.
These people challenged the system by asking questions like: “why
are these people in hospital”; “are they safe”; “what’s the discharge
plan”. In all the cases reviewed none had a discharge plan.
The difficulty highlighted was that these places had effectively
become their home and whilst some were happy it was felt something
needed to be done for these people.

It was agreed feedback to the report would be on the July agenda and an
update of the Winterbourne View Report will be held half yearly. It was
agreed the report would go out with the minutes.

12

13
13.1

Action: June Winterbourne View report by KB to be sent out with the
minutes.

YG
09.06.15

Action: Update on the Winterbourne View report will be presented to
the CQP Committee meeting half yearly next due December 2015.
Programme Visits
A discussion took place around Programme of Visits and it was agreed there
needs to be structure around who, when, why and what. It was reported
South Cheshire and Vale Royal CCG have a process in place and it was
agreed AB would contact the Quality Lead to establish what their process is
and whether it could be used for ECCCG.

KS
Dec 2015

Action: AB to contact Quality Lead in South Cheshire and Vale Royal
CCG to find out the structure of their Programme of Visits.
Any Other Business
Without exception no papers will be tabled at future meetings unless agreed
with the Chair prior to the date of the meeting. All papers must be provided
on the reporting template.

AB
08.07.15

13.2

Verbal updates will not be accepted as there needs to be an audit trail
therefore written reports will have to be provided.

13.3

Any Other Business items to be discussed at the meeting to go via the Chair
prior to the meeting.

14

Action: Chair to communicate to Committee members.
Dates of Future Meetings
08.07.15
Meeting room D 9.00 – 12.00
05.08.15
Meeting room A 11.00 – 1.00 pm
Future meeting dates are being reviewed to commence in September.

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

GB
08.07.15

GB/AB
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Circulation List
James Milligan (JM)
Julia Huddart (JH
Sally Rogers (SR)
Gillian Boston (GB)
Andrew Binnie (AB)
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Lindsay Ratapana (LR)
Neil Evans (NE)
Louise Conway (LC)
Anita Mottershead (AM)
Chris Clegg (CC)

Moira McGrath (MM)
Jacki Wilkes (JW)
Duncan Matheson (DM)
Sophie Hughes (SH)
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ACTION LOG
Item
03.06.15

Agreed Actions

Actions

SQS Data Report – C Sections – AB updated that information had been received from ECT but due to
time constraints a summary report could not be produced. It was agreed AB will present a short report
at the July meeting.
Action: AB to present short report at July meeting.
Quality in Care

03.06.15

Date Required

NE updated that the meeting planned by IT to discuss EMIS was cancelled but have agreed a plan with
EMIS which should be ready for the July meeting. Keep item on action log.
Action: NE to present the agreed plan between IT and EMIS.

AB

08.07.15

NE

03.06.15

AB/SH

08.07.15

GB

08.07.15

Dashboard – IAPT
03.06.15

Update in item 8 of minutes. Actions from the discussion:
Action: Put IAPT Services as a standing item on the agenda.
Review of Committee Effectiveness Audit

03.06.15

Ongoing. GB will get feedback from Paul Bowen re TOR. Keep on action log.
18 Weeks RTT

2.4.2
03.06.15

Choose and Book
Discussion regarding access to specialties on Choose and Book for Wythenshawe Hospital came out of
the 18 Weeks RTT discussions at the May meeting.
Actions
 Ensure information regarding the new system of Choose and Book is disseminated to the
public.

Meeting
Chair
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3.1

AB

08.07.15

AB

08.07.15

AB

06.05.15

It was established the above point related to Crisis Care for young people – street triage. At present
there is no provision for young people it is only available for adults. It was agreed JW will attend the
HealthVoice meeting in July to present an overview of the services.
Complaints and Concerns

JW

12.07.15

JM to meet with John Hunter to discuss the issues with patient discharge notes.
Patient Safety – New Reporting System

JM

03.06.15

It was agreed to leave discussion regarding DATIX until the system is in place. RK is reviewing NRLS
and with DATIX it should resolve any issues. It was agreed that if any problems arise these would be
escalated from the CQP Committee.

RK

03.06.15

Request Gill Pickering to attend the July meeting to demonstrate the new system.

 Specific arrangements to be made to take it to HealthVoice.
Regional QSG Update

CCG Quality Strategy
03.06.15

Performance Web Page. Add link for Care Homes. AB will present the Performance Web Page of the
ECCCG website at the July meeting.

12.1

Quality Accounts
AB to send GB last year’s guidance on Quality Assurance Report for reference

SRG Update
03.06.15

5.2

03.06.15
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Medicines Safety Incidents
03.06.15
03.06.15
Agenda
2.4.1
2.4.2

This point was around practice reports just in terms of getting them electronically. This will be brought
to July meeting.
Matters Arising

AB

08.07.15

NE

08.07.15

Gill Pickering Primary Care Application Manager (CSU) be contacted to arrange a demonstration of the
new system of Choose and Book for July CQP Committee meeting.

AB

08.07.15

Specific arrangements made to take it to HealthVoice.

Usman
Nawaz

July

Continuing Health Care: NE to present the Joint CCG CHC Operational Meeting Report to CQP
Committee at July meeting.
Choose and Book

3.1

SRG Update
JW
AB

08.07.15
08.07.15

3.3

JW to present a short monthly update report on SRG to CQP Committee.
AB to forward template to JW.
Mortality and Morbidity Report
AB to send summary of Mortality and Morbidity Report to Committee members.
Performance Dashboard

AB

15.06.15

3.4.1
3.4.3

AB to present new dashboard to July CQP Committee.
18 Week Referrals

AB

08.07.15

AB to produce a contract notice to ECT around the use of independent sector.
CQC Inspection Update

AB

10.06.15

6.1

6.2

YG to send out weblink to East Cheshire Trust CQC Report.
July agenda to allow a half hour slot to discuss ECT CQC Report.

YG
SH

08.06.15
08.07.15

GB to speak to JM about beginning the July meeting early.

GB/JM

12.06.15

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

ECCCG Clinical Quality and Performance Committee
Gill Boston
03.06.15
Time
st
Meeting Room B, 1 Floor New Alderley House, Victoria Road, Macclesfield SK10 3BL

Page 13 of 14
11.00 – 13.00

Completed by

Yvonne Gregory

8.1.2

10.1
11

13

Dashboard IAPT
Update on response from CWP re IAPT referral process and proposed improvement in services to be
provided at July meeting.

JW

08.07.15

Invite CWP to future Locality Meeting to inform GPs of the new referral process.

JW

19.06.15

Put IAPT Services as a standing item on CQP Committee agenda.
Nice Guidelines

SH

08.07.15

AB to meet with ECT regarding NICE Guidelines and feedback to July meeting.
Winterbourne View Report

AB

08.07.15

June – Winterbourne View report by KB to be sent out with the minutes.

YG

10.06.15

Update on the Winterbourne View report progress will be presented to the CQP Committee half yearly
next due December 2015.
Any Other Business

KB

Dec 2015

GB

17.06.15

Chair to communicate to CQP Committee decisions around papers for meeting, verbal updates, any
other business.

Meeting
Chair
Date
Venue

ECCCG Clinical Quality and Performance Committee
Gill Boston
03.06.15
Time
st
Meeting Room B, 1 Floor New Alderley House, Victoria Road, Macclesfield SK10 3BL

Page 14 of 14
11.00 – 13.00

Completed by

Yvonne Gregory
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING held in public
24 June 2015
Report Title

Agenda Item 3.1

Connecting Care
Programme Update

across

Cheshire

Pioneer

Purpose of report
The purpose of the report is to provide the Governing Body with an update on the Cheshirewide Connecting Care across Cheshire Pioneer Programme.

Key points
 On 1st November 2013 Cheshire was announced as one of the original fourteen pioneer sites
nationally. This has presented both challenges and opportunities.
 The Cheshire Pioneer Programme – known as Connecting Care across Cheshire - brought
together two councils and four clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) in three localities, with a
combined budget of £1.3bn.
 To date good progress has been made in establishing relationships which are key to successful
joint working. The scope of each programme of work has been or in the process of being defined.
Where the scope has been defined work is now underway to implement the new ways of working.
 Key achievements in the first year of Connecting Care across Cheshire were as follows:
o Successful submission of a bid for Integrated Digital Care Technology Funding
o Joint planning to integrate NHS Continuing Healthcare Services across Cheshire and the
Wirral
o Joint working and shared learning with regards to intermediate care and personal
commissioning.
 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG has given a continued commitment to the partners to support
Connecting Care across Cheshire in 2015/16.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
Joint working which is more efficient and in the best interests of the population and communities we
serve.
Attracted additional national funding to the area to support the implementation of two programmes of
work.

Report Author
Fleur Blakeman

Contributors

Strategy and Transformation Director

Date of report

15 June 2015
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Connectin
ng Care across Cheshiire Pioneer Pro
ogramme Updatte
1.

Executive Summ
mary

1.1

On 1 Novvember 201
13 Cheshirre was ann
nounced ass one of the
e original fo
ourteen pio
oneer
1
sites natio
onally. This has pressented both
h challenge
es and opp
portunities..

1.2

The aim o
of the pione
eer programme was to create in
ntegrated ccare demonstrator sittes to
facilitate greater in
ntegrated w
working be
etween he
ealth and social carre. Sites g
given
mbitions b
but to share the
pioneer sstatus are expected to not onlyy fulfil their stated am
learning from
f
experience and best practiice with oth
her areas o
of the coun
ntry.

1.3

The Chesshire Pione
eer Progra
amme – kn
nown as C
Connecting Care acro
oss Chesh
hire2 brought to
ogether tw
wo councils and four cclinical com
mmissionin
ng groups ((CCGs) in three
localities, with a com
mbined bud
dget of £1.3 billion.

1.4

g
progrress has been made in establisshing relationships w
which are kkey to
To date good
successfu
ul joint working. The scope of each prog
gramme off work has been or in the
process o
of being de
efined. Whe
ere the sco
ope has be
een defined
d work is no
ow underw
way to
implemen
nt the new ways of wo
orking.

1.5

Key achievements in the firsst year of Connectin
ng Care a
across Che
eshire werre as
follows:
essful subm
mission of a bid for In
ntegrated D
Digital Care
e Technology Funding
g
 succe
 joint planning
p
to
o integrate
e NHS Con
ntinuing He
ealthcare S
Services across
a
Che
eshire
and th
he Wirral
 joint w
working an
nd shared learning w
with regardss to interm
mediate carre and perssonal
comm
missioning.

1.6

NHS Easstern Chesshire CCG has given
n a continu
ued comm
mitment to the partne
ers to
support C
Connecting Care acro
oss Cheshire in 2015//16.

2.

Recomm
mendatio
on

2.1

The Gove
erning Body is asked to:
 note the conten
nts of the re
eport.

3.

Reason
ns for rec
commend
dation

3.1

To ensurre that the
e Governin
ng Body iss aware off the prog
gress being
g made byy the
Connectin
ng Care accross Chesshire pioneer program
mme.

4.

Peer Grroup Area / Town
n Area Afffected

4.1

All five Pe
eer Groupss within Eastern Chesshire.

1
2

https://ww
ww.gov.uk/government/news/inttegration-pionee
ers-leading-the-w
way-for-health-a
and-care-reform
m--2
http://che
eshirepioneer.co
o.uk/
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5.

Populattion affec
cted

5.1

The Chesshire popullation.

6.

Contextt

6.1

The numb
ber of peop
ple in England who h
have health
h problems requiring both health
h and
social carre servicess is increassing. As such the ca
ase for inte
egrating he
ealth and ssocial
care servvices has been wid
dely discu
ussed and
d understo
ood, and tthere is b
broad
consensu
us – both n
nationally and
a locally - in creatiing a syste
em of integ
grated care
e and
support, o
one which will work b
better when it is builtt around th
he needs of
o the individual,
is joined u
up and pro
oactive, and
d which gets the mosst out of eve
ery penny spent.

6.2

Pioneer a
areas were
e chosen to help ovvercome barriers to integrating
g care, and
d the
national p
pioneer prrogramme establishe
ed to test the most innovative ideas, to take
risks and
d to show the system change
es necessa
ary to deliver qualityy care with
hin a
sustainab
ble system. The natio
onal progrramme’s ce
entral obje
ective is to
o accelerate the
scale and
d pace of change. Pioneer
P
arreas are expected
e
t support the sharin
to
ng of
learning tto all area
as in the ccountry in overcoming barriers to integrated care
e and
support a
at scale and
d pace, so that it beco
omes the n
norm rathe
er than the exception.

7.

Finance
e

7.1

Whilst Co
onnecting C
Care acrosss Cheshirre received
d external none recurrent fundiing in
2014/15 ((£110,000)) the contin
nuation of the program
mme is to b
be funded locally.

7.2

In 2015//16 Eastern Cheshire CCG will contribute £17
7,376 to part fund
d the
infrastruccture costs of Connecting Care
e across Cheshire
C
(£
£113,111). This is to fund
the Progrramme Dire
ector and a
administrattive supporrt.

7.3

Care acro
oss Cheshire has atttracted £1,171,000 ad
dditional national fun
nding to support
the implementation of two of th
he five programmes o
of work.

8.

Quality and Patiient Expe
erience

8.1

The bene
efits of bettter integratted care a
are well documented.. Connectin
ng Care accross
Cheshire aims to ffacilitate b
better integ
gration of health and
d social ca
are service
es to
provide m
more efficie
ent, better coordinated
c
d, more efffective care
e.

8.2

It is envisaged tha
at through the integrration of health
h
and social care we will also
improve outcomes,
service qu
o
uality and p
patient expe
erience.

9.

Consulttation an
nd Engag
gement (P
Public/Pa
atient/Carrer/Clinica
al/Staff)

9.1

Memberss of the pu
ublic and kkey stakeh
holders are
e involved and engaged, to va
arying
degrees, within the
e various p
programme
es of work that form part of Co
onnecting Care
across Ch
heshire and
d more loccally Caring
g Together programm
me.

9.2

However further wo
ork is need
ded to raise
e the profille, awareness and un
nderstanding of
Connectin
ng Care accross Chesshire and to differentiate more clearly be
etween thiss and
the other more local transform
mation programmes.
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9.3

Formal co
onsultation
n will be und
dertaken in
n the eventt that any ssignificant sservice cha
ange
is being p
proposed.

9.4

A Pionee
er Awards Ceremonyy is being planned to
o not only celebrate success b
but to
also help raise awarreness of the
t program
mme.

10.

Equality
y

10.1

There is a specific ffocus on th
hose most dependen
nt on health
h and socia
al care serrvices
for treatm
ment and care inclu
uding those individua
als with lo
ong term conditionss and
families with
w comple
ex needs.

10.2

In design
ning the prrogrammess of work tthe needs of the divverse need
ds of the ttarget
population are taken
n into conssideration.

11.

Legal

11.1

There are
e no legal implicationss at the pre
esent time..

12.

Commu
unication
n

12.1

There is a weekly Pioneer
P
New
wsletter ge
enerated na
ationally.

12.2

Regular updates a
are producced by the
e Connectiing Care a
across Ch
heshire Pio
oneer
Programm
me Office. A Communication an
nd Engage
ement plan is currently being drrafted
for Chesh
hire.

12.3

Regular u
updates on
n progress will be presented to tthe Govern
ning Body of
o NHS Ea
astern
Cheshire CCG and the Chesh
hire East He
ealth and Wellbeing
W
B
Board.

13.

Backgro
ound and
d Option
ns

13.1

In May 2013, natio
onal partne
ers3 announced the ‘‘pioneers’ programme, inviting local
areas to demonstra
ate the usse of amb
bitious and
d innovativve approacches to de
eliver
person-ce
entred, co-ordinated care
c
and support.

13.2

Over 100 expressio
ons of intere
est were re
eceived, with the fina
al selection of the pion
neers
being made by a pa
anel of UK and interna
ational exp
perts. This was a rigo
orous proce
ess to
ensure only the mo
ost innovattive and committed
c
localities w
were seleccted to beccome
pioneers.

13.3

The aim of the pion
neer progrramme is tto make he
ealth and ssocial care
e services work
together to
t provide better sup
pport at ho
ome and ea
arlier treatm
ment in the
e commun
nity to
prevent p
people need
ding emerg
gency care
e in hospita
al or care homes

13.4

On 1 Novvember 201
13 Cheshirre was ann
nounced ass one of the
e original fo
ourteen pio
oneer
sites natio
onally

3

http://www
w.england.nhs.u
uk/ourwork/part--rel/transformation-fund/
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13.5

A further wave of e
eleven Inte
egrated Ca
are Pionee
ers were announced on 27 Jan
nuary
2015,4 widening the
e learning ccommunity to 25 sitess spread accross England.

13.6

Partners in the Connecting Ca
are across Cheshire p
pioneer pro
ogramme in
nclude:
 NHS E
Eastern Ch
heshire CC
CG
 NHS W
West Chesshire CCG
 NHS S
South Chesshire CCG
G
 NHS V
Vale Royall CCG
 Chesh
hire West a
and Cheste
er Council
 Chesh
hire East Council
C

13.7

Caring To
ogether5 is one of the
e three loca
al transform
mation pro
ogrammes within Che
eshire
which form
ms part of the Conne
ecting Care
e across Ch
heshire pio
oneer progrramme.

13.8

The vision for the Connecting
C
g Care in C
Cheshire Programme is that witthin three years
y
the reside
ents of Cheshire will enjoy a be
etter stand
dard of hea
alth and we
ellbeing. This is
hoped it will placce less de
emand on
n more co
ostly public service
es through
h the
implemen
ntation of g
ground-bre
eaking mod
dels of carre and sup
pport based
d on integ
grated
communitties, integrrated case managem
ment, integrrated comm
missioning and integrated
enablers.

13.9

The ambiition of Connecting C
Care acrosss Cheshire
e is to join up local he
ealth and ssocial
care servvices around the ne
eeds of loccal people and take away the
e organisattional
boundarie
es that can
n get in the way of good care.

13.10

Local peo
ople will o
only have to tell their story on
nce – rather than fa
acing repettition,
duplicatio
on and con
nfusion. A
Also the prrogramme aims to ta
ackle issue
es at an earlier
e
stage beffore they esscalate to more
m
costlyy crisis serrvices.

13.11

There is a particular focus on older peop
ple with lon
ng-term co
onditions and familiess with
complex n
needs.

13.12

Connectin
ng Care accross Chesshire has robust
r
gove
ernance arrrangemen
nts in place
e with
the progra
amme bein
ng oversee
en by the P
Pioneer Pa
anel into w
which the Pioneer
P
Ste
eering
Group rep
ports (Figu
ure One).

13.13

Connectin
ng Care a
across Che
eshire com
mprises five
e key prog
grammes o
of work (F
Figure
One). The
e programm
mes of worrk and asso
ociated spo
onsors are
e:
 Comm
munity Integ
grated Carre – Jerry Hawker, C
Chief Office
er NHS Ea
astern Che
eshire
CCG
 Empowerment – Mark Palethorpe, Director of Adult S
Social Carre and He
ealth,
eshire Wesst Council,
Chestter and Che

4
5

https://ww
ww.gov.uk/government/news/inttegrated-health--and-social-care
e-programme-exxpanded
www.caringtogether.info
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13.14

Contin
nuing Heallthcare – S
Simon Wh
hitehouse, Chief Officcer NHS S
South Che
eshire
and NHS Vale R
Royal CCGss,
ated Digittal Care R
Record (C
Cheshire C
Care Reco
ord) – Lorrraine Buttcher,
Integra
Execu
utive Directtor of Strate
egic Comm
missioning, Cheshire East Coun
ncil,
Menta
al Health – Alison Lee
e, Chief Offficer NHS West
W
Chesshire CCG..

There are
e a numbe
er of enab
bling worksstreams to support the implem
mentation o
of the
priority wo
orkstreamss (Figure O
One).

Figure O
One: Con
nnecting C
Care acro
oss
Worrkstream sttructure

Chesh
hire

Pione
eer

Progrramme

Go
overnance

and

13.15

There is a propossal to esta
ablish an additional enabling work stre
eam relatin
ng to
Informatio
on Technology.

13.16

The CCG
G is represe
ented on a
all the workkstreams and enablerrs and is a member o
of the
Steering Group
G
and
d Pioneer P
Panel. Meetings are tyypically held on a mo
onthly basiss.

13.17

To date good
g
progrress has been made in establisshing relationships w
which are kkey to
successfu
ul joint working. The scope of each prog
gramme off work has been or in the
process o
of being de
efined. Whe
ere the sco
ope has be
een defined
d work is no
ow underw
way to
implemen
nt the new ways of wo
orking.

13.18

Key achievements in the firsst year of Connectin
ng Care a
across Che
eshire werre as
follows:
mission of a bid for Integrated Digital Care Technolog
gy Funding. The
 Successsful subm
partnerrship was awarded £1,071,000
£
0 from the Integrated
d Digital Ca
are Techno
ology
Fund fo
or the roll o
out of a dig
gital shared
d care reco
ord across Cheshire
 Joint p
planning to
o integrate NHS Con
ntinuing He
ealthcare S
Services a
across Che
eshire
and the
e Wirral,
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 Joint w
working and shared learning with regardss to interm
mediate carre and perssonal
commissioning.
13.19

These ke
ey achievem
ments werre highlightted in the national ‘IIntegrated Care Pion
neers:
One yearr on report 2014’. 6

13.20

The prog
gramme wa
as also aw
warded £1
100,000 byy the Nortth West Coast
C
Acad
demic
Health Sccience Netw
work7 to su
upport workkforce deve
elopment.

13.21

An update
e on curren
nt progresss for the fivve work stre
eams is ass follows:
 Community Integ
grated Carre – Integrated Comm
munity Tea
ams are scheduled tto go
live in South Cheshire
C
a
and Vale Royal
R
late
er this mo
onth. This is very much
m
depend
dent on the
e ability to recruit the
e additionall staff requ
uired. Workk is underw
way in
West C
Cheshire a
ern Cheshire to fina
alise servicce specificcations prior to
and Easte
implem
mentation of
o Integrate
ed Commun
nity Teamss anticipate
ed later thiss year.
 Empow
werment – an event is schedulled to take
e place on 30 June 2
2015 to co
onfirm
the sco
ope of this work strea
am.
 Continuing Healtthcare – work is prog
gressing w
well to stand
dardise wo
orking pracctices
across Cheshire and the Wirral
W
as we
ell identifyin
ng ways in which the
e service ca
an be
improvved. Much of
o the planning is sch
heduled to be comple
eted by mid
d-July 2015
5.
 Integra
ated Digital Care Record (Cheshire Care
e Record) – a pilot o
of the reco
ord is
now underway in West Cheshire. Project
P
Ma
anagers an
nd a Bene
efits Realissation
ger are being recruite
ed ahead o
of the roll o
out of the Cheshire Care Reco
ord in
Manag
South Cheshire, V
Vale Royal and Easte
ern Cheshire.
 Mentall Health – a needs asssessment is currently being co
ompleted accross Chesshire.
This will enable a gap analyysis to be u
undertaken
n comparin
ng actual se
ervice cove
erage
versus need.

13.22

ort plan has
h
been submitted
d to NHS
S England
d outlining
g the support
A suppo
requireme
ents for 2015/16. The
ese include
e support with:
w
 Embed
dding a cultture chang
ge within th
he existing workforce
 Popula
ation behavvior change
e to make tthe most o
of being em
mpowered – including selfcare an
nd self-management;; learning ffrom other sites and developing
d
a plan for
implem
mentation
 Linking
g in with na
ational Information Go
overnance conversation – particcularly with
h
referen
nce to inforrmation sha
aring acrosss organisa
ations
 Develo
opment of tthe outcom
mes-based commissio
oning mode
el – undersstanding ho
ow
this is working
w
in other area
as i.e. learn
ning, pitfallss and bene
efits
 System
m leadership
 Econom
mic modellling – to model intervventions be
efore implementing an
ny changess so
that the
ey are supported by e
evidence o
of intended and uninte
ended conssequencess
 Learnin
ng from oth
her pioneer sites.

6
7

http://w
www.england.nhs.uk/wp‐co
ontent/upload
ds/2015/03/pioneer‐profiless‐case‐study.p
pdf
http://w
www.nwcahsn
n.nhs.uk/indexx.php
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13.23

Neighbou
uring CCGs have be
een award
ded either Vanguard
d and or Prime
P
Ministers
Challenge
e Fund sttatus and being pa
art of the Pioneer p
programme
e we havve an
opportunity to not only learn
n from neig
ghbouring CCGs bu
ut also the
e experiencce of
CCGs nationally.

14.

Access to furthe
er inform
mation

14.1

For furthe
er informatiion relating
g to this rep
port contacct:

Name
e
Desig
gnation
Telephone
Email

Fleur Blakkeman
Strategy and
a Transfformation D
Director
07872661
1491
f.blakema
an@nhs.ne
et
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Goverrnance
Priorr Committtee Approval / Liink to oth
her Committees
The content of tthis paper is based o
on informa
ation presented and d
discussed at the Pioneer
Panel and Pione
eer Steering
g Group m
meetings an
nd informattion submittted to NHS
S England.

CCG 5 Year Strategic
S
Plan pro
ogramme
e of work
k this rep
port is lin
nked to 
Caring
g Togetherr
Q
Quality Imp
provement


Menta
al Health & Alcohol



O
Other



CCG 5 Year Strategic
S
Plan am
mbitions a
addresse
ed by this report 
Increa
ase the num
mber of ou
ur citizens 
IIncrease th
he proportion of olde
er people 
having
g a positive
e experiencce of care
Reducce the ine
equalities in health
and ssocial carre acrosss Eastern
Chesh
hire



Ensure our citizzens accesss care to
the highest
and are
h
s
standard
proteccted from a
avoidable h
harm
Ensure that a
all those living in
Chesshire
sho
ould
be
Easterrn
suppo
orted by ne
ew, better integrated
comm
munity services

living independently at home and who
ffeel supporrted to man
nage their condition
IImprove th
he health-re
elated qua
ality of life
o
of our citizzens with one or m
more long
tterm conditions, inclu
uding mental health
cconditions
S
Secure ad
dditional ye
ears of life
e for the
ccitizens o
of Easterrn Chesh
hire with
ttreatable m
mental an
nd physica
al health
cconditions





Key IImplications of th
his reporrt – pleas
se indicate 
Strategic
C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement

Financce
Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
Staff / Workforce
e



E
Equality
L
Legal

CCG Values s
supporte
ed by this
s report – please indicate
e
Valuin
ng People
Workin
ng Togethe
er
Investting Responsibly



IInnovation
Q
Quality




NHS Constitu
ution Values supp
ported by
y this rep
port – ple
ease indicate 
Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on

Respe
ect and dignity
Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare



Improving lives
Everyone counts
c
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NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG 2015/16 Prospectus

Purpose of paper
The purpose of the paper is to present the final draft NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
prospectus for 2015/16 to the Governing Body for approval.

Key points
 The prospectus sets out the CCG’s priorities and plans and associated resources for the year
ahead. Our plans reflect the need to transform local services as well as maintain a focus on the
need to continuously improve existing services.
 Our plans have been shaped by and shared with our key stakeholders and strategic partners and
informed by the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment and the local Health and Wellbeing Strategy.
 We have had to balance delivering local priorities with a requirement to also deliver nationally
determined priorities.
 Our vision, values and system ambitions remain unchanged however we have taken the
opportunity to refresh the narrative describing how our system ambitions will be delivered and to
update the wording to reflect the revised governance arrangements.
 Our plans for 2015/16 are based on five key programmes of work underpinned by a number of
individual projects.
 Detailed implementation plans are being developed for each of the projects and updates on
progress will be presented to the CCG’s Governing Body on a quarterly basis with the first update
report being presented in July 2015.
 The prospectus contains details of the key performance metrics that will be used to measure our
success.
 The Governing Body is asked to review and approve the content of the CCG’s Prospectus for
2015/16 before submitting for final graphic design ahead of publication.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information

Benefits / value to our population / communities
It is important that we effectively communicate our plans to our key stakeholders and our partners so
that they are aware of our plans and can make connections and engage as appropriate.
The successful delivery of our plans is very much dependent on ownership of the plans, effective
working relationships and partnership working.

Report Author
Fleur Blakeman

Contributors

Strategy and Transformation Director

Charles Malkin, Neil Evans, Alex Mitchell
Matthew Cunningham, Jerry Hawker,
Lerman, Paul Bowen, Jacki Wilkes

Date of report

15 June 2015

Trevor
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NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG 2015/16 Prospectus
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

NHS England guidance ‘Everyone Counts: Planning for Patients 2013/14’1 confirmed
the requirement for each CCG to publish a prospectus by the end of May 2013. Whilst
there has been no requirement since on the CCG to publish a subsequent prospectus
from its 2013/14 prospectus2, the CCG has committed to publishing a second
prospectus as a way to articulate in a patient centric and minimal jargonistic format the
intentions of the CCGs Five year strategy and annual operation plan.

1.2

The prospectus appended to this report outlines the CCG’s plans for 2015/16 which
will support the delivery of year two3 of the CCG Five year strategy.4

1.3

Our plans have been shaped by our key stakeholders and strategic partners including
Caring Together Stakeholders, Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice, Healthwatch Cheshire
East, Cheshire East Health and Adult Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee
and Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board.

1.4

Our plans are intended to address the health inequalities identified by the Cheshire
East Joint Strategic Needs Assessment5 and the local Cheshire East Health Wellbeing
Strategy.6

1.5

However we have had to balance delivering local priorities with a requirement to also
deliver nationally determined priorities.

1.6

Our vision, values and system ambitions remain unchanged however we have taken
the opportunity to refresh the narrative describing how our system ambitions will be
delivered and to update the wording to reflect the revised governance arrangements
that have subsequently been introduced.

1.7

Our plans for 2015/16 are based on five key programmes including:
 Integrating Care
 Specialist and Direct Care
 System Resilience
 Continuous Quality Improvement
 Duty of Care.

1.8

These five key programmes of work are underpinned by a number of individual
projects. Detailed implementation plans are being developed for each of the projects.

1
2
3

http://www.england.nhs.uk/everyonecounts/
http://www.easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk/downloads/publications/Strategies/Eastern%20Cheshire%20Prospectus%202013%20-%20FINAL2.pdf

http://www.easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk/Downloads/Governing-Body/Meetings/29%20April%202015/3.2%20%20Implementation%20Plan%20201516.pdf
4
http://www.easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk/downloads/publications/Strategies/NHSECCCG5YearStrategicPlan.pdf
5
http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/social_care_and_health/jsna/jsna.aspx
6
http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/council_and_democracy/your_council/health_and_wellbeing_board/health_and_wellbeing_board.aspx
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1.10

The prospectus contains details of the key performance metrics that will be used to
measure our success. These include the Quality Premium Indicators, NHS
Constitution measures and the NHS Outcomes Framework measures.

1.11

Regular updates on progress will be presented to the CCG’s Governing Body on a
quarterly basis with the first update report being presented in July 2015.

1.12

Regular updates on progress will also be presented to Cheshire East Health and
Wellbeing Board, HealthVoice and Cheshire East Healthwatch.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to:
 Review and approve the prospectus for Eastern Cheshire CCG for 2015/16.

3.

Reasons for recommendation

3.1

To ensure that the Governing Body is aware of and approves the plans for the CCG
for 2015/16.

4.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

4.1

All five Peer Groups within Eastern Cheshire.

5.

Population affected

5.1

The population served by Eastern Cheshire CCG.

6.

Context

6.1

The aim of the prospectus is to provide our key stakeholders and strategic partners
with an overview of the CCGs plans for the year ahead in a concise and easy to read
format.

7.

Finance

7.1

The prospectus contains details of the resources available to the CCG in 2015/16 to
support the delivery of year two of the CCG’s Five year strategy, including Caring
Together.7

8.

Quality and Patient Experience

8.1

Our plans support the delivery of the CCG’s Five year strategy. Delivery of the CCG’s
strategy will improve the health and wellbeing of the local population as well as
improve the quality of services and patient experience.

9.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

Key stakeholders and our strategic partners have helped shape our plans for 2015/16
and will be involved and or kept informed of the implementation and delivery of our
plans.

7

www.caringtogether.info
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9.2

Formal consultation will be undertaken in the event that any significant service change
is being proposed as part of the implementation of our plans.

10.

Equality

10.1

Our plans are tailored to meeting the needs of our local population.

10.2

In designing the programmes of work and individual projects, the diverse needs of the
target population have been taken into consideration.

11.

Legal

11.1

There are no legal implications at the present time.

12.

Communication

12.1

Hard copies of the prospectus will be made widely available to key stakeholders and
strategic partners in July 2015. The prospectus will also be published to the CCG
website and promoted by social media.

12.2

Leaflets will be prepared on various aspects of the prospectus to help promote and
raise awareness of the CCG’s plans for 2015/16.

12.3

Regular updates on progress will be presented to the Governing Body, Cheshire East
Health and Wellbeing Board, Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice and Cheshire East
Healthwatch.

13.

Background and Options

13.1

NHS England guidance ‘Everyone Counts: Planning for Patients 2013/14’ confirmed
the requirement for each CCG to publish a prospectus by the end of May 2013. Whilst
there has been no requirement since on the CCG to publish a subsequent prospectus
from its 2013/14 prospectus, the CCG has decided to develop and publish a second
prospectus.

13.2

The 2015/16 prospectus outlines the plans which will support the delivery of year 2 of
the 5 year strategy.

14.

Access to further information

14.1
For further information relating to this report contact:
Name
Fleur Blakeman
Designation
Strategy and Transformation Director
Telephone
07872661491
Email
f.blakeman@nhs.net

16.

Appendices

Appendix One

Final draft prospectus
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Governance
Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
A previous draft version of the prospectus has been shared with members of Eastern Cheshire
HealthVoice and Governing Body members. Previous drafts of the summary of the plans for
2015/16 have been shared with HealthVoice, Healthwatch Cheshire East, Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, Caring Together Stakeholders, our strategic partners and other key stakeholders.

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to
Caring Together
Quality Improvement

Mental Health & Alcohol



Other




CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report
Increase the number of our citizens 
Increase the proportion of older people 
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire



Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm



Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services



living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions





Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce



Equality
Legal

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly




Innovation
Quality




NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Working together for patients
Compassion

Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care



Improving lives
Everyone counts
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INTRO
ODUCTION
N
We are
e pleased to
t present the 2015/1
16
prospe
ectus for NH
HS Eastern Cheshire
e
Clinical Commisssioning Gro
oup (CCG)).
The pro
ospectus iss intended to provide
e
the pub
blic with an
n overview
w of our
plans ffor 2015/16
6 which will support
delivery
ry of year 2 of the CC
CG’s 5 yearr
strateg
gic plan pub
blished in June
J
2014
4
(see Appendix 1).
1 Our plan
ns will be
reflecte
ed in our co
ommission
ning
decisio
ons in the year
y
ahead
d.
At the h
heart of ou
ur plans is the
committment to im
mprove and
d transform
m
care in Eastern Cheshire
C
in
n
o local communitie
es,
partnerrship with our
patientts, carers and
a health and sociall
care pa
artners. Ovver the lastt 18 month
hs
we havve been listening to lo
ocal people
e
and ca
are professionals. The
eir feedbacck
elped to sha
ape our pla
ans and
has he
ons, expresssed in the
e eight
ambitio
ambitio
ons of the Caring
C
Tog
gether
transfo
ormation ap
pproach we
e have
adopte
ed with our partners.

This
T
year we will furthher develop
p and
in
ntegrate tho
ose teamss of staff an
nd
vo
olunteers working
w
in the community.
This
T
will be facilitated by a real
in
ncrease in investmennt in primarry care,
co
ommunity services aand mental health
se
ervices. Te
echnology will play an
in
ncreasingly
y key role i n our plans, with
th
he introduc
ction of a s hared care
e
re
ecord, incre
eased elecctronic refe
errals
and prescrip
ptions and technolog
gies to
help better identify an d more
proactively manage peeople’s care.
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described in
n the docum
ment “The
Forward Vie
ew into acttion: Planning for
2015/16” prroduced byy NHS Eng
gland.
This
T
document provid ed mandatory
guidance on
n what the CCG shou
uld be
fo
ocusing on in 2015/166. The CC
CG also
in
ncorporates
s in its prioorities guidance
frrom NHS England
E
rellating to th
he
Quality
Q
Prem
mium meaasures that CCGs
sh
hould focus on comm
missioning
se
ervices to deliver.

While w
we have se
et out amb
bitious plan
ns
to transsform the way
w care is
s provided
for the future, we
e have not failed
f
to
ain a focus on today’s
s services.
mainta
efore reflecct
For 2015/16 our plans there
h our work to
more cclearly both
transfo
orm service
es and con
ntinuously
improvve existing services.
ESTAB
BLISHING OUR PRIORITIES
FOR 2015/16
Our priiorities and
d accompa
anying Plan
n
on a Pa
age were informed by
b a detaile
ed
analysiis of Easte
ern Cheshirre’s health
profile and by the
e needs of the
ation as revvealed thro
ough
popula
ement activvities. Con
nsultation
engage
meetings took pla
ace in our five
localitie
es while the views off Eastern
Cheshiire HealthV
Voice were
e also taken
fully intto accountt.
Provide
ers of health and soc
cial care
service
es also playyed an imp
portant parrt
in deve
eloping ourr priorities.

In
n preparing
g this prosppectus the CCG
has taken th
he opportuunity to refrresh
th
he five year Strategicc Plan 2014
4/15 –
2018/19 ‘Pla
an on a Paage’ to refle
ect the
progress ma
ade in 201 4/15 and the
t
la
atest nation
nal guidancce and local
in
ntelligence.
Our
O plans are
a themedd around 5 major
programmes of work






Integ
grating Carre
Spec
cialist and D
Direct Care
Syste
em Resilieence
Continuous quaality
Impro
ovement
Duty of Care

Details
D
on our
o plans inn each area are
su
ummarised
d in our “pllan on a pa
age”
and in the narrative
n
inn section 3 of the
prospectus.
We
W hope an
nd trust thaat our plans for
2015/16 reflect the vission and va
alues
we
w hold as a memberrship organ
nisation
and our com
mmitment tto seeing real
r
mprovemen
nt in joinedd-up care for
f and
im
in
n partnersh
hip with thee people off
Eastern
E
Che
eshire.

Priorities
p
the
en had to
The listt of local priorities
be bala
anced against national prioritiess
WHO W
WE ARE
A Mem
mbership Organisati
O
ion

The
T CCG is
s a membeership
organisation
n of 23 GP
P practices in
Alderley
A
Edge, Bollinggton, Chelfford,
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Congle
eton, Disleyy, Handforrth, Holmess
Chapel, Knutsforrd, Maccles
sfield,
Poynto
on and Wilm
mslow. Ou
ur practicess
are alig
gned to five
e GP locality areas:




Alderley Edge,
E
Chelfford,
Handforth and Wilms
slow
Bollington, Disley an
nd Poynton
n
Congleton
n and Holm
mes Chape l

We Do
What W
The CC
CG is responsible forr three maiin
things:



Planning services
s
ba
ased on the
e
identified needs
n
of our
population
n
Commissio
oning or bu
uying healtth
services to
o meet those needs
(from April 2015 this includes
co-commisssioning off Primary
Medical Se
ervices)




Knutsford
Macc
clesfield

The
T CCG employs moore than 50
0 staff
who
w work alongside thhe clinician
ns of
th
he 23 practtices to plaan, buy and
d
monitor
m
hea
alth servicees for the 204,000
2
people of Eastern Cheeshire.



Monitoring the quality of
services of provviders contracted
to de
eliver comm
missioned
healtthcare

The
T CCG is
s a statutorry memberr of the
Cheshire
C
Ea
ast Health and Wellb
being
Board.
B
Thro
ough its meembership, it has
re
esponsibilitty for produucing and
im
mplementin
ng the Cheeshire Eastt Joint
Strategic
S
Ne
eeds Asseessment, th
he
Cheshire
C
Ea
ast Health and Wellb
being
Strategy
S
and Better C
Care Fund Plans.
P
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Our Vision and Values
V
Our vission of “insspiring better health
and we
ellbeing” is written intto our
Constittution. Thiss vision is embedded
e
d
in all w
we do, and underpins all the
commissioning and busines
ss decision
ns
we make for our population
n. Our way
o guided by
y and
of workking is also
measured againsst our value
es and
principles.
Values
s






eople
Valuing pe
Working to
ogether
Innovative
e
Quality
Investing responsibly
r
y

Our Pa
artners
The are
ea’s acute and comm
munity
health services are
a provided by East
h runs
Cheshiire NHS Trrust, which
Maccle
esfield Disttrict General Hospitall
(MDGH
H), Congleton War Memorial
M
Hospita
al and Knu
utsford Com
mmunity
Hospita
al. MDGH provides urgent
u
and

emergency care, and a wide ran
nge of
elective surgery. Conggleton Warr
Memorial
M
Hospital proovides loca
al
health care to the resiidents of
Congleton
C
and
a surrouunding area
as. It
has a specialist interm
mediate care unit
and minor in
njuries unitt.
Knutsford
K
Community
C
y Hospital offers
o
a
va
ariety of ou
utpatient seervices inc
cluding
blood tests and physiootherapy.
Cheshire
C
an
nd Wirral P
Partnership
p NHS
Foundation Trust (CW
WP) provide
es the
area’s menttal health, learning
disability, drrug and alccohol supp
port
se
ervices.
Cheshire
C
Ea
ast Counciil provides the
area’s statutory sociall care serv
vices
while
w
variou
us third secctor organisations
provide a wide range of services
s that
enable peop
ple with lonng-term
co
onditions to live inde pendently at
home.
The
T map be
elow showss the location of
th
he area’s hospitals.
h
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(ABOVE
E GRAPHIC
C TO BE U PDATED WITH FIG
GURES SU
UPPLIED)
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OUR PLANS FOR 2015/16
Developed with the public, partners
and our other stakeholders, the ‘Plan
on a Page’ for 2015/16 (see Appendix
2) outlines the five overarching
programmes and the key pieces of
work or projects that we will be
undertaking in the year ahead to
support the delivery of the CCG’s
Strategy and that of the Eastern
Cheshire health and social care
economy as a whole.
Five Key Programmes of Work
Our ‘Plan on a Page’ for 2015/16
outlines five key programmes of work,
namely:






Integrated Care
Specialist and Direct Care
Systems Resilience
Continuous Quality
Improvement
Duty of Care

In the following section we explain in
more detail some of the work we will
be undertaking and how service users,
their carers and communities will see
the improvements in the services they
access and how it will benefit their
health and wellbeing

Integrated Care
The integration of care services is at
the heart of the CCGs plans and the
delivery of Caring Together. In
2015/16 our integrated care
programme will be focusing on four
main areas:


Investing in Enabling
Technologies to empower
people




Reviewing and supporting the
development of General
Practice
Developing services in the
Community

Developing and Investing in
Community Teams
Building on work started in 2014, we
will continue to transform the way care
is delivered in the community by
further integrating health and social
care teams and services to better meet
people’s needs. Through the pooling
of resources (the Better Care Fund)
we will work with Cheshire East
Council to improve outcomes for
people.
Working in partnership with local
people we aim to provide better
coordinated care within local
communities, enabling more people to
live well at home. This will also help to
reduce unnecessary admissions to
hospital and support the timely
discharge for those patients that do
need to be admitted.
In 2015/16 we will be prioritising the
care of people with diabetes. This is
because there are lots of people living
with this condition locally and there is
lots more we can do to stop people
developing the many complications
associated with this illness. One of the
ways in which we plan to do this is to
help people better manage their
diabetes through the use of
technology.
Investing in Enabling Technologies
to Empower People
We want to make best use of the latest
information and communication
Charles Malkin 16.06.15 07:12

technology to enable people to better
manage their health and wellbeing.

Specialist and Direct Care
Enabling technologies will also help to
improve access to services, support
and information. We will work with
members of the public and our
partners to explore the options for
making more use of technology, for
example introducing remote physical
health measurement, conducting
consultations with a healthcare
professional on line. Linked to this we
want to explore what tests and
treatments can be delivered safely and
effectively out of hospital in more
community based settings.
In 2015/16 we have committed to a
major investment in the development
of a digital shared care record, the
Cheshire Care Record (CCR). This
investment is being made by all
partners across health and social care
across the whole of Cheshire. The
CCR is a key step to delivering
integrated care and will greatly
enhance the coordination of people’s
care.
Reviewing and supporting the
development of General Practice
The CCG, working in collaboration with
its 23 member practices and NHS
England, have embarked on a major
project to review and improve the
range of services available your local
GP practice.

Developing services in the
Community
To support the shift in services from a
hospital setting to the community, we
will be specifically focussing on the
development of community based
services for deep vein thrombosis and
pneumonia.

For 2015/16 we will be focusing on two
key aspects of hospital based
services, Maternity Services and
Children’s Services. We will also
continue to participate in relevant
transformation programmes to ensure
equity of access to high quality
services in neighbouring areas.
Review of Maternity Services
In March 2015 NHS England
announced a national review of
Maternity and Obstetric services. The
CCG will actively participate in the
national review to ensure that
consideration is given to the issues
and challenges associated with
delivering Maternity and Obstetric
services in a small district general
hospital setting such as Macclesfield.
Review of Children’s Services
In 2015/16 we are planning to
undertake a review of Children’s
services to determine whether they
meet best practice standards. Once
completed, the review findings will be
shared with key stakeholders including
the public, staff, Cheshire East
Council, Cheshire and Wirral
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust and
East Cheshire NHS Trust for
consideration. If we do need to make
any changes to the way in which
services are provided we will ensure
we consult widely on any proposals
before any changes are made.
Achieving the best Standards and
Outcomes for hospital services
We are working in collaboration with
our key stakeholders to agree the care
standards we expect our providers of
care to adopt and the outcomes we
expect them to achieve for our local
Charles Malkin 16.06.15 07:12

population. This will help inform and
determine what services for safety
reasons can only be provided in a
hospital setting and what can safely
and effectively be provided in a
community based setting. This work is
being coordinated with the Healthier
Together
initiative
in
Greater
Manchester to ensure that our
population can access the same
standard of care wherever they go.

Systems Resilience
The Eastern Cheshire System
Resilience Group (SRG) comprises
health and social care commissioners,
providers, patient representatives and
third sector colleagues. Its purpose is
to ensure there is sufficient resilience
in our providers to accommodate
peaks in demand such as during
winter.
Ensure System Resilience develop
services that can accommodate and
respond to peaks in demand
Following a review of performance last
winter, the SRG has identified a
number of additional priority areas for
ongoing development including:






Development of a capacity plan
Further improve discharge planning
and processes
Development and implementation
of a local action plan to fulfil the
local Mental Health Crisis Care
Concordat
Increase seven day access to
relevant services

We will build on the initiatives such as
our Acute GP Visiting Service (AVS)
introduced in 2014/15 to include
access to a wider range of services in
the community to provide more. This

include community based care,
treatment and support.
The CCG will use the intelligence
generated by the recently developed
system ‘snow white’ to inform future
planning and monitor performance.
Short-term Assessment,
Intervention and Recovery Service
In June 2015, the CCG introduced a
short-term assessment intervention
response and recovery service
(STAIRRS) which will more closely
align social care reablement services
and rapid response health services to
provide a joined up approach to
assessment of need and delivery of
care and support. Over time the range
of rapid response services will
increase, networking with voluntary
and faith sector services and other
public sector partners. The STAIRRS
initiative is a precursor to fully
integrated services within the
community which will mean that for the
first time acute episodes of illness can
be managed and supported as part of
individual’s ongoing care.
Implementation of newly procured
NHS 111 services
The CCG will work with the recently
awarded 111 service led by North
West Ambulance Service (NWAS) to
integrate the service into our health
system. The five-year contract will start
in October 2015. NWAS will provide
the service in partnership with FCMS
and Urgent Care 24, both providers of
out-of-hours GP services in the North
West. NHS 111 provides a triage,
referral and support service for people
needing urgent, non-emergency care.
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Improving our response to those in
mental health crisis, improving
access to primary mental health
services and improving physical
health

During 2015/16 the CCG will continue
to encourage its providers to deliver
ongoing improvements in the quality,
efficiency and productivity of the
services they provide.

Building on the work completed in
2014/15, the CCG will implement a
range of nationally identified priorities,
for the year ahead, to help achieve
parity of esteem for mental health
services.

Commissioning of Continuing
Healthcare and Funded Nursing
Care

The programme focusses on
improving access and outcomes within
Child and Adolescent Mental Health
services (CAMHS), Neurodevelopment
services which support young people
with Autism and Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),
Improving Access to Psychological
Therapies (IAPT), Psychiatric Liaison,
Crisis Response and improving the
diagnosis of Dementia and subsequent
access to older people’s Mental Health
services.
Best Practice Stroke Care
During 2014/15 the CCG and East
Cheshire NHS Trust have been
working with providers of specialist
Stroke services, in Stockport, Salford
and Stoke-on-Trent to ensure the
people of Eastern Cheshire have
access to the best possible Stroke
care. Following the success in 2014/15
of the redesigned hyper acute stroke
care pathway, the CCG is committed
to commissioning improved post-acute
stroke care. A new Integrated Stroke
Rehabilitation Service will enable
individuals to be discharged from
hospital much earlier because there
will be specialist help and support
available to them within the
community.

To improve and further develop the
NHS Continuing Healthcare and NHS
Funded Nursing Care services, the
CCGs of Cheshire and Wirral have
developed a new shared service which
went live on 1 February 2015. During
2015/16 the CCGs will radically
redesign and improve the way in which
these services operate to improve
service user and carer experience and
to ensure that those who are entitled to
funding receive it. This development
work provides clinicians, service users
and other interested stakeholders with
an opportunity to shape the new
service model.
Quality of care in care homes and a
home based setting
In response to issues and concerns
raised about the quality, standards and
on occasions the safety of care, the
CCG working in partnership with
Cheshire East Council has been and
will continue to further strengthen
quality assurance processes:




Developing a framework to more
effectively measure quality of care
during visits
Working with partners to develop
our workforce capability and
capacity
Supporting providers to implement
small-scale service improvement
and sharing of best practice

Continuous Quality
Improvement
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Learning from Patients and
Professionals
In February 2015 the CCG developed
a new team to manage our internal
governance services. The team will
ensure we are not only fully compliant
with statutory duties but also ensure
we actively engage with the public and
act on the feedback we receive.
The CCG will work with Cheshire East
Council and other partners to meet the
requirements of the new policy
framework for Special Educational
Needs and Disability (SEND) to fully
integrate health education and social
care services around the needs of
individuals and their families.
The CCG is currently evaluating an
initiative introduced in 2014/15 to
increase support to those young adults
in transition. The CCG will continue to
work with its partners to increase
capacity and improve access to
services for this very vulnerable group.
Ensure our population receives best
practice cancer care
The CCG, working in conjunction with
Public Health and providers of cancer
services, will target its intervention and
efforts where local populations have a
higher incidence and mortality from
cancer. Our approach will include
introducing a range of training for
practice nurses, public campaigns,
implementation of clinical guidance
and assessment tools and care
pathway improvements to support
early detection, diagnosis and
treatment.
Patient Safety

encouraging our care providers to
improve the care for those with an
acute kidney injury, those at risk of
sepsis or developing pressure sores
as well as reduce the incidence of
Clostridium difficile and MethicillinResistant Staphylococcus Aureusis
(MRSA) and community-acquired
pneumonia.
We will work with our GPs to reduce
the prescribing of broad spectrum
antibiotics to minimise antimicrobial
resistance.
Improve elective pathways
The CCG has identified access
challenges to Ophthalmology,
Endoscopy and Dermatology services
and will work with providers, including
where necessary procuring additional
provision and working to ensure equity
of referral processes.
Promote appropriate access to
emergency ambulance and patient
transport services
A greater emphasis on providing care
closer to home and the need to travel
further for more specialist treatment
and care is changing transport
requirements.
During 2015/16 the CCG will continue
with our main provider North West
Ambulance Service, Cheshire East
Council, the voluntary sector, service
users and the public to find innovative
ways of meeting local needs for both
emergency and non-emergency
transportation. This work is part of the
national Total Transport Fund
Scheme.

The CCG will continue to work on a
wide range of local patient safety
initiatives, such as prevention of falls
and pressure sores. We will also be
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DUTY OF CARE
Learning Disability
We will continue to work with service
users, their carers and our partners
(Cheshire East Council and NHS to
improve outcomes and reduce health
inequalities for people with learning
disabilities. We will commission
personalised, high quality services
using evidence-based service
specifications. We will ensure that
individuals are cared for in the most
appropriate care setting, as close to
home as possible whilst ensuring their
care needs are met.
The CCG has developed a programme
of work to achieve continuous quality
improvement. This will not only ensure
we meet our key statutory duties but
will also provide the best possible
services to our local population. The
programme sits alongside our day to
day operational work which monitors
and develops the services we
commission and the way our CCG
workforce and internal processes
operate.

The CCG is committed to developing
Integrated Personal Commissioning,
including extending the offer of a
Personal Health Budget beyond just
those individuals receiving NHS
Continuing Healthcare. We will work
with our partners from across Cheshire
and Wirral and reflect on the
experiences of the national pilot sites
to develop a local approach.
Joint implementation of the Carers’
Strategy
We acknowledge the invaluable
contribution of carers who make it
possible for people to be cared for in
their own homes who may otherwise
need to be admitted to a care facility.
Accordingly, a key priority for the CCG
in 2015/16 will be implementing Caring
for Carers: A Joint Strategy for Carers
of all ages in Cheshire East 2015 2018. The priorities will focus on
assessment of need and tailored
support for carers, personal budgets
and information, and identifying
“hidden carers” to ensure appropriate
support is offered.

Giving people control over their
care and associated resources
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WHAT OUR PLANS WILL MEAN

For our population:
Noticeable progress towards delivering the 8 ambitions of Caring Together
Better help and support for Carers
Improved access to a broad range of services
Targeted interventions for specific conditions
Avoiding unnecessary admissions to hospital and unnecessary testing
For quality and patient safety:
Access to good quality, evidence based, safe and effective services
Access to specialist treatment and care when needed
Benchmarked performance of our providers with areas of non-compliance,
poor performance or poor quality being addressed
Evidence that providers have acted on the feedback they receive and learn
the lessons to avoid repeated failings
Robust safeguarding arrangements are in place for adults and children alike
For our Practices:
Sharing best practice
Reducing variation in services, treatment and care
Primary Care teams with a wider set of skills and expertise
Proactive case finding and case management
For our providers:
More integration of health and social care services
More treatment and care provided out of hospital, in some cases supported by
the transfer of resources
Concentration of more specialist treatment and care in a smaller number of
providers
Integrated and innovative workforce planning to address the shortfall in
staffing and to attract and retain the workforce of the future
Resilience to accommodate peaks in demand
Financially viable services
For our CCG
Service users and the public have a voice and demonstrable influence
Strong clinical leadership
Effective Governing Body and governance arrangements
Financial flexibility through the quality, innovation, productivity and prevention
programme to reinvest in services
We act on the feedback we receive
We have sufficient capacity and capability to deliver the scale and pace of
transformation needed
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HOW WE WILL MEASURE SUCCESS
The CCG monitors the progress being
made in delivering its plans through
both quantitative and qualitative
measurement of improved care and
outcomes for our population. Regular
updates on performance are presented
to both our Quality and Performance
Committee and Governing Body to
provide assurance as to the scale and
pace of our progress.
Here are some of the CCG’s Quality
Premium priorities for 2015/16.


We will reduce by five per cent
the number of patients with
mental health issues who wait
more than four hours in A&E to







be treated, discharged or
admitted
We will reduce by 10 per cent
the number of hospital bed days
lost because of delayed
transfers of care
We will reduce by five per cent
the number of walk-in patients
hospitalised with chronic
conditions
We will increase the number of
people diagnosed with
dementia

The success of the CCG will also be
measured by its performance against
the NHS Constitution targets and NHS
Outcomes Framework targets.
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Within its published 5-year strategic
plan (2014/15 – 2018/19) the CCG
highlighted some significant financial
challenges between its predicted
income (money in) and spend (money
out). The CCG has made positive
steps to improve this by turning a
planned deficit of £2m in 2014/15 into
a small but healthy surplus of £0.2m
as per Table 2.

Overall, the CCG’s ambition and
requirements for the 2015/16 financial
year are to:

The CCG has also received an uplift of
5.8 per cent on its income for 2015/16,
which is higher than the minimum uplift
awarded to all CCGs of 1.4 per cent.
This reflects NHS England policy to
have all CCGs funded at a target level
outlined within their revised CCG
funding formula. The CCG was 5.5 per
cent below its target level and received
an additional uplift to help reduce this
gap.

Quality, Innovation, Productivity
and Prevention (QIPP)

LISTENING TO AND LEARNING FROM
OUR POPULATION

Your Views section of the CCG’s
website at
www.easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk.

As an organisation rooted in the
community it serves, the CCG is
committed to listening to patients,
carers and the public, ensuring that
their needs are taken fully into account
when priorities are set. Accordingly,
the CCG has put in place numerous
mechanisms to enable people to
influence the way it works.
The CCG’s 23 GP practices each has
a Patient Participation Group (PPG)
that recommends improvements to
primary care services and supports its
practice in communicating effectively
with patients. You can find out more
about the work of your PPG from your
practice manager or by visiting the





Deliver a surplus of £1.4m
Support the transformation
programme as per year 2 of its
5-year plan.
Pay 95 per cent or above of all
invoices within 30 days.

This is a framework adopted by the
NHS to help improve quality with the
benefit of becoming more efficient
(lower spend). For 2015/16, plans
have been identified locally to deliver
efficiencies of £2.5m. These savings
will come from a wide range of
initiatives as highlighted in Figure
Three.

The CCG manages a busy annual
calendar of public engagement events
to understand the needs of service
users including young people, older
people and those with complex needs
or long-term conditions.
Examples of our innovative work
include working with members of the
public and health and social care
professionals to produce a four-minute
animation, Sheila’s Story, which used
real-life examples to show how
integrated care is enabling people with
complex needs to continue living
independently at home. Sheila’s Story
is available to view on the Caring
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Together website at
www.caringtogether.info.

decision making in the provision of
health services.

The CCG’s Governing Body meets in
public every month and hosts an
informal question-and-answer session
at the end of every second meeting.
Details of the meetings can be found
on the CCG’s website at
www.easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk/Gove
rning-Body.

HealthVoice is a voluntary committee
which works closely with the CCG and
is involved in all aspects of planning,
prioritising and implementing health
and care services.

Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice
(insert HealthVoice logo)

The CCG supports an independent
body called HealthVoice which acts as
a champion for and represents the
interests of patients, carers and the
public throughout Eastern Cheshire. It
ensures that the patient perspective is
fully represented at all stages of

It meets every eight weeks at various
venues around Eastern Cheshire.
Attendance comprises members of
Patient Participation Groups,
representatives of third sector
voluntary organisations and personnel
from all levels within the CCG.
Meetings are open to everyone to
attend and details of these are widely
available in advance.
You can find out more about
HealthVoice by visiting its website at
www.echealthvoice.info or by calling
CCG Communications Manager
Charles Malkin on 01625 663824;
email c.malkin@nhs.net. You can
follow HealthVoice on Twitter
@ECHealthVoice.

Appendix1: The refreshed 5 Year Strategic Plan 2014/15 – 2018/19 Plan on a Page
is shown below:
Eastern Cheshire health economy is a system comprised of partners from across Eastern Cheshire who have come
together to agree, refine and implement the Caring Together Programme over the next five years.
Our shared vision is to join up care, improve outcomes and our citizens’ experience of care whilst responding to
increasing clinical and financial sustainability challenges within an environment of one of the fastest ageing
populations in England.
To make affordable high value health services available to all to improve the health and wellbeing of our population.
System
Ambition One
Increase the
number of people

Delivered through:


Learning the lessons from the feedback from service users, carers
and staff.

Overseen by the
following
governance
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having a positive
experience of
care

System
Ambition Two
Reduce the
inequalities in
health and social
care across
Eastern Cheshire
System
Ambition Three
Ensure our
citizens access
care to the
highest standards
and are protected
from avoidable
harm
System
Ambition Four
Ensure that all
those living in
Eastern Cheshire
should be
supported by
new, better
integrated
community
services
System
Ambition Five
Increase the
proportion of older
people living
independently at
home and who
feel supported to
manage their
condition



Giving people greater control over their care and the associated
resources assigned to meeting their heath goals.



All those individuals with a long term condition will have a
personalised care plan containing details of their agreed care
outcomes and how they will be supported to achieve these.



All individuals within Eastern Cheshire will have access to their
Integrated Digital Care Record.

arrangements:


NHS Eastern
Cheshire
Clinical
Commissioning
Group



Cheshire East
Health and
Wellbeing
Board



Caring Together
Leadership
Forum



Cheshire
Pioneer Panel

Delivered through:
 Using the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment and the Health and Wellbeing strategy and other relevant sources, to align resources more
closely to meeting the needs of our population.
 Using the latest tools and techniques identify those individuals most at
risk and ensuring they have a designated care coordinator to ensure
they receive the help and support they need.
Delivered through:
 Defining for our providers the evidence based standards of care and
specifying the outcomes we want to achieve.
 Undertaking specific service reviews to determine whether they meet
best practice standards and act on the review findings.
 Learning the lessons when things don’t go to plan to avoid the same
mistakes happening again.
 Encouraging our staff, service users and carers to speak out when
they have concerns.
Delivered through:
 Greater integration of health
and social care services and better coordination of care so that people
don’t have to repeat their history and there is more continuity of care
and care is better tailored to meeting their needs.
 Person centred care planning, care provided closer to home and
designing services to be more flexible to meet the changing needs of
individuals.
 Implementing an integrated health and social care record.
 Proactive case management of those individuals living with one or
more long term conditions so that they can avoid being admitted to
hospital unless absolutely necessary and they remain as fit and well as
possible for as long as possible.
Delivered through:
 Implementation of assistive technology to help individuals manage
their long term conditions themselves.
 Ensuring equal emphasis is placed on mental and physical health in
the planning and delivery of health services to improve their quality of
life and help avoid premature death.

Measured using the
following success
criteria
 Compliance
against the
emerging
Caring Together
and Healthier
Together care
standards and
outcomes
framework
 Delivery of the
improvement
metrics for each
ECCCG
ambition (Two
Year
Operational
plan) and
Caring Together
ambitions
 All
organisations
within the health
economy are
clinically and
financially
sustainable by
2018/19
 NHS
Constitution
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Better Care Fund: The £5.3bn Better
Care Fund (formerly the Integration
Transformation Fund) was announced
by the Government in the June 2013
spending round to ensure a
transformation in integrated health and
social care.
Caring Together: A programme to
transform health and social care in
Eastern Cheshire by developing an
integrated care model that allows
people with complex, long-term
conditions to be cared for in the
community where it is appropriate to
do so. For more information visit
www.caringtogether.info.
Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing
Board: Addresses the health and
wellbeing needs of people in the
Cheshire East local authority area to
reduce unacceptable and avoidable
variations in health and healthcare. Its
membership comprises NHS
commissioners and providers, local
authority, police, fire and third sector
representatives. For more information,
visit www.cheshireeast.gov.uk.
Cheshire East Joint Health and
Wellbeing Strategy: A document
written by the Health and Wellbeing
Board. It provides an overarching
framework that influences the
commissioning plans of the local NHS,
Cheshire East Council and other
organisations in Cheshire East. For
more information, visit
www.cheshireeast.gov.uk.
Cheshire East Joint Strategic Needs
Assessment: A piece of research that
every local authority has to carry out to

tell the story of local people’s needs.
For more information, visit
www.cheshireeast.gov.uk.
Cheshire Integrated Digital Care
Record (CIDCR): Will give Cheshire
care professionals a common view of
patient information which data subjects
have consented to the sharing of. For
more information, visit
www.local.gov.uk and search for
“Cheshire Integrated Digital Care
Record.”
Five-Year Forward View: The NHS
Five-Year Forward View
was published on 23 October
2014 and sets out a vision for the
future of the NHS.
For more information, visit
www.england.nhs.uk.
Healthier Together: A partnership
between the NHS organisations and
local authorities serving Greater
Manchester. The aim is to take out
variations in quality of care by joining
up local authority and health services,
improving standards in GP practices
and reconfiguring hospital services.
For more information, visit
www.healthiertogethergm.nhs.uk.
NHS England: The NHS
Commissioning Board was established
in October 2012 as an executive nondepartmental public body. Since April
2013, the NHS Commissioning Board
has used the name, NHS England, for
operational purposes. NHS England
empowers and supports clinical
leaders of the NHS through CCGs,
networks and senates, in NHS
England itself and in providers. NHS
England helps commissioners and
providers make informed decisions,
spend taxpayers’ money wisely and
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provide high quality services. For more
information, visit www.england.nhs.uk.
Personal Health Budgets: Personal
health budgets are being introduced by
the NHS to help people manage their
care in a way that suits them.

Quality Premium: Rewards CCGs for
improvements in the quality of services
they commission and for associated
improvements in health outcomes and
reducing inequalities. For more
information, visit www.england.nhs.uk.
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
24 June 2015
Report Title

Agenda Item 3.3

Review of CCG Performance against Quality
Priorities in 2014-15

Purpose of report
This report provides an overview of the performance of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) against quality and performance outcome measures for the year 201415 and the schemes in place for the benefit of the population of Eastern Cheshire.

Key points
 The quality priorities defined in the CCG 2014–15 Operational Plan have been delivered through
the following areas:
 Quality Premium
 National Quality Standards including the NHS Constitution
 Delivery against CQUIN (commissioning for quality and innovation) schemes
 The CCG achieved four of the six quality premium priorities with a further one awaiting national
confirmation of our performance. The measure we are awaiting information on is the area of
"Potential Years Life Lost". We are predicting this measure will be achieved on the basis our
performance in 2013/14 was outstanding and placed us well ahead of our improvement
trajectory.
 The measure we did not achieve was increasing the number of people entering Improving
Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) services.
 The CCG has generally performed well against our NHS Constitutional Commitments however
did not achieve the A&E Four Hour Treatment Standard, nor the North West Ambulance (NWAS)
Emergency Call Eight Minute Response Standard. This will mean that the CCG Quality Premium
will be reduced by 50% to total £436,000.
 In 2015–16 the performance related to A&E treatment, 18 weeks Referral to Treatment and
Ambulance Emergency Calls remains a challenge which the CCG, through the Systems
Resilience Group, will be focussed on.
 The performance in implementing CQUIN of East Cheshire NHS Trust and Cheshire and Wirral
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust has been generally good.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse



Decide
Note for information

Benefits / value to our population / communities
This paper provides and oversight of the CCG’s Quality and Performance metrics

Report Author
Neil Evans
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David Forrester

Commissioning Director

Quality and Performance Analyst

Andrew Binnie
Quality and Performance Manager
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Review of CCG Performance against Quality Priorities in 2014-15
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

This paper provides an update to the Governing Body as to the performance of the
CCG against the quality priorities defined in the CCG 2014–15 Operational Plan.
These priorities are delivered through the following areas:
 Quality Premium
 National Quality Standards including the NHS Constitution
 Delivery against CQUIN (commissioning for quality and innovation) schemes.

1.2

The CCG has achieved four of the six quality premium priorities, with a further one
awaiting national confirmation of our performance, this is due in September. The
scheme targets the CCG has achieved are:
 Reducing Emergency Admissions
 Reducing Emergency Hospital Readmissions
 Reporting of Medication Incidents
 Friends and Family Test1 satisfaction with Accident and Emergency (A&E).

1.3

The measure the CCG is awaiting information on is the area of “Potential Years Life
Lost”.2 The CCG is predicting this measure will be achieved on the basis that our
performance in 2013-14 was outstanding and placed us well ahead of our
improvement trajectory.

1.4

The measure we did not achieve was increasing the number of people entering
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) services.

1.5

The CCG has generally performed well against our NHS Constitutional commitments
however did not achieve the A&E Four Hour Treatment standard nor the Ambulance
Emergency Call Eight Minute Response standard. In reflection of this performance
the CCG Quality Premium will be reduced by 50% to total £436,000.

1.6

In 2015-16 the performance related to A&E treatment, 18 weeks Referral to Treatment
and Ambulance Emergency Calls remains a challenge which the CCG, through the
Systems Resilience Group will be focussed on addressing.

1.7

The performance in implementing CQUIN (Commissioning Quality and Innovation) of
East Cheshire NHS Trust and Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
has been generally good.

1
2

http://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/fft/

Potential Years of Life Lost (PYLL) from causes considered amenable to healthcare (NHS OF Indicator 1a) is one of the key outcome
measures that NHS England has asked CCGs with NHS England Area teams to include in five year strategic plans (2014/15 to 2018/19)
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2.

Recommendation(s)

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to:
 Note for information the content of this report and the likely position at the end of
2014–15 in relation to Quality Premium achievement, NHS Constitution
achievement and CQUIN Achievement.

3.

Reasons for recommendation

3.1

To provide assurance of CCG performance against the NHS Constitution and the
current expected payments the CCG will receive for the 2014/2015 Quality Premium
and the current NHS Constitution measures.

3.2

To provide assurance that CQUINS are on target to reach performance trajectories.

4.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

4.1

All of Eastern Cheshire

5.

Population affected

5.1

All NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG residents.

6.

Context

6.1

The purpose of this report is to reflect how NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG performed
against national and local performance indicators during 2014-15. It also highlights
any actions being taken where performance was at variance with planned levels.

6.2

CCG performance is assessed against those areas set out in the NHS planning
document for 2014/15: “Everyone Counts”.3 This includes those areas that contribute
to the delivery of the NHS Constitutional commitments, the CCG Assurance
Framework and the CCG Quality Premium.

6.3

This report contains the most up to date information available to the CCG at the time
of writing this report. In a small number of areas the data is not available yet and
where this is the case it is highlighted within the report.

7.

Finance

7.1

Achievement against the National Quality Premium Scheme has a direct financial
impact on the CCG. The current estimate is £359k. This compares to £740k in 2014
with the main difference being the failure to achieve the A&E 4hour treatment standard
and North West Ambulance Service performance in relation to urgent calls. This
means that a 50% reduction in Quality Premium is raised

7.2

CQUIN schemes are mandated as part of the NHS Standard Contract. The total value
of these schemes equates to 2.5% of the contract value.

3

http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/5yr-strat-plann-guid.pdf
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8.

Quality Premium Achievement

8.1

Assuming current performance at the end of the year, Figure One below summarises
the expected payments for the Quality Premium.
Figure One: Expected payments for quality Premium 2014-15

8.2

As PYLL data will not be available until September 2015, based on the excellent
performance in 2013–14 we have assumed we will receive this value in the expected
payment. The current income would be £872,000

8.3

This value is then scaled against performance against four key NHS Constitution
Measures, which are:
 Referral to Treatment Target: Patients on Incomplete Pathway
 A&E Waiting Times: Performance against 4 hour target
 Cancer Waiting Times: 2 Week Wait Performance
 Ambulance Waiting Times: Performance against Red 1 Calls (Measured at NWAS
level and not CCG).

8.4

The payment for which the CCG is eligible is then reduced by 25% for each measure
that the CCG fails to achieve. Hence if all four are failed then the CCG would not be
paid any of the Quality Premium that it qualified for. Figure Two indicates the CCG
performance against the four NHS Constitution Measures.
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Figure Two: CCG performance against four key NHS Constitution Measures
Current
Performance

Target

Deduction

Referral to Treatment Target: Patients on Incomplete Pathway

95.14%

92%

0%

A&E Waiting Times: Performance against 4 hour target.

93.10%

95%

25%

Cancer Waiting Times: 2 Week Wait Performance

97.90%

93%

0%

Ambulance Waiting Times: Performance against Red 1 Calls

56.60%

75%

25%

Measure

8.5

Based on current performance the quality premium payment of £872,000 would be
scaled down by 50% to £436,000.

8.6

Potential Years of Life Lost: 15% of the 2014/2015 Quality Premium. To achieve
this portion of the quality premium, CCGs will need to:
 agree with Health and Wellbeing Board Partners, and with the NHS England Area
Team the average trend percentage reduction in the PYLL (standardised for sex
and age) from amenable mortality for the CCG population to be achieved over the
period between the 2012 and 2015 calendar years. This should be no less than
1.2%
 demonstrate that, in developing the reduction to be achieved and its plans to deliver
it, the CCG and its partners have taken into account:
 the local causes of premature mortality for those living in areas of deprivation
 other relevant needs set out in the local joint health and wellbeing strategy
 achieve the planned reduction.

8.7

PYLL Performance Comments: The CCG is awaiting confirmation as to achievement
of this measure. 2013 results have been published by the Health and Social Care
Information Centre (HSCIC) showing that the CCG achieved a 20.7% reduction against
a target of 3.2% thus achieving the 2013-14 element of the Quality Premium. The CCG
now has the second lowest rate of PYLL for all the CCGs nationally. It is projected that
this measure for 2014-15 will be achieved in light of the excellent progress seen in the
previous year.
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Figure Three: Potential Years of Lost Life in Eastern Cheshire

8.8

Improving Access to Psychological Therapies: 15% of the 2014/2015 Quality
Premium. To earn this portion of the quality premium, CCGs will need to:
a) achieve IAPT access levels of at least 15% by 31 March 2015; and
b) if the CCG's IAPT access level was 13% or greater by 31 March 2014 to further
increase access levels by 31 March 2015 to an additional amount agreed by the
CCG with the relevant Health and Wellbeing Board and with the NHS England area
team which should be no less than an additional 3%.

8.9

For a) and b), CCG's plans to increase access levels during 2014-15 should include
plans to increase the proportion of individuals accessing IAPT services from
communities where use of IAPT is known to be disproportionately low.

8.10 Performance Comments: The CCG did not achieve this measure. Figure Four below
shows that the increased funding provided to IAPT is not having the desired effect on
activity that was expected. Work has been undertaken to amend referral processes
from summer 2015, in addition to a more fundamental review of IAPT commissioning
going forward. The CCG has a Mental Health Board overseeing this work.
Figure Four Access to Psychological Therapies

8.11

Avoidable Emergency Admissions: 25% of the 2014/2015 Quality Premium. To
earn this portion of the quality premium, there will need to be either:
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 a reduction, or a zero per cent change, in emergency admissions for these conditions
for a CCG population between 2013/14 and 2014/15; or
 the Indirectly Standardised Rate of admissions in 2014/15 at less than 1,000 per
100,000 population.
8.12

This is a composite measure of:
 unplanned hospitalisation for chronic ambulatory care sensitive conditions (all ages)
 unplanned hospitalisation for asthma, diabetes and epilepsy in children
 emergency admissions for acute conditions that should not usually require hospital
admissions (all ages)
 emergency admissions for children with lower respiratory tract infection.

8.13 Performance Comments: The CCG has achieved this measure. There has been a
reduction in the number of avoidable admissions in 2014-15 from 2013-14 (Figure
Five). These reductions have been across the four categories that combine to make the
overall measure of avoidable admissions with significant reductions in the number of
admissions for Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions (ACS).
8.14 A range of schemes from the Caring Together Plan and Systems Resilience Group
have been implemented, focussing on keeping this cohort of patients out of hospital;
e.g. Proactive Care Scheme, Community Neighbourhood Teams as well as the
deflection of patients with an ACS condition from A&E to the Acute Admissions Unit
(AAU).
Figure Five

8.15

Avoidable admissions

Friends & Family Test (FFT): 15% of the 2014/2015 Quality Premium. To earn this
portion of the Quality Premium the CCG will need to:
1. a) agree a plan with their local providers with specified actions and milestones for
addressing the issues that are identified from 2013/14 FFT results, particularly
where they highlight issues which relate to poor care, and for these actions to be
achieved in line with the milestones.
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b) obtain appropriate assurance and evidence that providers have taken action in
response to FFT feedback.
c) support local providers to co-ordinate the roll out of FFT by the end of 2014-15
and to address roll-out issues as required. Appropriate evidence of advice and
support being provided where this has been sought should be recorded by the GP.
2. demonstrate that there is an improved average score achieved between 2013/14
and 2014/15 for one of the patient improvement indicators set out in the CCG
Outcomes Indicator Set with the specific indicator agreed by the CCG with the
Health and Wellbeing Board, the NHS England area team and the relevant local
providers. CCGs should be assured that NHS providers have plans in place to
reduce the proportion of people reporting a poor experience of care in line with the
locally set level of ambition.
8.16 Performance Comments: The CCG has achieved this measure. East Cheshire Trust
achieved a slight increase in the performance compared to the previous year. The Trust
generally had comparatively high response rates in 2013-14 for the A&E Friends and
Family Test yet the net promoter score for A&E was often poorer than we would want,
therefore this was highlighted as an area to address for 2014-15.
8.17 Figure Six demonstrates that the Net Promoter Score has been down in five out of 10
months this year from the previous year but did show a slight improvement in the
average performance. The response rate was down compared to last year.
Figure Six

8.18

East Cheshire NHS Trust Friends and Family Test results

Medication Related Safety Incidents: 15% of the 2014/2015 Quality Premium. A
CCG will earn this portion of the quality premium if:
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a) It agrees a specified increased level of reporting of medication errors from specified
local providers for the period between Quarter 4, 2013/14 and Quarter 4, 2014/15; and
b) these providers achieve the specified increase.
The local measure may include improved levels of reporting from primary care. The
measure should be agreed by the CCG with its local Health and Wellbeing Board and
the NHS England area team.
8.19

It has been agreed that the local measure will be to increase reporting in primary care,
since East Cheshire NHS Trust are amongst the highest reporters of medication safety
incidents nationally.4 Each general practice has been tasked to report at least 1
medication safety incident per 1000 patients on the practice list per annum via the Datix
system.

8.20

Performance Comments: The CCG has achieved this measure. The CCG’s objective
is to achieve a level of reporting of medication related safety incidents. This builds on
historically high levels of reporting in our main provider, East Cheshire NHS Trust. We
asked GP Practices to report at least one Medicines safety incident per 1000 patients
registered. The level of reporting has increased.

Figure Seven

8.21

4

Medication Related Errors

Readmissions (Local Measure): 15% of the 2014/2015 Quality Premium. The CCG
has chosen as its local measure to produce a reduction in the number of readmissions

https://report.nrls.nhs.uk/explorerTool/default.aspx
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for patients who were originally discharged from East Cheshire NHS Trust by 5% on the
number of readmissions in 2013-14.
8.22

Performance Comments : The CCG has achieved this measure (Figure Eight). The
success in this area can be attributed to several reasons:
 the piloting of new proactive care administrative role to support people discharged
with complex needs to present readmission. Feedback on this service has been very
positive.
 development of care plans following the implementation of the risk stratification tool
to assess patients at risk of admission.
 Network Orange (Previously LACE tool) risk tool went live at ECT in July.
 Bollington, Disley, Poynton Peer Group piloted a "care administrator" scheme from
July. This model was then reviewed by other peer groups and has been rolled out
more widely.

Figure Eight

Readmission East Cheshire NHS Trust

9.

NHS Constitution Measures

9.1

The information in this section details the CCG performance against the NHS
Constitution and Nationally Prioritised Measures during 2014–15. This performance is
monitored on a monthly basis by the Quality and Performance Committee.

9.2

Referral to Treatment Waiting Times East Cheshire NHS Trust Provider View.
9.2.1 Requirement: Patients who receive treatment in an inpatient setting should
receive treatment within 18 weeks of being referred.
9.2.2 Achievement: Failed/Achieved. In July 2014 NHS England announced
additional funding for Acute Trusts to reduce their backlogs of patients beyond
the 18 week target who are still awaiting treatment prior to the onset of winter. As
a result NHS England declared an amnesty on achievement of these targets to
allow long wait patients to be treated in large numbers without it negatively
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impacting on Providers. The revisions to the NHS priorities in 2015/16 have now
focused on incomplete pathways rather than the admitted and non-admitted
target.
Figure Nine Referral to Treatment Waiting Times East Cheshire NHS Trust Provider View
Referral to Treatment waiting Times

Target

CCG - Mar

CCG - YTD

Trend

ECT - Mar

ECT - YTD

Trend

Admitted patients to start treatment within a maximum of
18 weeks from referral

90%

78.8%

89.7%

Down

60.9%

85.1%

Down

Non-admitted patients to start treatment within a
maximum of 18 weeks from referral

95%

95.1%

96.27%

Down

96.5%

96.8%

Down

Patients on incomplete non-emergency pathways (yet to
start treatment) should have been waiting no more than 18
weeks from referral

92%

93.8%

94.9%

Down

92.9%

92.9%

Down

9.3

Accident & Emergency Waiting Times.
9.3.1 Requirement: Patients should be admitted, transferred or discharged within 4
hours of their arrival at an A&E department. There is a national target of 95%.
9.3.2 Achievement: Failed. CCG performance is determined by the performance of
its main provider, and so is not dependent on A&E attendances at other providers. As a
result CCG performance is largely dependent on East Cheshire NHS Trust (ECT) which
accounts for 72.7% of attendances with a further 7.08% at University Hospitals of South
Manchester Trust (UHSM) and 6.53% at Stockport Foundation Trust (SFT).
Performance has dropped further below target during the winter period and as a result
both the CCG and ECT failed to hit the national target at year end.

Figure Ten A&E Waiting Times
A&E Waits

Target

CCG - March

CCG - YTD

Trend

ECT - March

ECT - YTD

Trend

Patients should be admitted, transferred or
discharged within 4 hours of their arrival at
an A&E department

95%

92.6%

93.1%

Down

88.21%

93.16%

Down

9.4

Cancer Waiting Times.
9.4.1 Requirement: There are a range of targets in relation to cancer treatment.
There are occasions where, due to the small numbers of patients on specific pathways
the performance for a month is below the expected standard. All breaches of a cancer
target are reviewed individually to identify lessons learnt and implement remedial
improvements.
9.4.2 Achievement: Achieved
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Figure Eleven

Cancer Waiting Times

Cancer Waits - 2 Week Wait

Target

CCG - Mar

CCG - YTD

Trend

ECT - Mar

ECT - YTD

Trend

Maximum two-week wait for first outpatient appointment
for patients referred urgently with suspected cancer
by a GP

93%

98.6%

98.1%

Up

98.5%

98.7%

Down

Maximum two-week wait for first outpatient appointment
for patients referred urgently with breast symptoms
(where cancer was not initially suspected)

93%

97.4%

96.2%

Up

98.6%

95.3%

Up

Cancer Waits - 31 days

Target

CCG - Mar

CCG - YTD

Trend

ECT - Mar

ECT - YTD

Trend

Maximum one month (31-day) wait from diagnosis to first
definitive treatment for all cancers

96%

98.5%

98.5%

Down

98.3%

99.0%

Down

Maximum 31-day wait for subsequent treatment where
that treatment is surgery

94%

100.0%

98.5%

Up

100.0%

98.2%

Up

Maximum 31-day wait for subsequent treatment where
that treatment is an anti-cancer drug regimen

98%

98.3%

99.4%

Down

100.0%

100.0%

Same

Maximum 31-day wait for subsequent treatment where the
treatment is a course of radiotherapy

94%

100.0%

100.0%

Same

N/A

N/A

N/A

Cancer Waits - 62 days

Target

CCG - Mar

CCG - YTD

Trend

ECT - Mar

ECT - YTD

Trend

All cancer two month urgent referral to first treatment wait

85%

86.8%

89.6%

Down

85.9%

86.5%

Up

Maximum 62-day wait from referral from an NHS screening
service to first definitive treatment for all cancers

90%

85.7%

94.8%

Down

100.0%

98.4%

Up

82.4%

83.3%

Down

N/A

N/A

N/A

Maximum 62-day wait for first definitive treatment
No
following a consultant’s decision to upgrade the priority of standard
the patient (all cancers)
set

9.5

Ambulance Calls Category A
9.5.1 Requirement: Category A calls resulting in an emergency response arriving
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within 19 minutes which are classified as a Red call. There is a 95% national
target. Ambulance targets are measured at both CCG performance and the
Ambulance Trust (in this case North West Ambulance Service) performance.
CCG Achievement: Failed
NWAS Achievement: Failed
9.5.2 For All Reds the CCG performance is 92.2%. NWAS performance is 93.1%
(Figure Twelve). The CCG has received from NWAS ambulance callout data at
an individual level (Figure Thirteen). This is so analysis of ambulance
performance can be established at a postcode and clinical level. This will enable
to the CCG to determine where the main issues which need to be addressed to
achieve the target. A workshop is planned for July to agree what action can be
taken to improve performance in this area.
Figure Twelve

Ambulance Calls Category A – All Red

Category A Ambulance Calls

Target

CCG - March

CCG - YTD

Trend

NWAS March

NWAS - YTD

Trend

Category A calls resulting in an ambulance
arriving at the scene within 19 minutes

95%

90.9%

92.2%

Down

91.2%

93.1%

Down

Trend

NWAS March

NWAS - YTD

Trend

Figure Thirteen

Ambulance Calls Category A – Red 1 and 2

Category A Ambulance Calls

Target

Category A calls resulting in an emergency
response arriving within 8 minutes - Red 1
(Quality Premium measured at provider
NOT CCG level)

75%

52.7%

56.2%

Down

68.3%

69.2%

Down

Category A calls resulting in an emergency
response arriving within 8 minutes - Red 2

75%

56.6%

61.1%

Down

65.7%

69.5%

Down

9.6

CCG - March CCG - YTD

Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches. There is a requirement for Providers to
minimise the numbers of mixed sex accommodation breaches. Achievement: Failed.
There have been 20 mixed sex accommodation breaches for NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG (Figure Fourteen). These however primarily relate to January 2015 where due to
the pressure being faced by East Cheshire NHS Trust a conscious decision was taken
to place patients in mixed sex areas. All patients were consulted in advance to gain
their consent.

Figure Fourteen

Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches.
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Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches

Target

CCG - March

YTD

Trend

ECT - March

ECT - YTD

Trend

0

20

Up

0

20

Up

Minimise Breaches

9.7

Cancelled Operations. All patients who have surgery cancelled, on or after the day of
admission (including the day of surgery), for non-clinical reasons surgery should be
offered another binding date within 28 days of the cancellation. Achievement:
Achieved. There have been 0 cancelled operations (Figure Fifteen) on the day or after
the day of admission where surgery has not been offered within 28 days.

Figure Fifteen

Cancelled Operations.

Cancelled Operations

Target

CCG - March

YTD

Trend

ECT - March

ECT - YTD

Trend

All patients who have operations cancelled,
on or after the day of admission (including
the day of surgery), for non-clinical reasons
to be offered another binding date within
28 days, or the patient’s treatment to be
funded at the time and hospital of the
patient’s choice.

0

0

0

Same

0

0

Same

9.8

Mental Health – Care Programme Approach (CPA). The proportion of people under
adult mental health illness specialties on CPA who were followed up within seven days
of discharge from psychiatric in-patient care during the period. There is a national target
of 95%. Achievement: Achieved. The CCG performance is 97.47% (Figure Sixteen)
which is above the target set.

Figure Sixteen

Mental Health – Care Programme Approach

Mental Health

Target

CCG - March

YTD

Trend

Care Programme Approach (CPA): The
proportion of people under adult mental
illness specialties on CPA who were
followed up within 7 days of discharge from
psychiatric in-patient care during the
period

95%

100.00%

97.47%

Up

10.

CQUIN (Commissioning Quality Innovation)

10.1 CQUIN is the quality incentive scheme mandated within the NHS Standard Contract.
This scheme rewards providers for successfully implementing a range of improvement
schemes agreed between the commissioner and provider.
10.2

The list of schemes agreed with our two main providers of services are listen in Figure
Seventeen (East Cheshire NHS Trust) and Figure Eighteen (Cheshire and Wirral
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust).
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Figure Seventeen

CQUIN Schemes - East Cheshire NHS Trust
Goal
Weighting
(% of
CQUIN
scheme
available)

Percentage
Achieved

Goal Name

Description of Goal

NHS Safety
Thermometer

NHS Safety Thermometer improvement goal specification Reduction in prevalence of pressure
ulcers
Implementation of Staff FFT

0.125%

10%

0.04%

100%

FFT early Implementation

0.04%

100%

FFT

Increased or maintained response
rate in acute providers

0.029%

75%

FFT

FFT Reduction in negative responses
in acute providers

0.042%

50%

Dementia

Dementia - Find, Assess, Investigate,
refer

0.072%

50%

Dementia

Dementia - Clinical leadership

0.07%

100%

Dementia

Dementia - Supporting Carers of
people with Dementia
Emergency admissions for acute
conditions that should not normally
require hospital admission

0.08%

100%

0.5%

100%

Improvement
in the care and
management
of the acutely
ill Adults

Improve the care of the deteriorating
patient

0.275%

100%

ANTT (Aseptic
Non Touch
Technique)

Implementation of ANTT training for
all clinical staff involved in invasive
device management for in patients
and patients attending outpatient
treatment

0.085%

100%

FFT (Friends
and Family)
FFT

Emergency
Admissions
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Goal Name

Description of Goal

Goal
Weighting
(% of
CQUIN
scheme
available)

Antibiotic
Prescribing
Bundle
Always Event

Antibiotic Prescribing Bundle

0.085%

100%

Always event

0.25%

100%

Advancing
Quality

AQ AMI

0.03%

50%

Advancing
Quality

AQ Heart Failure

0.02%

50%

Advancing
Quality

AQ Hip and Knee replacement

0.02%

25%

Advancing
Quality

AQ Pneumonia

0.02%

25.%

Advancing
Quality

AQ - Stroke

0.02%

0%

Advancing
Quality

AQ - COPD

0.01%

50%

Advancing
Quality

AQ - Diabetes

0.01%

100%

Medicines
Blueteq
Proactive Care

Homecare medicine

0.175%

100%

Proactive care for people with long
term conditions
To reduce the incidence of pressure
ulcers across East Cheshire NHS
Trust (stage 2, 3, 4 and unstageable)
developed on hospital
admission/community caseload by
25%.

0.355%

100%

Total

2.50%

Pressure Ulcer

Percentage
Achieved

0.149%
50%
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Figure Eighteen

CQUIN Schemes Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation
Trust
Goal
Weighting
Percentage
Goal Name
Description of Goal
(% of CQUIN
Achieved
scheme
available)
Improve physical
Ensuring people with serious
0.41%
100%
healthcare to reduce
mental illness have physical
the premature
health checks and if appropriate
mortality in people
brief intervention for weight
with severe mental
management, exercise
illness (SMI)
programmes and smoking
cessation
NHS Safety
<Reduction in the prevalence of
0.18%
100%
Thermometer
pressure ulcers> (nonmandatory, commissioners may
agree a different improvement
goal if pressure ulcer
improvement is not appropriate)
To implement use of the Health
Equality Framework, using it to
capture salient outcome
measures for people with
learning disabilities using the
service.
The tool will be implemented in
phases to allow for training to be
completed and any necessary
HEF
systems put in place.
0.45%
100%
Friends and Family
Implementation of staff FFT as
0.18%
100%
Test
per guidance, according to the
national timetable
Proactive Care
To establish and test an
1%
100%
innovative Proactive Care
Service which co-ordinates care
and improves the experience for
people with complex long term
conditions.
Support with
CWP to work as part of an MDT
0.29%
100%
challenging
approach within care homes to
behaviour and
support those with the most
mental health within challenging behaviour, and those
care homes
at risk of admission to hospital,
which may benefit from a mental
health review or support with an
existing identified mental health
or cognitive impairment.
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11.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

11.1

Development of local commissioning priorities include engagement with local
stakeholders and local quality improvement priorities are developed as part of this
process

11.2

Regular updates on progress are shared with Eastern Cheshire HealthVoice.
HealthVoice have a representative as a standing member on the Eastern Cheshire
Systems Resilience Group

12.

Equality

12.1

Delivery of the NHS Constitutional Standards help maintain equity of access to
services.

13.

Legal

13.1

The NHS Constitution provides service users with legal rights in relation to a range of
areas including choice and access to services

14.

Communication

14.1

The CCG has developed a “performance” section on its website which features
monthly updates in relation to performance.

14.2

The minutes and performance dashboard used by the CCG Quality and Performance
Sub Committee to monitor delivery are shared with each Governing Body Meeting and
published on the CCG website

15.

Access to further information

15.1
For further information relating to this report contact:
Name
Neil Evans
Designation
Commissioning Director
Date
12 June 2015
Telephone
01625663469
Email
neilevans@nhs.net

16.

Glossary of Terms

A&E - Accident and Emergency Department
ACS - Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions
ANTT - Aseptic Non Touch Technique
AAU – Acute Admissions Unit
CQUIN - Commissioning for Quality and Innovation
CWP – Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
ECT – East Cheshire NHS Trust
FFT – Friends and Family Test
NWAS – North West Ambulance Service
PYLL – Potential Years of Life Lost
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QP – Quality Premium
RTT - Referral to Treatment
SRG – Systems Resilience Group
UHSM – University Hospitals of South Manchester Trust (UHSM)
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Governance
Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
The Systems Resilience Group and Clinical Quality Performance Committee monitor
delivery of these priorities and schemes throughout the year.

CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to 
Caring Together
Quality Improvement


Mental Health & Alcohol



Other



CCG 5 Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report 
Increase the number of our citizens 
Increase the proportion of older people 
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire



Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm



Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services



living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions





Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Finance
Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce



Consultation & Engagement
Equality
Legal

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly

Innovation
Quality



NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate 
Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care

x
x
x

Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts

x
x
x

